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PREFACE

The purpose of this dissertation is to consider the sociocultural developments within the Central Depression of Chiapas, Mexico.
The analysis is a preliminary effort at synthesis of the large accumu
lation of archaeological information.
The region of the Central Depression of Chiapas runs from a
general west to east direction between the Sierra Madre to the south
of the Depression and the Central Plateau of Chiapas to the north. The
western end of the Central Depression commences at the border of the
states of Oaxaca and Chiapas, Mexico and continues along the trough
formed by the Qrijalva River and its tributaries to the eastern end of
the Depression at the border of Chiapas, Mexico and the country of
Guatemala.
The source materials for this dissertation have essentially
come from the field research of personnel associated with the BYU-New
World Archaeological Foundation. It is necessary especially to offer
thanks to Thomas Stuart Ferguson who was the original founder and
president of the New World Archaeological Foundation for the oppor
tunity of research that he made available to myself and many others.
Further thanks goes to Joseph T. Bentley, past Comptroller of BYU and
an officer of the BYU-New World Archaeological Foundation, for his
valuable efforts in maintaining financing for research operations.
Further, Gareth W. Lowe, Field Director and now Director of the New
iii

World Archaeological Foundation has played a key role in directing the
research efforts in the Central Depression of Chiapas. I appreciate
his providing research opportunities.
Many scholars have contributed to our understanding of the
Central Depression. John L. Sorenson and Edwin M. Shook provided the
first preliminary reports of reconnaissance to the Central Depression
and pointed out many archaeological connections with other regions out
side of the Central Depression.

Stephen F. de Borhegyi gave very

valuable aid by providing very full and complete card files for the
materials in the Guatemalan museum as well as personal observations and
insights on the archaeology of the Central Depression. I was fortunate
during the writing of this dissertation to have Pierre Agrinier, Andrew
J. McDonald, and Raymond C. Treat here at BYU to supply information
concerning various problems relating to the Central Depression. I
appreciate their willingness to cooperate.
My experience with the various types of information available
from the Central Depression of Chiapas will now be described.

My field

experience includes both reconnaissance and excavation between the
years of 1955 through 1958. From 1959 to 1966 and the summer of 1967
I was engaged in laboratory analysis of the ceramic collections of the
New World Archaeological Foundation and previous ceramic collections
already located in the regional museum in Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas.
These ceramics were from approximately 250 sites. The literature
analysis for the Central Depression has extended over a period of time
from 1954 through 1977. This literature includes published books,
monographs, articles and unpublished dissertations, papers, field

notes, and NWAF quarterly reports. However, I have not studied the
archaeological collections obtained by the NWAF since 1965*

My only

access to this latter information comes from the NVIAF Quarterly Reports
and discussions with NWAF personnel.
I am indebted to my dissertation committee at the University
of Arizona for their patience and efforts to aid me in completing this
dissertation. T. Patrick Culbert, Committee Chairman, has provided
much direction in defining a manageable dissertation topic. He has
been ably assisted by Arthur J. Jelinek and William L. Rathje, the
other two members of my dissertation committee.

Raymond H. Thompson,

Chairman of the Department of Anthropology, University of Arizona, has
been especially helpful with advice on the dissertation but also by
providing opportunities for graduate student teaching and arranging
financial aid.
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ABSTRACT

The research problem investigated and analyzed for this dis
sertation is the socioeultural development in the Central Depression
of Chiapas. An evaluation of the internal processes of development
and outside cultural contacts and influences on the Central repression
will be made through the study of archaeological remains*

Also the

linguistic affiliations of the Central Depression inhabitants are
correlated with the archaeological sequence.
The archaeological techniques employed to recover the informa
tion from the archaeological remains were basically of two types: (1)
reconnaissance to discover the many archaeological sites in the Central
Depression; and (2) excavation at several of these sites.
The general methodology for approaching our research problem
was to establish thirteen sequential archaeological phases in the
Central Depression between 1600 B.C. to A.D. 152*+.

The geographical

and spatial dimension of the Central Depression was divided into five
districts.
The site of Chiapa de Corzo, in the district of the same name,
was particularly stressed because of its long and detailed sequence.
This site was used as a control for tying in the archaeological mate
rials from other sites throughout the Central Depression.
The results or findings from the archaeological investigation
of the Central Depression indicate that the first pottery-making and
xii

xiii
farming groups were few in numbers and probably represented a migratory
group who were exploring and pioneering in a new territory. This would
be the short lived Ocos phase in the eastern Central Depression.
Around 1500 B.C. the archaeological record indicates a new
group who had come into the Central Depression with a differer ;: style
of pottery and who managed to occupy all the Central Depression (except
the Upper Tributaries district) before 1000 B.C. These Cotorra phase
migrants and settlers in the Central Depression apparently came from
the north and west into the Central Depression. The Cotorra phase
folk apparently lived in small communities, and each community was
essentially independent.
By the Dili phase about 1000 B.C. to 650 B.C. there was a
doubling of the number of archaeological sites in the Central Depres
sion, and a few of these sites may represent the appearance of petty
chiefdoms or a two-level development of political and economic life*
Beginning with the Escalera phase at 650 B.C. and continuing
up to the Spanish Conquest in A.D. 152^, the archaeological record
seems to indicate variations throughout the Central Depression of
paramount chiefdoms supplemented in some marginal sectors with petty
chiefdoms. There was a great deal of variation in site number within
each district of the Central Depression through time.
The language affiliation for the archaeological sequence in
the five districts of the Central Depression becomes more complex as
one proceeds through the history of the region. It is concluded that
the speech community of the Ocos phase may have been Maya particularly
related to the Huastec branch of the Mayan family. However, in the

xiv
following Cotorra phase it is likely the people were of a Mixe-Zoque
language particularly with an emphasis on the Zoque. It appears that
they spread throughout all the Central Depression.
The cumulative archaeologicalT linguistic, and ethnographic
information from the Central Depression does not fit a model of sociocultural development that stresses only internal dynamics. In fact,
this cumulative information suggests several external cultural in
fluences and incoming groups were absorbed by the inhabitants of the
Central Depression.

A useful model for explaining sociocultural

development in the Central Depression must stress both internal and
external processes of change.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Prehispanic Mesoamerica was a cultural area of diverse language
and sociocultural types.

The problem of research to be explored in

this dissertation is the sociocultural development in the Central
Depression of Chiapas. In order to structure the main problem of
sociocultural development in the Central Depression it will be neces
sary to define and analyze three subproblems of the overall problem
under investigation.
The first subproblem deals with the internal cultural develop
ment in the Central Depression of Chiapas. It will begin with the first
ceramics (Ocos phase) to be discovered within this region. Following
the Ocos phase there were twelve cultural phases as defined at the site
of Chiapa de Corzo. Many other sites within the Central Depression
have been mapped and surface collected. Several sites have been par
tially excavated. In this latter case, the materials were tied into
the archaeological sequence through numbers rather than phase names.
The numbered sequence of phases starts with zero or 0 for the Ocos
phase and continues with Chiapa I through Chiapa XII phase.
The second subproblem considers the outside sociocultural con
tacts of the Central Depression sites based on archaeological remains.
The main types of evidence for these outside contacts involve ceramic
styles, architectural styles, burial content, and indications of trade
1

2

objects coming from other regions.

The outside regions most directly

involved in this analysis are the Pacific Coast of Chiapas, the Middle
Grijalva region, the Chiapas Plateau region; and more distantly, the
Oaxaca Valley, southern Veracruz and western Tobasco regions, the High
lands of Guatemala, and the Lowland Maya region. Attempts will be made
to depict the kind of outside contact.

In some cases the sociocultural

contacts were probably migrations, local and regional trade routes; or
in other cases, more distant trade or tribute that was influencing the
Central Depression.

The first and second subproblems will be treated

in Chapter 2.
The third subproblem will deal v/ith the linguistic affiliations
of the inhabitants of the Central Depression of Chiapas at the time of
European contact followed by a brief reconstruction of linguistic cor
relations for each of the cultural phases.

In the third subproblem

the linguistic identities will actually divide into two levels.

The

first will be the specific ethnohistorical documentation referring to
Zoque Indians, Chiapanec Indians, and various Maya groups.

The second

level will be more generalized linguistic evidence that cam be provided
by various recently published linguistic studies.

There will be one

assumption that language affiliation does not equal ethnic affiliation
since it is well-known that in some cases one language group can be
divided into several ethnic components; or the reverse occurs where a
large ethnic component can be composed of several different languages.
The third subproblem will be discussed in Chapter 3«

3
For each of the three subproblems there is a general hypothesis
that attempts to explain each of the subprobleas in a way that future
research will either nullify or confirm the hypotheses.
The first hypothesis is that the internal sociocultural de
velopment in the Central Depression involved the adaptation to and
exploitation of potential productive agricultural lands near the Grijalva River and its tributaries. Further, the population carrying
capacity of the Central Depression was restricted to a level below the
need for state formation unless formal irrigation techniques were
employed.
The second hypothesis is that the external sociocultural in
fluences were the result of two sociocultural processes, (l) The
diffusion of cultural objects through trade, tribute, and imitation
were based on exchanging Central Depression food and clothing for re
sources not present in large quantities; e.g., exotic minerals, sea
products, etc. (2) The migration of new social groups into the Central
Depression because of economic and political stress in neighboring
regions*
The third hypothesis is that the language complexity of the
Centred. Depression inhabitants went from one or two speech communities
/

around 1600 B.C. to multiple speech communities by A.D.
For convenience, the thirteen subsequential cultural phases
within the Central Depression will be grouped into a scheme of broad
adaptive societal types which are mainly focused on basic ecological
adaptations of the various communities and societies to the natural
environment of the Central Depression.

if

The Geography of the Central Depression
of Chiapas
The Central Depression of Chiapas is an environmental region
approximately 250 kilometers in length that is located between two
mountain ranges. To the south and west of the Central Depression is
the mountain range known as the Sierra Madre of Chiapas which borders
the Pacific Coastal Plain, and to the north and east of the Central
Depression is the mountain range known as the Chiapas Plateau. The
southeastern end of the Central Depression of Chiapas terminates at the
Guatemalan border and the abrupt rising of large mountain peaks immmediately adjacent to the border between the country of Guatemala and the
state of Chiapas.

The western and northern boundary of the Central

Depression borders on the state of Oaxaca, Mexico (Fig. 1).
The main river draining the Central Depression of Chiapas is
the Grijalva River, at times referred to as the Rio Grande of Chiapas,
which begins with its headwaters in the mountainous regions of Guate
mala near the Guatemala-Chiapas border. This river flows through the
Central Depression on down through the northern highlands of Chiapas to
the Gulf Coast plain of Tabasco where it empties into the Gulf of
Mexico. Along the way the main course of the Grijalva River is fed by
tributary rivers flowing out of the Sierra Madre to the south and west
and small rivers coming down from the Chiapas Plateau to the north and
east of the Central Depression.
The width of the Central Depression varies from approximately
70 kilometers at its widest point to about 20 to 25 kilometers at the
narrow parts of the Depression (Lowe 1959b:if). The elevation of the
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river bed of the Grijalva varies from between 500 to 700 meters above
sea level in the eastern end bordering Guatemala to elevations of
around 300 meters above sea level below Chiapa de Corzo where the
Grijalva River enters the El Sumidero Canyon ending the Central De
pression on the north.
The geology of the Central Depression involves limestone for
mations, and the main agricultural areas are along the major river
beds and their tributaries with most of the best land being on the
south or west banks of the rivers. The annual rains pour down large
volumes of water which flood over the banks of the river and deposit
a certaiin amount of rich soil which makes the flooded areas near the
river banks most desirable for agricultural purposes.
The climate of the Central Depression of Chiapas is a dry
tropical type with the average rainfall of about 39 to kO inches of
rainfall annually.

Most of this rain comes in two periods — one in

June and the other in late September and early October with the rest
of the year being generally dry.

The temperature ranges are from a

low of around 25° Centigrade in the month of January to a high of
around 39° Centigrade during May with the average annual temperature
being 35° Centigrade.
In order to deal with the Central Depression of Chiapas more
efficiently, the region is divided into five districts.

Beginning to

the west and proceeding eastward these districts are as follows: (l)
the Jiquipilas district; (2) the Chiapa de Corzo district; (3) the
Acala district; CO the Chapatengo-Chejel district; and (5) the Upper
Tributaries district (Fig. 1).
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In the Upper Tributaries district there are pine-oak forests in
higher altitudes, some gallery forests, deciduous forests in lower
altitudes, and the Rio Lagartero swamp (fed by springs that are a re
sult of the heavy rainfall in the eastern end of the Depression and
drainage off the high mountains across the border in Guatemala).
As one proceeds down through the Central Depression following
the river course of the Grijalva, one encounters a good deal of open
grasslands or savanna-type areas interspersed with scrub-type vegeta
tion which is used to a large extent today for the raising of cattle.
Along the north slopes of the Sierra Madre as the tributaries from this
area drain into the Grijalva River of the Central Depression, one en
counters a large amount of pine trees particularly in the southeastern
portion of the Depression near the Chapatengo-Chejel district (Miranda
1952).
In the western end of the Central Depression (Jiquipilas,
Chiapa de Corzo, and Acala districts), one encounters a series of
plains with hills, valleys, mesetas, and mesas with Chernozem-type
soils (Vivo 19^2).

History of Archaeological Research
in the Central Depression
The initial historical problem that interested scholars in the
state of Chiapas was the origin of the Chiapanec Indians who were
living in the Chiapa de Corzo district of Chiapas at the time of the
Spanish Conquest. Early scholars, such as Remesal (1932), had specu
lated on the origin of the Chiapanec Indians as possibly being in
Nicaragua. Even earlier, Torquemada (19^3), writing in 1723, had
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stated that the Mangues separated from the Soconochco and traveled
south to the Nicaragua and Nicoya area of Central America thus sepa
rating the Mangues from their very close language relatives the
Chiapanecs who remained back in the state of Chiapas. Interest in this
Chiapanec problem led Jorge A. Vivo (195*0 to study Chiapanec place
names in the state of Chiapas. From this study Vivo was able to block
out what he considered to be a territory once controlled by the Chia
panecs.
sites.

This Chiapanec territory had very few known archaeological
Berendt (1869) reports one, and other archaeological sites were

reported by Sapper (1895) but the area remained poorly known.

Still

later Marcos E. Becerra discovered a new archaeological site which is
now called El Sumidero at the entrance of the Sumidero Canyon. Some of
these early scholars considered the El Sumidero site to be the first
settlement of the Chiapanecs after they had migrated from Nicaragua to
Chiapa6. The El Sumidero site was also visited by E. J. Palacios
(1928).
From January 2b through February 18, 19^1 Heinrich Berlin
initiated the first excavation in the Central Depression of Chiapas
when he began to excavate the El Sumidero site. The result of Berlin's
brief excavations at the El Sumidero site revealed that the main occu
pation, as determined from architectural style as well as tomb contents,
was from the Early Postclassic period. For example, he found plumbate
pottery vessels in two of the tombs, and he vound two stages of archi
tectural construction — the latter one being associated with the
plumbate pottery and definitely of the Early Postclassic period and the
earlier one possibly being Late Classic or in the early part of the
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Postclassic but definitely preceding the plumbate tombs and the associ
ated architecture of the second or last stage (Berlin 19^6:20-23)•
Berlin also briefly excavated at the archaeological site of
Chiapa de Corzo and was able to determine that the occupation of this
site was much older than that of the El Sumidero site. He also exca
vated at a site called San Pedro Buenavista and was able to determine
that the San Pedro Buenavista site was later than the Early Postclassic
El Sumidero site by virtue of its architectural styles; and therefore,
he tentatively placed this site in the Late Postclassic period (Berlin

19^6:2^-28).
The next significant archaeological activity in the Central
Depression took place in 1953 when Thomas Stuart Ferguson and John L.
Sorenson made a reconnaissance in the western part of the Central De
pression of Chiapas and located many sites (Sorenson 1956:7-19). The
results of this survey led Ferguson to seek funds to begin an archaeo
logical project on a large scale in the Central Depression of Chiapas.
He had organized the New World Archaeological Foundation in 1952 in the
state of California for the purpose of conducting archaeological re
connaissance and excavation in the eastern Mesoamerican region.
By 1955 enough funds had been raised to initiate more formal
reconnaissance and excavation within the Central Depression by the New
World Archaeological Foundation. Edwin Shook (1956:20-37) of the
Carnegie Institution was hired to make a brief preliminary investiga
tion of the upper Central Depression area of Chiapas. The results of
Shook's excavation and brief testing of two of the sites led to the
final decision by Ferguson to involve the New World Archaeological
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Foundation in large-scale archaeological work in the Central Depres
sion.
In November of 1955 a field party was sent to Chiapas under the
directorship of Heinrich Berlin who, along with Gareth W. Lowe, Lorenzo
Allen, Dick Madison, and Bruce W. Warren, was assigned the task of
excavating for six weeks at the archaeological site of Chiapa de Corzo
as well as conducting continued surface surveys within the Central De
pression (Lowe 1959a:2).

An additional project was begun under the

direction of Berlin when he hired Eduardo Martinez to make a map of
the impressive archaeological site of Chiapa de Corzo.
The first six weeks of excavation from November 1955 to Christ
mas 1955, were largely centered on the various mounds and plaza com
plexes of Chiapa de Corzo.

One exception was a test pit dug by Allen

at the site of Cupia across the Grijalva River from Chiapa de Corzo.
This test pit was dug into a large sherd deposit that contained en
tirely Late Classic ceramics.

The location was such that the deposit

was very quickly being destroyed not only by the eroding action of the
river, but also by the local town people from Cupia who were using the
soil for the making of sun-dried adobe bricks.
The next site picked for archaeological testing was that of
Acala which is located about thirty miles up river from Chiapa de
Corzo towards the Guatemala border.

Excavations were carried out at

Acala during January and February of 1956.

V/arren was assigned by

Berlin to test the thick Preclassic deposits in the town proper of
Acala while Berlin himself directed the excavations across the river
at the Ruiz site which had Early Postclassic architecture and ceramics.
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During this same period (January and February 1956)» Gareth W.
Lowe was assigned to continue surface reconnaissance in the Central
Depression from Acala up to the Guatemalan border.

Lowe's reconnais

sance was carried out under difficult conditions since there were no
roads to speak of along the Grijalva River at this time, and no bridges
over the river.

Nevertheless he was able, by using a four-wheel drive

jeep, to overcome these difficulties and discover many impressive Preclassic, Classic, and Postclassic sites in the upper portions of the
Central Depression.

As a result of Lowe's reconnaissance, two sites in

the Chapatengo-Che jel area of the upper Grijalva were chosen for test
ing and excavation.

Test excavations were begun in several Preclassic

mounds at the site of Laguna Delores in March 1956, and then later, in
May of the same year, excavations were conducted for two weeks at the
site of Santa Rosa which is probably the most impressive Preclassic
archaeological site in this portion of the upper Grijalva region of
the Central Depression of Chiapas.

Rains forced the abandonment of this

excavation and the activities of the New World Archaeological Founda
tion were then transferred back to their new headquarters at Tuxtla
Gutierrez (the state capital of Chiapas).
Renewed archaeological investigations were undertaken at the
site of Chiapa de Corzo during the summer of 1956.

Towards the end of

that summer Keith Dixon, who was to be involved with the analysis and
classification of the ceramics from the Chiapa de Corzo site, and
Pierre Agrinier were hired to work with the New World Archaeological
Foundation.

In the latter part of the year further reconnaissance was

carried out in the Central Depression, and towards the end of the year
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Warren spent twenty days studying the Preclassic collections in the
Guatemalan museum in order to make the New World Archaeological Foun
dation personnel more aware of the ceramic picture in the adjacent
country of Guatemala since it was expected that most of our initial
comparisons would be with this area of Mesoamerica.
Investigations, particularly focusing on Mound 1 at Chiapa de
Corzo, were intensified at the Chiapa de Corzo site during the early
part of 1957.

That summer the field staff was increased by Joseph A.

Hester, Charles Rozaire, Bernard Golden, Fred Hicks, G. Ellis Burcaw,
Jerome Handler, Pierre Agrinier, and Patricia Raab being assigned to
the various mound structures at Chiapa de Corzo for intensive excava
tion.

By the end of 1957$ the results of excavation, particularly at

Chiapa de Corzo, had revealed a very long occupation at the site from
approximately 1500 B.C. up through the Colonial Period; and indeed, the
modern, for the area is still occupied today by the town of Chiapa de
Corzo.
At the beginning of the year 1958, additional personnel were
hired:

Frederick Peterson, Agustin Delgado, Carlos Navarrete, Donald

and Lolita Brockington, and J. Alden Mason.

One of the major excava

tion projects was focused on the large Preclassic site of Santa Rosa in
the upper Grijalva region under the direction of the Brockingtons and
Delgado, while Frederick Peterson was assigned the difficult task of
surveying the Jiquixilas area of the Central Depression particularly
around the Ocozocoautla-Cintalapa region.

Peterson discovered many

large and impressive sites in his survey, and he also discovered many
caves that contained literally hundreds, or in some cases thousands*
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of pottery vessels.

He also located, in the course of his reconnais

sance, the Santa Marta Rock Shelter near Ocozocoautla which was later
to become the site of a significant excavation.
Excavations, some continued and others initiated, in the Cen
tral Depression went on with intensive digging at Chiapa de Corzo, and
work at San Augustin near Juan Crispin just west of Tuxtla Gutierrez
was carried out by Navarrete.

In the summer months, the site of Santa

Cruz just up river from Acala was excavated for two months by William
Sanders who joined the staff for the summer of 1958.
In the latter part of the 1958 season, Warren conducted a large
trench excavation in the plaza between Mounds 1 and 5 at Chiapa de
Corzo with the intent of recovering materials for a long sequence from
1000 B.C. to A.D. 500 and also with the hope of uncovering a cemetery

area which dated to about 500 B.C.

Thi6 excavation was very successful

in recovering large quantities of ceramic materials in stratigraphic
context and also obtaining many burials out of the cemetery location.
Fortunately a very large dump of ceramic materials dating back to the
period of 1000 to 650 B.C. was found that produced many restorable
vessels.
During this same year, the Mound 5 excavation directed by
Jerome Handler uncovered amazing stone architecture of the Protoclassic
period and a large collection of very elaborate and sophisticated pot
tery of some 830 broken pottery vessels.

Also at Chiapa de Corzo,

Carlos Navarrete had excavated a second long and deep trench from the
south side of Mound 1 running southward to the edge of the adjacent
barranca.

He recovered a long sequence of ceramics beginning with the
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earliest ceramic complex (Cotorra) at 1500 B.C. through the Early
Classic period ending around A.D. 400.
After the September rains of 1958, Hilda Schmidt, an American
anthropology student who had been studying weaving in highland Guate
malan villages, was hired to continue some excavations at the Chiapa de
Corzo site.

She was able to complete part of the excavation of the

large trench started by Warren in the Mound 1 plaza area and initiate
some of the preliminary description and ordering of this material in
the laboratory.
In 1959 work was continued at Chiapa de Corzo, and a good deal
of work in the lab was done on the large collections now accumulated
from Chiapa de Corzo and other sites.

This continued until about mid

year when the initial financing of the New World Archaeological Founda
tion was depleted.

At this point most of the personnel left the Foun

dation to go to other activities and interests.

Peterson and Warren

remained to keep the New World Archaeological Foundation functioning
until it was decided whether new financing would be available for
studying the large artifact collections from the Central Depression.
In the latter part of 1959 an important event occurred which
proved to be a stroke of good fortune to the New World Archaeological
Foundation.

The Instituto de Antropologia y Historia of Mexico

scheduled a Mesa Redonda (round table) that would focus on the state
of Chiapas and bring international scholars to deliver papers and dis
cuss the anthropological and archaeological problems of the state.
institutions were highlighted for their works there.

Two

One was the Uni

versity of Chicago with its "Man in Nature" project on the Central
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Plateau of Chiapas (1958-1959) which involved in part, archaeological
reconnaissance and excavation.

The other, of course, was the New World

Archaeological Foundation which, because of its extensive work in the
Central Depression found this a great opportunity.

The New World

Archaeological Foundation was able to set up a full sequence of ceram
ics, particularly for the site of Chiapa de Corzo, in the Regional
Museum.

Although the Mesa Redonda was held in San Cristobal in the

highlands of Chiapas, most of the scholars were able to visit and study
this display.
The majority of the scholars were impressed with the large
collections and the long sequences that were being blocked out for the
Central Depression of Chiapas.

When they became aware of the fact that

the funding for the New World Archaeological Foundation was in a pre
carious condition, many of them wrote letters to the directors involved
in the financing of the New World Archaeological Foundation pointing
out that if the project was cancelled at this time, many large collec
tions would be left unstudied and unpublished.

This resulted in person

nel from Brigham Young University, including the President, Comptroller,
and key members of the Board of Directors of Brigham Young University
who were also General Authorities of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, making a special trip to Chiapas in I960 to investi
gate the situation and decide whether funding and sponsoring of the
archaeological program of the New World Archaeological Foundation
should be continued.

The results were favorable and funding has been

continued from 1961 to the present time.
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From the time of the Chiapas Mesa Redonda in September 1959»
until the funding and the new research programs were started in January
1961, the main activity for the New World Archaeological Foundation in
Chiapas was the work of Warren on the huge ceramic collections accumu
lated from the Central Depression.

These collections were from recon

naissance and excavations conducted from 1955 through 1959 and included
over 3,000 restored or whole vessels and approximately two to three
million potsherds (broken pieces of pottery).
In 1961 Gareth W. Lowe, with the new funding available for the
Foundation, was appointed Field Director; Fred Peterson left to join
the Tehuacan Valley project of Richard MacNeish in Puebla; and work was
resumed again at Chiapa de Corzo.

Towards the end of 1961 a decision

was made to transfer the main archaeological program out of the Central
Depression to the Pacific Coast site of Izapa.

Only museum and labora

tory work on the Central Depression materials continued at the regional
museum in Tuxtla Gutierrez.

This was the situation until Pierre

Agrinier later began new excavations at the site of Mirador between
Cintalapa and Ocozocoautla.
In 1962 renewed archaeological research was carried out in the
area of the Rio La Venta Canyon by Agrinier.

He visited and mapped the

site of Varejonal and tested the site of Miramar located near the site
of Mirador.

After this there was another break in the activity of the

New World Archaeological Foundation because of concentration on the
archaeology of the Pacific coastal area of Chiapas.

In 1965$ however,

Agrinier again excavated at the site of Mirador where he found parts of
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an Early Classic codex.

It is unfortunate that the condition of the

codex prevented it being used for study purposes.
A further break in archaeological activity in the Central De
pression continued until the year 1968 when Agrinier returned again to
renew excavations at Mirador.

Thomas A. Lee, who had joined the Foun

dation in 1962, began excavating in some dry caves along the Rio La
Venta Canyon.

His excavation at the cave of Media Luna was rewarding

because it recovered preserved corn, beans, and other organic materials
aligned with the Horcones phase.
to the first century A.D.

This material was radiocarbon dated

Also, in the year 1968, excavations were

carried out briefly by Ray Treat at Vistahermosa, an important site
near the Chiapas-Oaxaca border.
In 1969 the New World Archaeological Foundation became in
volved with its first salvage work in the state of Chiapas.

A new

Nestle plant was being constructed which would result in the destruc
tion of several mounds at the site of Chiapa de Corzo.

Therefore

Mound 17 was salvaged during this year and a request also came from
the Mexican government to help salvage the archaeological material from
the Angostura Basin which was to be flooded because of dam construction
by the Mexican government.

As a result of this request, resurveys were

conducted in the Angostura Canyon region by members of the New World
Archaeological Foundation.
During the 1970 season the survey in the Angostura salvage pro
ject, which included some investigation of 160 sites by archaeologists
from the Instituto de Nacional de Antropologia y Historia, was com
pleted.

The New World Archaeological Foundation also salvaged Mound 19

and 19a at Chiapa de Corzo and was involved with some restoration work
on Mound 1 at the same site.

Likewise, in 1970, Agrinier did more work

on Mound 27 at Mirador, Chiapas.
Various activities continued between the years of 1971-1971*.
Excavations were conducted in the Angostura salvage project mainly by
the Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia since the New World
Archaeological Foundation terminated their activity on this project in
November 1971.

Some forty sites were tested by excavation before the

waters of the Angostura dam flooded and covered these sites permanently.
In December 1971, Lee made a map of Las Cascades, an important Postclassic site which had apparently never been visited by archaeologists,
in the Rio La Venta Canyon area.

In 1972 the New World Archaeological

Foundation began excavation at the Central Depression site of Ocozocoautla.

Work continued there until their final season in 1975 under

the direction of Agrinier, Charles Markham, and Andrew McDonald.

In

1972 the Chiapa de Corzo Mound 15, which was being destroyed by the
expansion of the Nestle plant, was also salvaged.

In the same year a

map was made of Piedra Parada, a site which had been excavated during
the 19^01s by Matthew Sterling.
During the years 1973-1971* extensive surveys were conducted in
the Upper Tributaries region of the Central Depression under the
direction of Lee.

Some 98 sites were visited in the first year and

surface collections and sketch maps were made of 88 of these.

As a

result of this survey and the earlier surveys of the same region, a
decision was made to develop the Upper Grijalva Basin Maya project
which is scheduled to continue for several years under the field

direction of Lee and the general supervision of Lowe.

As a result,

explorations were begun in 1975, continued in 1976, and will continue
in the future at important Colonial, Postclassic, Classic, and Preclassic sites in this district.

The intent is to use a direct histori

cal approach beginning with the Colonial period and continuing back
into the past.

Also the project will include more than just archaeo

logical field investigation.

Plans include using the help of physical

anthropologists, linguists, ethno-archaeologists, zooarchaeologists,
ethnohistorians, hydrologists, and environmental specialists (Lowe
n.d.b:5-6).

Recently a graduate student, John Clark, has also begun

a specialized lithic analysis for this project.
This brief historical review of work in the Central Depression
of Chiapas brings us up to the present (1978).

CHAPTER 2

SOCIOCULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CENTRAL
DEPRESSION OF CHIAPAS

Introduction
In the treatment of the archaeological data from the Central
Depression, particularly at the site of Chiapa de Corzo, it will be
necessary to stress that my approach will be mainly an inductivehistorical approach since all the information available has come from
previous archaeological field work in the form of reconnaissance and
site excavation.

The particular kinds of problems that one is able to

deal with in the cultural development of this important region are
therefore limited to those which can be treated from the collections
%

already in hand.

I cannot usefully examine any problem for which the

data at hand are inadequate.

Therefore, it will be necessary to sum

marize the information available, draw empirical generalizations from
it, and suggest hypotheses that should be tested by future research
work in the Central Depression when the samples can be controlled
better and when the kinds of information not now available can be ob
tained.

Objectives
The first task in treatment of the data or the archaeological
information available is to reconstruct a brief event sequence for the
Central Depression of Chiapas within a framework of adaptive societal
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types and archaeological period designations that would be applicable
to our research area.

The main focus will be on the archaeological

site of Chiapa de Corzo and other excavated sites of the Central De
pression with those from which we have surface collections and maps
being used as supplementary information.

My objective is to determine

as far as possible the cultural development of the Central Depression.
I will also distinguish two approaches in the treatment of the
archaeological data.

The first will deal with the internal development

through time within the Central Depression.

The second approach will

deal with external influences and migrations that impinged on the
Central Depression of Chiapas.
Since I am dealing only with the agricultural societies of the
Central Depression and not the earlier hunting, gathering, and fishing
societies, my adaptive societal framework will be presented in the
following manner.

The label "stateless" will indicate societies which

have developed from nomadic or semi-nomadic hunting and gathering to a
food producing subsistence base.

These stateless societies started out

in the Central Depression as egalitarian groups depending upon horti
culture and eventually developed into ranked societies.
I will use three levels or divisions to classify the stateless
societies.

The first division would include only villages or hamlets

that are relatively independent of each other in their economic and
political spheres.

The highest authority resides in each village's

headman and his advisors.

These societies are referred to as being

segmental or single-community societies.
two level societies or Petty chiefdoms.

The second division refers to
One local community will be
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where the Petty chieftain resides and several other villages and ham
lets will depend on the Petty chieftain to redistribute the goods and
services of the locality equally among all the community.

The final

division refers to a three-level state of society or a Paramount chiefdom.

The largest community in a district'will be the home of the

Paramount chief.

Two or more clusters of villages and hamlets will

each contain one village with a sub-chief.

These sub-chiefs will be

under the administrative direction of the district Paramount chief.
All the communities apart from those of the Paramount chief and subchief will have their local headman who is responsible to the subchiefs and the Paramount chief.

All these stateless societies are

integrated on the basis of kinship ties.
This particular classification of stateless societies fits in
very well with Murdock's (1967s32) Ethnographic Atlas and would allow
one in the future to do extensive ethnographic comparisons around the
world.

For present purposes I will avoid such comparisons and restrict

myself to the Central Depression of Chiapas and adjacent regions that
influenced it.
This three-part classification of stateless societies will be
correlated with the standard archaeological period and phase desig
nations for the Central Depression.

It is helpful to modify the

accepted periodization for Mesoamerica by limiting the Early Preclassic period to the time before 1500 B.C. (see Sanders and Price
1968:Fig. 2).

The only representative for the Early Preclassic period

in the Central Depression are sites with 0co6 ceramics.

The archaeo

logical districts of Jiquipilas and Chiapa de Corzo do not have any
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Ocos phase sites.

It is only the districts of Acala, Chapatengo-chejel»

and the Upper Tributaries that have sites with Ocos pottery.
Ocos ceramics are assigned to the Chiapa 0 phase.

These

A time span of 1600-

1500 B.C. for this phase in the Central Depression seems reasonable.
The Early Preclassic period would include all the ceramic complexes
within farming or mixed farming and fishing villages before the Olmec
cultural tradition.
The Middle Preclassic period embraces the Olmec cultural tra
dition of Mesoamerica.
B.C.

The Olmec development dates from 1500 to 500

Three Chiapa de Corzo phases fall within this period:

Dili, and Escalera.

Cortorra,

Throughout the Central Depression beyond Chiapa

de Corzo the time-corresponding materials will be assigned the Chiapa
I, Chiapa II, and Chiapa III phases.
The Late Preclassic period will be dated from about 500 B.C. to
A.D. 100 embracing the Chiapa de Corzo phases Francesa, Granacaste, and
Horcones (Lowe 197^:^1 ff.).

The general Central Depression phases

designation for other sites will be Chiapa IV, V, and VI respectively.
The Horcones phase (Chiapa VI) has here been termed Late Preclassic to
better fit the situation not only of the Central Depression of Chiapas
but also of the adjacent regions of eastern Mesoamerica (Lowe:n.d.a).
The Istmo phase at Chiapa de Corzo, or the general Chiapa VII
phase is assigned to the Protoclassic period.

Within the Central De

pression this dates from about A.D. 100 to 250.
The Jiquipilas phase at Chiapa de Corzo (Chiapa VIII) falls in
the Early Classic period and dates from about A.D. 250 to 'tOO.

It is

immediately followed by the Middle Classic period from A.D. kOO to 600

which is represented by the Laguna phase at Chiapa de Corzo or the
general Chiapa IX phase throughout the Central Depression.

Then comes

the Late Classic period, A.D. 600 to 800, which embraces the Maravillas
phase (Chiapa X-A) and followed by the Terminal classic period, A.D.
800 to 950, or the Paredon phase at Chiapa de Corzo.
The Postclassic period dating from A.D. 950 to 1521* will be
considered with two subdivisions.

The Early Postclassic or Ruiz phase

at Chiapa de Corzo dates from approximately A.D. 950 to 1300.

Chiapa

XI is the phase name for the other sites in the Central Depression.
The Late Postclassic period (Tuxtla phase at Chiapa de Corzo or Chiapa
XIII) dates from about A.D. 1300 to the Spanish Conquest (Appendix C).
The phasing and absolute dating of the archaeological sequence
for each of the five districts of the Centred. Depression of Chiapas
needs a brief explanation (Table 1).
the Jiquipilas district sequence.

The site of Mirador illustrates

The Quequepac, Early Pompac, Late

Pompac, Horcones, Istma, Cauta, and Nuti phases are stratigraphically
confirmed by Mound 10 (Agrinier 1975b:2-11).

The early ceramic com

plexes of Pac and Sapatah plus the youngest Jama ceramic complex are
based on non-mound excavations at Mirador (V/ainer 1970; Agrinier 1975c:
21-3*0.

The basic sequence for the Chiapa de Corzo district is based

on excavations completed at Chiapa de Corzo.

The architectural stra

tigraphy is detailed in Appendix A and documents the phases from Dili
through Paredon.

Two examples of the stratigraphic position of the

Cotorra phase were reported by Dixon (1959b).

The Postclassic Ruiz

and Tuxtla phases were studied by Navarrete (1966).

The Acala and

Chapatengo-Chejel district sequences have been published (Sanders

Table 1.

Correlation of archaeological sequences from the Central Depression of Chiapas.

Chronological Period
Names

Chrono
logical
Phase
Nos.

Late Postclassic

XII

Early Postclassic

XI

Beginning
Chronometric
Dates

Jiquipilas
District

A.D.1300

Chiapa
de Corzo
District

Acala
District

Tuxtla

XII

Ruiz

950

ChapatengoChejel
District

Upper
Tribu
taries
District
XII

Santa Rosa

XI

OD

Terminal Classic

X-B

800

Paredon

Santa Rosa

X-B

a
Da
Late Classic

X-A

600

Jama

Maravillas

Middle Classic

IX

hOO

Nuti

Laguna

Early Classic

VIII

250

Cauta

Jiquipilas

Protoclassic

VII

100

Istmo

Istmo

Late Preclassic III

VI

Horcones

Horcones

50 B.C.

Late Santa
Cruz
Early Santa
Cruz
Early Santa
Cruz

X-A
IX
Santa Rosa
5b
Santa Rosa
5a, *rt>
Santa Rosa

VIII
VII
VI

Ua
Late Preclassic II

V

300

Late
Ponrpac
Early
Pompac
Quequepac

Guanacaste

Late Preclassic I

IV

500

Middle Preclassic IV

III

650

Middle Preclassic III

II

1000

Sapatah

Dili

Late Burrero Santa Rosa 1 II

Middle Preclassic I,II

I

1500

Pac

Cotorra

Late Burrero

Early Preclassic II

0

1600

Francesa

Late
Chiapilla
Early
Chiapilla

Escalera

Santa Rosa
V
3b
Santa Rosa
IV
3a
Santa Rosa 2 III

I
Ocos

0

ro

VJ1

1961; Brockington 1967; Delgado 1965)•

The Upper Tributaries district

is currently the location of an extensive archaeological research pro
ject (Lee 1975; Lowe n.d.b).

The archaeological sequences for all the

Central Depression districts are based on extensive ceramic and archi
tectural stratigraphy, numerous radiocarbon dates, trade items, and
some documentary dates for the Late Postclassic period.

History of the Cultural Development
of the Central Depression

Central Depression:

Chiapa 0 Phase

There are no known Ocos sites in the Jiquipilas or Chiapa de
Corzo districts of the Central Depression during the Chiapa 0 phase;
however, in the Acala district there are six Ocos sites — three of
which are predominantly Ocos in occupation.

Of the four more sites

which occur in the Chapatengo-Chejel district, one is predominantly of
Ocos date.

All ten of these Ocos sites are of smafll village or hamlet

size (Fig. 2).

At the present time no architecture is known and no

artifacts have been collected from these sites.

They were located

through surface surveys under the Angostura salvage project and White's
(1976) archaeological research in the Chicomucelo area.

The survey was

conducted jointly by the New World Archaeological Foundation and the
Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia.

All but two of these

sites are now under water behind the Angostura Dam which formed an
artificial lake along the courses of the Rio Dorado and the Rio Grijalva.

OCOZQCOMSOA

Jiquipilas District

Figure 2.

Chiapa 0 phase sites in the Centred
Fig. 6^.
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Chiapa de Corzo:

Chiapa 0 Phase

At Chiapa de Corzo, the focal archaeological site of our re
search, there was no indication of an Ocos occupation.

External Comparisons and Sociocultural Influences.

Ocos mate

rials are at home on the Pacific coast of Chiapas and Guatemala, or
more broadly, in the Soconusco district.

Ocos is preceded in Soconusco

by Barra phase sites of which only three are known (Lowe 1975:Fig. 1).
Barra was followed in the Soconusco by over a dozen sites occupied by
makers of Ocos ceramics.

White (1976) found two Ocos phase sites in

the Chicomucelo-Comalapa area (see also Lowe 1975sFrontispiece).

The

only other regions with Ocos-related occupations are in the areas of
western Tabasco (Chontalapa district); the site of San Lorenzo in the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec; a site near Juchitan, Oaxaca; the site of LaB
Espinas on the Oaxaca coast (Brockington 1969:33-^0); and one site in
the Highlands of Guatemala in the Salama Valley (Lowe 1975:Frontis
piece Map).
The material recovered from the twelve Ocos sites in the upper
Central Depression of Chiapas has not yet been analyzed to determine
whether it wa6 locally made or whether it was from trade with sites in
the Soconusco region.

Conclusions.

There is little that we can conclude from the

Central Depression Ocos occupation other than that the source of these
pioneering hamlets and villages points back to the Soconusco region of
Chiapas and Guatemala.

The pattern of settlement along the Rio Dorado

and the upper Grijalva is linear with the sites being located along

the river banks.

The sites are separated from each other by intervals

of several kilometers and represent a pioneering occupation of the
Acala and Chapatengo-Chejel districts.
There are two alternatives we may postulate as the route of
entry into the Central Depression from the Pacific Coast.

One would

be directly over the mountains through the Motozintla district from
the Tapachula area and then down the tributaries of the San Miguel
River which feeds into the upper Grijalva.

The second alternative is

along the Pacific coast of Chiapas crossing the Sierra Madre midway
between Pijijiapan and Tonala.

A pass cuts through the mountains near

Parian and past Villa Corzo down to the Rio El Dorado where one Ocos
site is located, and the next site location is where the Rio El Dorado
empties into the Grijalva River (Con Uribe 1976:Fig. 2; Martinez Muriel
1976:Fig. 1).

The rest of the Ocos sites then are up the Grijalva

River in the direction of the Guatemalan border.
These pioneering Ocos peoples in the Central Depression of
Chiapas would be at the developmental level of segmental or one-level
societies.

They would represent a simple horticultural and/or fishing

level of societal development.

There is no indication of any kind of

inter-community organization.

Central Depression;

Chiapa I Phase

There are eight archaeological sites with Chiapas I materials
in the Jiquipilas district of the Central Depression of Chiapas (Fig.
3)•

Three of these sites:

Vistahermosa (Treat 1969); Mirador

(Agrinier 1975c; Wainer 1970); and Miramar (Agrinier, personal
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communication 1977) have Chiapa I ceramics that are stylistically dif
ferent from the fourth site, Santa Marta rockshelter, which has an
aberrant version of Chiapa I ceramics more nearly resembling that of
Chiapa de Corzo.
The Chiapa I ceramics from the Chiapa de Corzo district are
found at two sites:

one near Villa Corzo and the other Chiapa de

Corzo itself.
The Acala district is represented by two sites with Chiapa I
materials, and again we have the two variations of the ceramic styles*
The Padre Piedra site has ceramics more like the San Lorenzo phase of
Sam Lorenzo, Veracruz, with white-rimmed black pottery which is essen
tially lacking in the other area of Chiapa I pottery.

The Padre Piedra

site also has a stone monument carved in the Olmec style making this
particular site unique among Chiapa I sites (Green and Lowe 1967). The
other site in the Acala district is Santa Cruz where there are certain
materials similar to the Mendez Red-rirmed type of the Soconusco
region (Coe and Flannery 1967:27).

Coe and Flannery place this par

ticular pottery type towards the close of the Chiapa I phase in their
Jocotal phase.

The type is illustrated by Sanders (1961:Figs. 16, 19,

and Plate 7a).

Proceeding up the Grijalva River to the east and south towards
the Guatemalan border, we encounter seven Chiapa I sites in the
Chapatengo-Chejel district.
No Chiapa I sites are known from the surveys of the Upper
Tributaries district.

This is significant for the Ocos problem.

If

the Ocos settlers had come into the Upper Tributaries district of the
Central Depression from Soconusco, one would expect to have not only
Ocos sites but also sites of the following Chiapa I phase.

Instead we

have no known sites of either of these two time periods.

Chiapa de Corzo;

Cotorra Phase

Six ceramic groups characterizing this phase are:

Marta Wash,

Cutilinoco Slipped, Catazaja Slipped, Tapalapa Unslipped, Chuquipaca
Unslipped, and Padre Unslipped (see Appendix C).
The earliest or Cotorra phase (1500-1000 B.C.) at Chiapa de
Corzo is mainly represented by pottery (Dixon 1959as1*-19) and wattleand-daub structures.

There is nothing to indicate that this settlement

was anything but a local autonomous village.
exotic artifacts.

There are no burials nor

Cotorra phase pottery is found at scattered loca

tions throughout the site of Chiapa de Corzo and in the area around
the later Mound I. Some of the Cotorra ceramic deposits were from two
to three meters in depth.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

The

closest similarities to the Chiapa de Corzo Cotorra phase is the mate
rial at the Santa Marta rockshelter (MacNeish and Peterson 1962).

At

the Santa Marta site the radiocarbon date indicates the site began
with its Cotorra occupation about 1500 B.C.

Both the Chiapa de Corzo

Cotorra phase ceramics said the Santa Marta Cotorra phase ceramics
belong to the same stylistic variant of the Chiapa I phase.
However, still within the Central Depression we find a second
Chiapa I ceramic style variant at the sites of Vistahermosa, Mirador,

Miramar, and Padre Piedra.

This stylistic variant seems to be most

directly related to the San Lorenzo phase in the Olmec heartland and
the Cacahuano phase at San Isidro in the Middle Grijalva region.
White-rimoed black pottery is included in this variant, and there are
also shapes and decorative designs typical of the San Lorenzo phase*
At Mirador a two to three meter deposit of these Chiapa I phase ceram
ics was excavated by Pierre Agrinier.
The white-rimmed black tradition in the Mirador-San IsidroSan Lorenzo pottery represents the earliest development of what was to
become a long tradition in the general regions of the Pacific coast of
Chiapa6, part of the Central Depression of Chiapas, and throughout the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec running to and including the western part of
Tabasco and the southern part of Veracruz.

Some of this early pottery

may have been also traded into the Morelos area of Central Mexico (Pina
Chan 1955:110).
This general white-rimmed black pottery tradition persisted
from about 1500 B.C. to A.D. 600 or 700.

In the Central Depression it

was confined to the early part of this time and to the western end of
the region.

It is not present at the Santa Marta rockshelter or at

Chiapa de Corzo sites.

The white-rimmed black tradition is absent up

the Grijalva River beyond the Angostura Canyon.
The other Chiapa I phase sites in the Central Depression par
ticularly in the Acala and Chapatengo-Chejel districts are represented
by 6mall collections mainly from the surface except in the case of
Santa Cruz.

None are sufficient to allow assignment to either the
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Chiapa de Corzo Cotorra variant or the Mirador-San Isidro-San Lorenzo
stylistic variant.
Carvings on large boulders or on other media that are typical
of the Olmec style are found at sites associated with this whiterimmed black pottery tradition.

The other stylistic variant of the

Cotorra pottery lacks any evidence of Olmec 6tyle artifacts.

This

suggests an ethnic or at least social differentiation marked by the
ceramic difference.

Conclusions.

The fifteen known Chiapa I sites found throughout

the Central Depression of Chiapas all demonstrate the linear settlement
pattern that was noted for the preceding OCOB sites in the Upper Grijalva region (Fig. 3).
taries.

All are along the Grijalva River or its tribu

They are scattered in their distribution and still indicate

a pioneering situation.
communities.

All the sites are simple village-fsunning

Only the carved stone monument at Padre Piedra with its

Olmec style human figure is an indication of elaborate ceremonial
concepts.
The evolutionary stage is still that of simple segmentary or
single-community societies without amy evidence of a ranking among
societal members.

The picture seems to be one of each community

being generally independent in its subsistence base and having very
little interaction with other communities.

The exception to this con

clusion would be represented by the Olmec style stone at Padre Piedra
smd the closer cersunic ties of this site to the Mirador-San Isidro-San

Lorenzo style of pottery.

These possibilities are to be followed up in

future work.
As to the two stylistic variants of the Chiapa phase, one might
conclude that the Santa Marta and Chiapa de Corzo variant is earlier
and a gap in time exists which was represented by the other variant
(Mirador-San Isidro-San Lorenzo) that would date towards the end of the
Chiapa I phase.

The early radiocarbon date from Santa Marta (1650

B.C. - 200) suggests this view; however, when we refer to radiocarbon
dates from Chiapa de Corzo (1300-1360 B.C. - 150) itself, the supposed
gap in time is largely filled by Cotorra phase materials.
Another alternative is that the Santa Marta Cotorra pottery
variant is just marginally different to the Mirador-San Isidro-San
Lorenzo stylistic variant of pottery due to the fact that the latter
has definite external ties with the early Olmec development of southern
Veracruz and western Tabasco.
It would appear that at least a dynamic paramount chiefdom
level of sociocultural development had been achieved in the Olmec
heartland between 1500 and 1000 B.C.

Other scholars would interpret

the Olmec society as a state or civilization (Coe 1968:123; Tolstoy
197^:41-^3).

This chieftainship and probable civilization would seem

to have affected the western portion of the Central Depression while
not strongly influencing the rest of the Central Depression.

What we

know of later Mesoamerica suggests that this phenomenon resulted from
trade from the Olmec heartland across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec then
down the Pacific coast of Chiapas and Guatemala.

Simultaneously, it

appears likely that there was a penetration into Pueblo, Moralos, and
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the Valley of Mexico by the same San Lorenzo-Olmec area paramount
chieftainship (cf. Sanders and Price 1968:Chapter VII).
The rest of the Central Depression in the Cotorra phase or
Chiapa I phase remained at an essentially egalitarian level of cul
tural development.

It is not clear from the few archaeological mate

rials available what dynamics, if any, prevailed in the Acala and
Chapatengo-Chejel districts in Chiapa I times.

Unfortunately we may

never have very much information since most of the Ocos sites are
under water at this time (there are still two sites near Chicomucelo)•
It may be that the Ocos villagers were absorbed by new colonists with
a Chiapa I ceramic industry.

Central Depression;

Chiapa II Phase

Four sites from the Jiquipilas district have been partially
excavated and include Chiapa II materials (Fig. 4).

None of these

sites so far has turned up any formal architecture, and we must con
clude on present evidence that these were still small farming villages.
Within the Chiapa de Corzo district eight sites represent our
Chiapa II phase.

All are widely separated from one another along the

major tributaries leading to the Grijalva and on the river itself.
Eight archaeological sites are known in the Acala district with
Chiapa II ceramics.

The site of Padre Piedra on the Rio San Miguel had

a larger area of occupation in Chiapa II than in Chiapa I, but it can
be assumed on grounds of style that the Olmec sculpture at Padre Piedra
probably belongs to the earlier Chiapa I phase rather than the more
extensive occupation of the Chiapa II phase.
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In the Chapatengo-Chejel district there are 18 sites with
Chiapa II phase ceramics.

These sites fall much closer together along

the rivers and their tributaries than sites in any of the previously
described districts of the Central Depression.

This pattern of site

distribution still reflects a linear settlement pattern.
We know more about Chiapa II at the site of Santa Rosa (Brockington 1967; Delgado 1965).

Brockington describes the occupation at

Santa Rosa as one of scattered houses along the waterways (Brockington
1967:61).

The only indication of architectural activity is in the form

of burnt pieces of daub-bearing impressions of sticks and poles which
lead to the implication that the structures were wattle-and-daub.
Brockington (1967:Fig. k6) also illustrates that phase II ceramics were
scattered along the Grijalva River and Rio Aguacate (that drained into
the Girjalva) for a distance of about six kilometers.

Clearly the

Santa Rosa zone had a substantial population compared with other sites
in the district.

There are no known Chiapa II sites from the Upper

Tributaries district.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Dili Phase

It should be noted that there is a strong continuity from the
previous Cotorra phase (Chiapa I) ceramics into the succeeding Dili
phase (Chiapa II).

Both the Cotorra and the Dili phase ceramics share

the following ceramic groups:

Cutilinoco Slipped, Catazaja Slipped,

Tapalapa Unslipped, Chuquipaca Unslipped, and Padre Unslipped (Appendix
C).
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Excavation from Chiapa de Corzo involving Dili phase ceramics
indicates that a 700 meters by 700 meters area was occupied by a scat
ter of Dili phase occupants (Lowe 1959b:Fig. 3b).
The architectural characteristics of the Dili phase at Chiapa
de Corzo include wattle-and-daub walls for structures with rectangular
room complexes.

Also boulder foundations and stonewall terraces used

as platforms are indicated by the Mound 36 evidence of Dili architec
ture (Lowe 1962b:58, Fig. 37).

This platform structure was oriented

20 degrees east of cardinal north as was typical of all the later
architectural buildings at Chiapa de Corzo.

The only other building

foundation made of small boulders was located beneath the north slope
of Hound I and was associated with a single Dili phase burial without
any offerings (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:9).
Four burials were recovered from Chiapa de Corzo in Dili phase
refuse.
ture.

These burials were not intentionally related to any struc

All of the burials contained adults, and there were no offerings

except for one personal jade bead.

There was no standard direction

orientation of the burials, and the bones were in such poor condition
that it was not possible to determine the sex of the individuals.

The

fact that these four burials were in disturbed refuse layers indicates
that these were not of elite status individuals.

This interpretation

will become more clear as we review later burial data from Chiapa de
Corzo.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

The

ceramic group that is typical and almost entirely confined to the Dili
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phase at Chiapa de Corzo is Vergel Slipped.

This group is all charac

terized by a white to grayish or a white to buff slip with decoration
made by various recessed or excising techniques on the surface of the
vessels.

One of the very typical and dominant motifs on Vergel Slipped

is the double-line break decoration.
The double-line break motif is so typical of the Dili phase at
Chiapa de Corzo that it has proved a useful train in demonstrating the
externsil connections and influences either upon the Chiapa de Corzo
site in the Central Depression of Chiapas in general or reverse in
fluences that may have gone from this region to other Mesoamerican
areas.

It is a very common motif in all districts within the Central

Depression except the Upper Tributaries where no Chiapa II sites occur.
Outside the Central Depression this type of white-and-buff slipped
pottery (with double-line break) is to be found along the Pacific coast
of Guatemala and Chiapas through the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region and
throughout the general homeland of the Olmec sites.

Similar pottery

is also found in more distant regions such as the Valley of Oaxaca,
the Tehuacan Valley, the Morelos Valley, the Toluca Valley, the Valley
of Mexico, and in the Panuco region of northern Veracruz.
However, the nature of the interaction between the Central
Depression sites and the more distant regions of Mesoamerica is not
clear at this time.

Most of the pottery of the Dili phase in the

Central Depression is of local manufacture according to paste con
stituents.
The continuing difference between both Central Depression
sites (except those in the westernmost area) and sites in the Olmec

kl
sphere is the continued use of white-rimmed black pottery in the Olmec
sphere.

Conclusions*

The 38 sites with Chiapa II or Dili phase occu

pations in the Central Depression indicate a significant increase in
hamlets or villages during this time period over those occupied during
the previous Chiapa I phase (Fig. k).
compared to the
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for Chiapa II.

In Chiapa I we had

16

sites as

This indicates, as we might expect,

that there had been a natural settling-in and expansion of the original
colonists in the Central Depression over time with a resultant closer
spacing of their hamlets and villages.

About two-thirds of the sites

were located on the better farming lands on the south side of the main
river channels, and the other third was on the north side of the river
(Reynolds

19?6:l8o-1910.

In the main, the level of development is still that of seg
mental societies having little interaction between one another.

An

exception to this conclusion might be indicated by the beginning of
possible platform structures at Chiapa de Corzo.

But as yet we have

not enough archaeological information of the right type to be able to
determine whether or not anything similar to a simple or a petty chiefdom might have been in the process of developing.
The whole Central Depression of Chiapas still seems in Chiapa
II to be marginal; i.e., less developed culturally than the Pacific
coastal sections of Guatemala, Chiapas, and the Olmec heartland.

The

unusually long duration of the Chiapa I and II phases combined, from
about 1500 B.C. to

650

B.C., suggests that the Central Depression was

essentially marginal to the civilizational developments of the Olmec
region except for the western portion of the Central Depression where
there is a ceramic influence in the earlier Chiapa I phase from the
Olmec civilizational region.

Central Depression;

Chiapa III Phase

In the Jiquipilas district Chiapa III materials were recovered
at the sites of Vistahermosa, Ocozocoautle, Mirador, Pajaro, and Cueva
El Cedro (Fig. 5).

At the site of Mirador in Mound 27, some ceremonial

architecture in poured clay has been found (Lowe 1970).

Its signifi

cance is that the platform demonstrates the earliest known use of the
"apron molding" in Mesoamerica.

A slab stone covered drain is also

associated with this structure.
Twelve Chiapa III sites are known from the Chiapa de Corzo
district.
The Acala district has three Chiapa III sites which are very
significant architecturally.

These three sites — one on the Rio

Dorado (San Mateo) and two on the south side of the Rio Grijalva (El
Vergel and Acapulco) — have the earliest ball-courts known in Meso
america (Lowe 1970; Gussinyer 1972: 7-9)*

These courts are of rather

simple construction of earth and river stone; all are characterized
by a center marker stone like that in the later ball-courts from Meso
america.

The Acapulco site is a large well-planned and compact settle

ment with over 50 mounds.

The other two sites are much smaller.

Nine Chiapa III sites are known to us from the ChapatengoChejel district.

These sites are more or less evenly distributed on

the north and south banks of the Grijalva River with four situated on
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At Santa Rosa, Brockington (1967:

postulates a moiety or dual division of the site based on

ceramic distribution.
From the Upper Tributaries district two sites sure known to us
with Chiapa III ceramics and artifacts.
other is La Libertad.

One is El Salvador, and the

These two sites represent the earliest archaeo

logical sites known in the Upper Tributaries region.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Escalera Phase

The following ceramic groups represent innovations at Chiapa
de Corzo during the Escalera phase:

Copoyo Unslipped Group, Tapilula

Unslipped Group, Tzutzuculi Slipped Group, Aguajito Unslipped Group,
Nicapa Slipped Group, Chachi Unslipped Group, and the Libertad Slipped
Group (Appendix C).
Estimating the size of Chiapa de Corzo during the Escalera
phase is quite difficult.

We do know that-the sampled deposits from

Chiapa de Corzo with Escalera ceramics are quite spotty in comparison
to the previous Dili phase.

All we can conclude is that the Escalera

occupation was much reduced in size.
There are definite mounds and ceremonial structures associated
with the Escalera phase at Chiapa de Corzo.

The architecture is repre

sented by low platforms of rubble fill with hard clay surfaces topped
by wattle-and-daub structures.

There was no evidence in any of the

mound structures or ball-courts like those from the Acala district.
Mounds 7, 12, and 13 formed an original ceremonial court during the
Escalera phase at Chiapa de Corzo (Lowe andAgrinier 1960:9).

Burials were always fully extended with the hands over the
pelvic region and usually with a pottery bowl over the head.

In the

earth and platforms of Mound 7 and the northern terrace of Mound 13»
some floor burials with pottery vessels were found (Lowe and Agrinier
1960:9).

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences*

The

Tapilula Unslipped Group represents pottery that was made in southern
Veracruz and western Tabasco and was brought into Chiapa de Corzo.
This pottery has a volcanic dust tempering.

Technological comparison

of this group at Chiapa de Corzo with pottery of similar style from
the area of Tres Zapotes by Anna Shepard indicates the pottery of both
areas was made from the same clay beds (Shepard 19^)•

So far Chiapa

de Corzo is the only Central Depression site with Tapilula pottery
types.

The types represent a small proportion of the ceramic complex

at Chiapa de Corzo at this time.

Other new innovative ceramic traits

for this phase were orange-slipped and resist decorated pottery, blackbrown slipped pottery, solid center stems for seals, flat stem stamps,
possible portrait-type figurines, inner-handled incense burners,
whistling jars, chamferred cylinders, and cuspidor-shaped bowl6.
Archaeological sites outside the Central Depression of Chiapas
that have ceramics quite similar to the Chiapa III complex are:

Ixtapa

(between Chiapa de Corzo and the Chiapas Plateau), Izapa and other
sites in the Tapachula district of the Pacific coast of Chiapas,
Tzutzuculi in the Tonala district of the Pacific coast of Chiapas,
Palangana phase at Sam Lorenzo, La Venta (Phase IV), and other sites

along the Tabasco coast such as Isla de Chable, Tiradero on the San
Pedro Martir River, the early part of the Nabanche Complex at Dzibilchaltun, Xe Complex at Altar de Sacrificios, the Real Xe Complex at
Seibal, and the site of Sakajut near Aguacatan, Guatemala (Sedat and
Sharer 1972:26).
These ceramic comparisons, and the associated radiocarbon dates
from the various other sites indicated that the Escalera phase inno
vations at Chiapa de Corzo was part of the upper end of the general
ceramic tradition that characterizes the Chiapa III phase.

In short,

it is believed that these intrusive and innovative Chiapa III traits
entered the Central Depression of Chiapas during the latter end of
Chiapa III development and that they cover a longer time span in other
parts of eastern Mesoamerica.
These new cultural influences at Chiapa de Corzo are from the
area of southern Veracruz and western Tabasco.

The similar but per

haps more complex influence in the Acala district that is discussed
next may be from the same area but at present the inadequate informa
tion available does not permit a firm decision on this point.

There

do not appear to be any clear subdivisions among the Chiapa III sites
in the Central Depression based on the limited evidence currently
available.
There were three ball-courts found in the Acala district that
also indicate an intrusion of an elite ceremonial architectural com
plex into the Central Depression.

This ball-court complex apparently

disappears at all three of the sites at the end of the Chiapa III
phase.

At the site of San Lorenzo, Michael Coe mapped a part of the
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site he called Palangaria (which means ball-court) after an apparent
construction there.

This could be equivalent in date to the ball-

courts of Chiapa III in Chiapas; however, Coe did not have the oppor
tunity to excavate this structure to determine if it truly was a
ball-court (Coe 1970:30).
McDonald (197^:12, Fig. 8-A) documents an important ceremonial
platform complex at the archaeological sites of Tzutzuculi, Mirador,
Chisipa de Corzo, Acapulco, and La Libertad on the Chiapa III horizon.
The "apron molding" trait found at Mirador is typical of the
later Maya architecture in the Classical Lowland Maya region and does
not appear until later in other sites in the Central Depression.

The

slab-stone drain at Mirador is typical of similar drains at Izapa
(Lowe 1970:8-A).

Conclusions.

Throughout the Central Depression of Chiapas we

have 28 archaeological sites with known Chiapa III occupations (Fig. 5)»
The general nature of the sites indicates an intrusion from outside.
A new group of people settled in parts of the Central Depression with
new leadership.

The general external comparisons indicate that the

movement could have originated in a number of places in eastern Mesoamerica.

The data may be too limited to settle the question of that

origin point.

However, it will be postulated that the specific area

from which this influence stemmed was the Veracruz "heartland" of the
Olmec civilization.

The main criterion for this hypothesis is the

ceramics of the Tapilula group (which appear to have been manufactured
near Tres Zapotes).

At La Venta the Phase IV occupation has Chiapa III
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related ceramics (Pina Chan

1961:62;

Lowe, personal communication

1977).

In addition the three sites of San Mateo, El Vergel, and Acapulco with
their ball-courts in the eastern Acala district point to a relation
with the probable ball-court at the site of San Lorenzo.

I have not

seen the ceramics from these sites and cannot confirm the presence or
absence of the Tapilula pottery types at these three sites.

Thus I

can place Tapilula pottery types only at Chiapa de Corao for the time
being.
Along with these indications of intrusion into the Central De
pression of new people, we have the development of an incipient city
at the site of Acapulco in the Acala district (Lowe 1971s20) which
implies a ranked or stratified social structure.

The three archaeo

logical sites with ball-courts were all abandoned at the end of the
Chiapa III phase suggesting that the intrusive elites may have lost
their positions at that time.
•

Most of the other Chiapa III sites in

the Central Depression continued to be occupied through succeeding time
periods.
We do not yet have specific evidence to indicate why the ballcourt complex disappeared from the Central Depression.

Perhaps a seg

ment of the Chiapa III elite leadership were driven out by previous
inhabitants of the Central Depression, killed off in warfare, or
decided to look for new challenges elsewhere, but in any case we see
no clear trace of the ball-court complex in the subsequent Chiapa IV
phase.
A petty chiefdom level is indicated throughout most of the
Central Depression during the Escalera phase (Chiapa III).

In the

Acala district a temporary development of a paramount chiefdom may be
indicated.

Unfortunately, the three sites and their neighboring com

munities are now under water from the dam placed in the Angostura
Canyon.

This situation makes the future testing of this hypothesis

for the Acala district impossible.
The location of the three Chiapa III sites with the ball-courts
presents an indication of the route of entry of this elite group into
the Central Depression.

The one site (San Mateo) is on the Rio Dorado

which joins the Grijalva River at the south and east entrance of the
Angostura Canyon.

The other two sites, El Vergel and Acapulco, are on

the south side of the Grijalva River between the Angostura Canyon and
the site of Santa Rosa in the Chapatengo-Chejel district to the south
east.

This site distribution indicates that the newcomers may have

entered the Central Depression by the same route as the later Chiapanec
Indians from the Pacific coast of Chiapas crossing through the moun
tains near Tonala to Parian and traveling down past Villa Corzo in the
Frailesca.

Then the Chiapanecs settled on the drainage area of the

Rio Dorado (Navarette 1966).
It does not follow that all the people at sites throughout the
Central Depression with Chiapa III-type ceramics, architecture, and
related artifacts belonged to the same group.

There may have been more

than one group coming in at this time, and the likelihood also exists
that some of the pre-existing communities in the Central Depression
received these new materials through a diffusion process.

Nevertheless

one cultural innovation (the platform-plaza complex) that appears with

the Chiapa III phase was to persist.

Antecedents to this type of com

plex had earlier roots in the Olmec civilization.

Central Depression:

Chiapa IV Phase

Five Chiapa IV sites are mapped from the Jiquipilas district
(Fig. 6).

Three of these have architectural features (Vistahermosa,

Mirador, and Ocozocoautla).

The ceramics include a continuation and

modification of the new pottery traits introduced in the previous
Chiapa III phase.
•

A much heavier occupation during the Chiapa IV phase is evi
denced in the Chiapa de Corzo district with 18 archaeological sites*
They are well distributed throughout the district but tend to cluster
in the Tuxtla Gutierrez and Chiapa de Corzo localities.
Three Chiapa IV sites are known in the Acala district.

The

site of Acala itself and Santa Cruz are on the Grijalva River, and one
site is located on the Rio Dorado tributary.

As noted earlier, the

near urban development in Chiapa III at Acapulco has now disappeared,
and there has been an abandonment of some of the sites previously
occupied.
Up the Grijalva in the Chapatengo-Chejel district, seven
archaeological sites are found with Santa Rosa the most important.
The. internal community pattern at Santa Rosa in the Chiapa IV phase
is reflected in cersunic refuse clustered in two distinct zones bracket
ing three pyramid structures.

Brockington (1967:Fig. ^9) views this

distribution as an indication of a moiety division at the site.

He

sees this dual clustering as a continuation of a basic moiety division
of the previous Chiapa III phase.

Jiquipilas Distri

Figure 6.

Chiapa IV phase sites
Fig. 6 b .
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Within the Upper Tributaries district four sites have been
reported from reconnaissance and excavation work.

The most significant

of these four sites is La Libertad.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Francesa Phase

The ceramic picture at Chiapa de Corzo is one of a persistence
of the basic innovations from the earlier Escalera phase except for the
disappearance of the Tapilula types.
under the following groups:

New pottery types are included

Vicente Slipped, Chepa Slipped, Nandayapa

Double-slipped, Cuilapa Slipped, Sierra Slipped, Teopisca Slipped,
Vista Slipped, and Trastos Unslipped (Appendix C).

Of these new

ceramic groups in Chiapa de Corzo, the Cuilapa represents direct im
portation from the Oaxaca Valley.
The architecture from this phase was primary platforms and
pyramids with the first indicated use of lime plaster applied over
compacted earthern fill.

The superstructures or presumed temples were

still built of perishable materials.

Some of the largest mounds at

the site of Chiapa de Corzo date from this Francesa phase.

There was

a continuation in the southwestern quadrant of the ceremonial court
construction noted for the previous Escalera phase (Lowe and Agrinier
1960:10).

The overall area of the Francesa community is not clear, but

it is certain that it is considerably larger than the previous Escalera
phase inhabitation area.
One significant new feature was a cemetery.

There are no for

mal tomb burials at Chiapa de Corzo such as those found at San Agustin
(Navarrete 1959:Fig. 7); however, some indications of differential
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treatment of the dead could be detected among the cemetery burials.
Some burials had offerings that represented ordinary domestic tools
and implements; e.g., one adult woman had a mano and metate combination
buried with her.

On the other hand, there were a few burials which had

rather exotic offerings including jade and an onyx miniature vessel.
This latter type of burial indicates an offering for a more prestigious
or higher-status individual.

Furthermore, one burial offering included

trade pottery from Monte Alban, Oaxaca.

This placement of distant

trade objects in a burial surely indicates preferential treatment of
this deceased person.
Near Mound 3 at Chiapa de Corzo a trash heap was excavated
giving some rarely discovered subsistence information at this time.
The heap contained some fragmentary skeletal remains of small game.
The bones indicate rodents, birds, fish, a feline (probably em ocelot),
and a tapir (Tucker 1970:167).

Also from Mound 3 a substantial amount

of marine fauna was recovered indicating the exploitation of local
food resources from the Grijalva River.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

A close

parallel development to the ceramic style of Chiapa IV went on at the
site of Ixtapa.

Other general similarities in pottery outside the

Centred Depression are in the same general geographical areas as de
scribed for the Escedera phase.

From the point of view of the Lowland

Maya etrea, the simileirities are with the Mamom phase.

In the Upper

Tributaries district a polished maroon pottery type is similar to pot
tery from the incised brown ceramic sphere of Lowe (197^:Fig. 5) from

the Soconusco district.

This Izapan ceramic influence was also present

in this Upper Tributaries district in the preceding Chiapa III phase
(McDonald, personal communication 1977).
Nearly the whole of the Central Depression was characterized
in Chiapa IV times by a very similar ceramic tradition.

One diverging

ceramic style is located in the Jiquipilas district particularly typi
fied at the site of Mirador.
divergence:

Two ceramic groups constitute this

the Belgica Unslipped group and the Vicente Slipped group.

However, the rest of the ceramic complex at Mirador is quite similar
to that at Chiapa de Corzo.

A new architectural innovation during

Chiapa IV times is cut stone and stucco covered architecture.

These

features have been discovered at Ocozocoautla (Lowe 1971)•
The little evidence for trade from Francesa phase areas indi
cates a changing pattern of external contacts.

The earlier Escalera

phase had pottery traded in from the Olmec area of southern Veracruz
and western Tabasco, but the only identified trade items in the Fran
cesa phase seem to be from the Oaxaca Valley.

The innovation here of

a stamped clay seal, with a bar and three dots, indicates that the
development of the typical ancient Mesoamerican numbering system was
well underway as evidence from the Oaxaca Valley already has demon
strated (Marcus 1976).

The Chiapa IV phase apparently reflects the

settling-in of some of the new elite leadership (new lineage heads?)
from the previous Chiapa III phase.

The new cultural elements are in

corporated into a new developing cultural tradition (minus the ballcourt complex?) and the entrenchment of several district elite lineage
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chiefs and sub-chiefs.

The development indicates a three-level society

of paramount chiefdoms.

Conclusions.
trict are three:

The most impressive sites in the Jiquipilas dis

Vistahermosa, Mirador, and Ocozocoautla.

Within the

Chiapa de Corzo district the site of Chiapa de Corzo itself is the most
impressive.

However, San Agustin, about 15 miles to the west (although

it is a smaller site), has an impressive pyramid and temple-tomb com
plex.

There are no outstanding sites or centers in the Acala district

as far as we can tell at the present time.

This district apparently

had not recovered from the abandonment of the large sites in the pre
vious Chiapa III phase.

Santa Rosa is by far the most impressive site

in the Chapatengo-Chejel district, and likewise in the Upper Tribu
taries district the main center is La Libertad.

The overall develop

mental level for the Central Depression would be that of paramount
chiefdoms.
Throughout the Central Depression we have approximately 37
sites which indicates a slight increase in number from the previous
Chiapa III phase (Fig. 5)«

Central Depression!

Chiapa V Phase

The site of Vistahermosa in the Jiquipilas district was appar
ently abandoned by the beginning of the Chiapa V phase (Fig. 7)*

Other

sites in the Jiquipilas district such as Mirador and Ocozocoautla con
tinued with their ceramic and architectural development.

There are new

cave sites with pottery offerings, particularly along the Rio de La
Venta, that are the beginning of a fairly long tradition of
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ceremonially placed pottery offerings in caves in this part of Chiapas.
Between the mound sites and the cave sites we have a total of seven for
the Chiapa V phase.
Apparently there was a decrease in the number of Chiapa V
sites within the Chiapa de Corzo district.
ported from this time.

Only eight sites are re

San Agustin with its pyramid temple and tomb

was abandoned at the end of Phase IV. The main center continued to be
Chiapa de Corzo.
In the Acala district there was an increase in the number of
archaeological sites for this phase over the known number of sites
from the previous Chiapa IV phase.

Six sites with Chiapa V remains

represent a doubling of numbers from Chiapa IV times.
Eight sites in the Chapatengo-Chejel district were still clus
tered around the dominant center of Santa Rosa.

Five of these sites

including Santa Rosa were on the south side of the river, and the other
three were on the north side and not directly across the river from the
south side sites.

At Santa Rosa there were still three main pyramid

structures and a continuation of the dual distribution of ceramic mate
rials that has been interpreted as a possible moiety system or division
(Brockington 1967:Fig. *+9).
La Libertad continued to be the main center in the Upper
Tributaries district during Chiapa V.
at this time.

Three other sites were settled

There was a slight change in the ceramic types and the

direction of the cultural influence at this time at La Libertad.

Light

stone vessels and polished and maroon painted pottery show parallels to
similar objects at Kaminaljuyu in the Highlands of Guatemala in
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Miraflores timeB yet most of the ceramic ties continue to match the
Central Depression.

It is interesting that the outside ceramic ties

in the Upper Tributaries district are with the Highlands of Guatemala
and not with the Lowland Maya region.

Previously the ceramic ties in

the Upper Tributaries district had been with the Central Depression
and Izapa in the Soconusco.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Guanacaste Phase

Several new ceramic groups are to be noted from the Guanacaste
phase at Chiapa de Corzo.

These ceramic groups are Mirador Slipped,

Cueva Grande Unslipped, San Roberto Unslipped, Sarteneja Slipped, Monte
Bico Unslipped, and the Nandalumi Slipped (Appendix C).
The overall size of the Chiapa de Corzo site at this time is
nearly as great as the general area covered by the modern town of
Chiapa de Corzo today.

It is midway in size between the size of the

Francesa and greatly expanded Horcones phase which followed Guanacaste.
The site boundaries would be approximately one and one-half kilometers
by one kilometer for this phase.

The architecture shows am innovation

in the use of cut-stone in construction.
used along with lime and clay plasters.

Adobe bricks were now being
Some of the most impressive

Guanacaste architecture at Chiapa de Corzo was excavated in Mound 3
(Tucker 1970).
The burial complex is still quite similar to the Francesa
burials with some indications of status difference in the offerings.
There is one early Guanacaste tomb from Mound 3 at Chiapa de Corzo.
This tomb definitely points to an elite individual (Lowe 1962b:38-39).

Tomb 7 in Mound 1, which had at first been considered an early Horcones
phase tomb, has now been reassigned to a late facet of Guanacaste.
This tomb had 3^ ceramic offerings.

Several of the tombs' bridged-

spout face-necked jars (Cuilapa Slipped group) were brought in from
the Oaxaca area.

Other large red slipped florero-shaped vessels

(Sierra Slipped group) were from somewhere in the Highlands of Guate
mala or adjacent areas, some Usulutan (Sarteneja Slipped group) from
El Salvador and still other vessels were from southern Veracruz (Cueva
Grande Unslipped group).

All of these vessels were traded in from

distant regions and none were of the local ceramic tradition at Chiapa
de Corzo.

In the case of the Tomb 7 burial we have evidence of a very

important person being honored at his death with elaborate sophisti
cated pottery transported from a radius of some 600 miles.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

Outside

of the Central Depression of Chiapas we have close stylistic similari
ties in the pottery, architecture, and artifacts with the Ixtapa Valley
midway between Chiapa de Corzo and the Chiapas Plateau.

A general

Guanacaste phase type of incense burner was found at the site of La
Hermita just east of San Cristobal de las Casas (Culbert 1965:Fig. 38).
Halfway between San Cristobal and Comitan on the Chiapas Plateau, the
site of Merecedes de la Maria revealed a small amount of Guanacastelike pottery (Culbert 1965s7).
The overall stylistic features of the Guanacaste phase pottery
parallel in many ways the Chicanel ceramic complex in the Maya Lowlands.
In fact, two or three sherds of vessels traded from the Maya Lowlands

(known because of sherd tempering) have been found in excavations at
Chiapa de Corzo (Anna Shepard, personal communication 1958).

We have

noted above the significant Tomb 7 in Mound 1 at Chiapa de Corzo and
its large offering of pottery vessels.
Sites in the Jiquipilas district such as Mirador have pottery
that is not only similar in many ways to the Chiapa de Corzo district
sites, but also some of the pottery is quite similar to that (Trastos
Unslipped group or Lowe's Matte Brown, Bichrome Ceramic Sphere) from
the important site of La Perseverencia on the Chiapas Pacific Coast
east of Tonala (Lowe 197^:Fig. 5).

Mirador potters continued the

divergent pottery group discussed in the previous section on Chiapa IV.
In the Chapatengo-Chejel district the sites clustered around
Santa Rosa give clear evidence in the artifacts of a developing local
ized cultural tradition.

This local development becomes very pro

nounced in the succeeding Chiapa VI horizon.
In the Upper Tributaries district the ceramics reveal external
ties to the Highlands of Guatemala diverging away from the Izapa and
other Central Depression pottery types.

Conclusions.

Throughout the Central Depression of Chiapas

during the Chiapa V phase there are many examples of local stylistic
developments within most of the districts of the Central Depression.
Lowe (n.d.b, n.d.c:*+5) postulates a Mirador Vitreous ceramic sphere
for the Jiquipilas district, a polished black and red ceramic sphere
for the Chiapa de Corzo and Acala districts, and an incised polished
black ceramic sphere for the Chapatengo-Chejel and Upper Tributaries
districts.
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Perhaps this reflects the historical period of local adjust
ments between the decline of one major civilization (Olmec) and the
rise of others (Teotihuacan, Monte Alban, Izapa, and Tikal).

At such

times in history, communities in various localities are free to de
velop their own cultural innovations.

In the Chiapa V case (including

Chiapa IV also), the historical interval is between the decline of the
Olmec civilization and before the full development of the Classic Maya,
Izapan, and Zapotec civilizations.
The evolutionary stage is at the level of paramount chiefdoms.
The climax of a paramount chiefdom development has not yet been
achieved.

There are indications that besides elaborate ceremonial

centers and local or more distant trade, there was also writing; for
example, faded painted glyphs were found on a Guanacaste pottery ves
sel at Chiapa de Corzo.

There is evidence that the ceremonial centers

were being oriented along astronomically determined axes (Norman 1976).
The tombs from the Guanacaste phase at Chiapa de Corzo illus
trate a ranking hierarchy within the local population.
expected in a paramount chiefdom.

This would be

However, we lack sufficient inter-

site evidence to demonstrate the dominance of Chiapa de Corzo over
other nearby sites.
It appears that the tradition of placing pottery offerings in
caves began at this time.

Perhaps reflecting the view that caves are

considered as the entrance to the underworld, these pottery offerings
were being dedicated to the underworld gods.

Probably the crystaliza-

tion of a general Mesoamerican world view was further elaborated at

this time.

Strong evidence of a Mesoamerican world view is available

from the Soconusco site of Izapa (Norman 1973* 1975).
A total of 33 sites are known to have Chiapa V materials (Fig.
7).

Central Depression!

Chiapa VI Phase

Vistahermosa in the Jiquipilas district was reoccupied during
the Chiapa VI phase (McDonald, personal communication 1977).

Both the

sites of Mirador and Ocozocoautla had significant continued develop
ment of architecture and ceramics for this time period (Fig. 8).
Recently a palace-like cut-stone structure was uncovered at Ocozo
coautla that parallels very closely the Mound 5 palace-like structure
at Chiapa de Corzo (Agrinier n.d.).

Further, there are three Chiapa VI

sites along the Rio de La Venta Canyon.

One of them is a cave, Media

Luna, from which radiocarbon dates were obtained placing the Horcones
phase within the first century A.D. (Lowe 1970:6).
rials were preserved in this cave (Lee 1968;25-26).

Some plant mate
In short, we know

of six Chiapa VI period sites from the Jiquipilas district.
The archaeological situation in the Chiapa de Corzo district
is quite different from the preceding Guanacaste phase or Chiapa V
phase.

We have two sites in the Frailesca zone of this district, but

the major site was Chiapa de Corzo.

Several sites from the Chiapa de

Corzo district appear to have been abandoned during the Chiapa VI
phase.

The causes of these site abandonments has not been determined

archaeologically.
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Six archaeological sites from the Acala district have Horconeslike archaeological materials.

None of these sites seem to have any

large community development evidenced from the data available for stucfy.
Up river in the Chapatengo-Chejel district are 23 Chiapa VI
occupied sites.
district.

Santa Rosa continued to be the main center of this

Practically all of the mapped mound structures from Santa

Rosa belong to the Chiapa VI phase (Brockington 1967s60).
The ceramic complex at Santa Rosa is dominated by the San
Jacinto Black ceramic group.

This dominant ceramic group is well dis

tributed from the south end of the Angostura Canyon up to near the
Guatemalan border.

The main sites sire essentially confined to the

Grijalva River and portions of the various tributaries flowing into
this river.
The recent reconnaissance directed by Tom Lee during the 19711972 field season resulted in the mapping of approximately 77 Chiapa
VI phase sites in the Upper Tributaries district (Lee 1975s^1).

The

previous capitol of La Libertad for the Upper Tributaries district was
abandoned during the Chiapa VI phase and none of the dominant San
Jacinto ceramic group types have been found at this site.

Which site

or sites were the larger and dominant ones of this time period in the
Upper Tributaries district is not known at the present.

Probably the

site of Mango Amate will prove to be one of them (Pailles 1977).

Chiapa de Corzo:

Horcones Phase

The site of Chiapa de Corzo was at its maximum during the
Horcones phase with the exception of the present-day town of Chiapa
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de Corzo which covers the same general area as the climax Horcones
phase 6ite of nearly 2,000 years ago. The site covered an area larger
than two kilometers by one and a half kilometers plus some occupation
in the low area near the Grijalva River.
New ceramic groups during the Horcones phase were the following:
Chichihuitan Unslipped group, Calvario Double-slipped group, Guerrero
Unslipped group, Mujular Slipped group, Quechula Unslipped group,
Poblazon Unslipped group, Metapa Double-slipped group, Cienditas Un
slipped group, Tecpatan Unslipped group, and some Sam Jacinto Slipped
group (Appendix C). There are a great many ceramic types within these
various new ceramic groups plus the continuation of many ceramic groups
from the preceding Francesa and Guanacaste phases.
The pottery complex at Chiapa de Corzo is extremely sophisti
cated and varied during the Horcones phase.

From the floor of the

Mound 5 palace structure over 830 restorable vessels were recovered in
the excavations.

These reflected a great variation in shapes and shape-

appendages plut a great variety of decorative techniques and decoration.
This collection and many other tomb offerings also indicate that pot
tery was traded in from many directions over long distances into the
Chiapa de Corzo site.
The Horcones phase represents the climax of a long cultural
developmental process that began with the cultural innovation of Escalera phase some 600 to 700 years earlier. Likewise, we have indicated
that there are many cultural innovations from regions external to or
outside of the Central Depression of Chiapas.
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The architecture for Chiapa de Corzo is of cut-stone walls that
were lightly plastered and probably colored red.

The architectural

style of the apron molding was now a characteristic construction fea
ture.

However, as we have noted, the first construction of ceremonial

platforms with the apron molding profile was from Mirador during the
Chiapa III phase.

Although the Horcones phase at Chiapa de Corzo

apparently lasted no longer than about a century, nevertheless the
architectural activity and the enlargements or architecture in the
various mounds at Chiapa de Corzo were very great.

For example, Mound

1 at Chiapa de Corzo had some thirty odd enlargements on different por
tions of the structure during the Horcones phase.

Five significant

elite-type tombs were placed within Mound 1 during this phase (Lowe and
Agrinier 1960:11).

The phase ended in general destruction of some of

the major mound structures.

For example, Mound 5 was burned and the

roof and other destruction materials fell on the huge collection of
pottery vessels mentioned earlier.

More significantly the architec

tural styles, pottery ceramic traditions, and general burial types of
the Horcones phase were terminated.

As we shall see all these cate

gories of material culture were quite different in style in the suc
ceeding Istmo phase at Chiapv. de Corzo.
The many burials and tombs point to the preferential treatment
of an elite group.

Some of the tombs have extremely ornate and elabo

rately carved human bones that are in the form or shape of flutes
(Agrinier I960; Dixon 1958, 1959b).

Other exotic-type materials were

brought into Chiapa de Corzo; such as jade, sharks teeth, and large
amounts of obsidian.
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Some of the evidence of trade points to the Oaxaca Valley,
southern Veracruz, and El Salvador.

Trade items from the Kaminaljuyu

(Arenal phase) of Highland Guatemala and the Lowland Maya region were
also present at Chiapa de Corzo.

However, it is not known with cer

tainty whether the Sierra Red trade pottery was coming from the Maya
Lowlands or some other region to the south of the Central Depression.
The population for Chiapa de Corzo has been calculated during
this time as in the neighborhood of about 7,000 inhabitants (Warren
1961a:16).

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

Except

for the previously mentioned trade with areas outside the Central De
pression, the distribution of Horcones phase traits within the Central
Depression was restricted.

The Upper Tributaries district near the

Guatemalan border was quite different from the Horcones style of archi
tecture and ceramics found at Chiapa de Corzo.

In the Chapatengo-

Chejel district typical pottery types (San Jacinto Ceramic group) of
this period are found at Pacific Coast estuary sites near Escuintla
along with Izapan pottery types (Voorhies 1976).

Also an example of a

San Jacinto pottery type was found in the Salcaja district of Highland
Guatemala (Rands and Smith 1965:Fig» 13e).

Likewise, the domination

of the Acala district from the south end of the Angostura Canyon up
through the Chapatengo-Chejel district by a divergent ceramic and
architectural tradition is important.

To the west of Chiapa de Corzo

in the Jiquipilas district there are many similarities in architecture
and still more similarities to Horcones style pottery (as found at
Chiapa de Corzo), but a small portion of the ceramic complex from this

district is different from the Chiapa de Corzo Horcones phase.

There

were two sites in the Frailesca zone of the Chiapa de Corzo district
that have a few objects that are in the Horcones style, but again the
close parallels or similarities to the Horcones phase are not very
strong even in the Frailesca zone.

In short, the Horcones phase was

centered on Chiapa de Corzo and strongly influenced the Mirador site
in the Jiquipilas district.

The eastern Central Depression was domi

nated by the San Jacinto ceramic tradition.

Conclusions.

The level of cultural evolution or development

for the Chiapa VI phase is considered to a paramount chiefdom.

In fact

it seems to represent the first climax of a development within this
type of three-level society that began with the platform phase com
plexes of the Chiapa III or Escalera phase of the Central Depression.
The roots of this type of platform and plaza complex go back to the
earlier cultural developments in the Pacific coast of Chiapas and in
the Olmec heartland.

The bulk of the farming population that was

governed by these new lineage chiefs represent a holdover from the
Chiapa II phase population.
It would appear that the smaller number of occupied sites in
the Jiquipilas and Chiapa de Corzo districts during the Chiapa VI phase
could be the result of internal conflict or perhaps some of these small
communities were relocated in the larger ceremonial centers, such as,
Mirador, Ocozocoautla, said Chiapa de Corzo.
In the Acala district the whole situation seems to be one of
marginal and conservative cultural development.

There are a few sites,
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but they are apparently small ones and generally neglected by Horcones
phase chiefs as well as the chiefs associated with the San Jacinto
ceramic tradition of the Chapatengo-Chejel and Upper Tributaries dis
tricts.
This conservative provincialism of the Acala district certainly
does not apply to the Chapatengo-Chejel district and the Upper Tribu
taries district.

For example, the Chapatengo-Chejel district had 23

sites, and the Upper Tributaries district had 77 sites or a total of
100 sites being occupied during the Chiapa VI phase.

Again the cul

tural dynamics involved in these two districts are not clear.

Certainly

the Chapatengo-Chejel district with the main center at Santa Rosa
dominated the development of the district cultural style of ceramics
and architectural development of the Chapatengo-Chejel district.

The

Upper Tributaries district is suddenly flooded with an influx of people
from somewhere who settled at some 77 sites.

The main center of La

Libertad in earlier times is nearly abandoned.

Hopefully, the processes

for these dynamic changes in the Upper Tributaries district will be
come clearer with the current field and laboratory projects of the New
World Archaeological Foundation in the Upper Tributaries district.
When one considers the 15 sites known from the Jiquipilas,
Chiapa de Corzo, and Acala districts in contrast to the 100 sites from
the Chapatengo-Chejel and Upper Tributaries district (a total of 115
sites. Fig. 8), it is quite evident that some very significant cultural
changes were taking place during the Chiapa VI phase which I am unable
to explain at this time.
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Central Depression:

Chiapa VII Phase

Pottery collections from five sites in the Rio de La Venta zone
of the Jiquipilas plus archaeological excavations that have been con
ducted at the sites of Vistahermosa, Mirador, and Ocozocoautla repre
sent the currently knovm eight occupied sites of the Chiapa VII phase
in the Jiquipilas district (Fig. 9).
The archaeological situation at Mirador and Ocozocoautla is
very similar to developments at Chiapa de Corzo.

The Vistahermosa site

has ceramic parallels to the Mirador, Ocozocoautla, and Chiapa de Corzo
sites.
The sites of El Cielito in the Frailesca zone plus the Juan
Crispin and Chiapa de Corzo sites represent the total of current knowl
edge of the Istmo phase communities in the Chiapa de Corzo district.
Four archaeological sites were occupied in the Acala district,
and we know very little about these sites at the present time.

They

seem to be rather small in size, and probably the Acala site was the
most complex during the Chiapa VII phase.
The Chapatengo-Chejel district had approximately 19 occupied
communities during the Chiapa VII phase.
dominant center for this district.

Santa Rosa continued as the

The settlement pattern at Santa

Rosa seem to have been basically the same as in the previous Chiapa VI
horizon.

There is no indication of the disruption of cultural develop

ment that occurred in other districts within the Central Depression at
the beginning of the Chiapa VII phase.

Only two sherds from Santa Rosa

were in the white-rimmed black ware tradition, and thus there was very
little influence from the Jiquipilas and Chiapa de Corzo districts at

Jiquipilas District

Figure

Chiapa de Corzo D

Chiapa VII phase sites in the Central Depression. — Base map, Low
Fig. 6k.
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this time.

There were a small number of Protoclassic Maya polychrome

sherds found at Santa Rosa indicating some influence from the Maya
Lowland region (Brockington 1967:^9)*
The preliminary results of the recent reconnaissance in the
Upper Tributaries district points to the continued occupation of the
approximately 77 Chiapa VI sites during the Chiapa VII phase.

The

site of Mango Amate is one of the more outstanding sites from this
time period.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Istmo Phase

The overall size of the occupation at Chiapa de Corzo during
the Istmo phase lacks well defined boundaries.

It can be concluded

that the area of occupation was smaller than in the preceding Horcones
phase.
There are some architectural changes that typify the Istmo
phase.

There are round masonry door columns, but pyramidal platforms

with apron moldings of cut-stone continue as in the earlier Horcones
phase.

The temple layout (particularly from Mound 1) is quite typical

of those known from the Monte Alban II phase.

The strongest evidence

of continuity between the Horcones phase and the Istmo phase at Chiapa
de Corzo is in the architecture (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:11).
There was a sharp decline in tomb burials during the Istmo
phase, and most of the burials occurred as sub-floor dedicatory offer
ings (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:11).
The most notable change between the Horcones and Istmo phases
at Chiapa de Corzo was in the ceramics.

New ceramic groups occurring

with the Istmo phase were Turi Unslipped group, Carranza Unslipped
group, Chimale Slipped group, Aguacate Double-slipped group, Venta
Unslipped group, and Campana Slipped group (Appendix C).

There was a

tremendous reduction or loss of previous ceramic types from the Horcones phase.

The most dominant new ceramic tradition centered on the

Venta Unslipped group which has been referred to as the white-rimmed
black wares in the literature of ancient Mesoamerica.
It would appear that a definite cultural and perhaps an ethnic
shift occurred at the beginning of the Istmo phase at Chiapa de Corzo.
The principle external influences in the artifacts from this phase
points to the Soconusco region of the Pacific coast of Chiapas (Lee
1969:198).

Whereas in the previous Horcones phase there was a severe

restriction on the territorial influence of the Horcones style of
ceramics, the situation is quite reversed for the Istmo phase.

The

general pottery tradition now manufactured at Chiapa de Corzo is quite
typical of pottery being made throughout the general Isthmian area of
southern Veracruz, western Tabasco, the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the
Soconusco region of Chiapas, and the western portion of the Central
Depression of Chiapas.
A possible new cultural trait for the Istmo phase is the prac
tice of human sacrifice associated with dedicatory offerings for new
ceremonial buildings (Lee 1969:98).
There is some evidence that the diet during the Istmo phase at
Chiapa de Corzo was more varied than in earlier times with bones of
rabbits, iguanas, large birds, and fish supplying part of the animal

protein for the community.

The fresh water mussel continued to be an

abundant food source as in earlier phases at Chiapa de Corzo.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

In both

the Jiquipilas and Chiapa de Corzo districts the overall ceramic pic
ture was one of a wide spread participation in a white-rimmed black
ware tradition (Venta Smudged ceramic group) in which this pottery is
distributed over most of the large area mentioned above.
For the Acala, Chapatengo-Chejel, and Upper Tributaries dis
tricts this white-rimmed black ware tradition was present in very small
amounts.

The ceramic ties were with the Lowland Maya area in these

eastern Central Depression districts.

Some Maya Polychrome vessels

probably were brought into the area via Chinkultic on the Chiapas
Plateau.
Libertad.

Some figurines with Izapa-like influence were found at La
Izapa art work was also found at Chinkultic (Agrinier 1969c:

23).
The Chapatengo-Chejel district continued with the strong re
gional cultural development typical of the preceding Chiapa VI phase
but with some Maya Lowland Polychrome pottery (Brockington 1967).

In

the Jiquipilas and Chiapa de Corzo districts there were also some
polychrome vessels with ring bases and mammiform supports that repre
sent trade from the Maya Lowlands (Warren 1961b:82).
In the Tierra Templado zone leading from Chiapa de Corzo up
to the Central Plateau, there apparently was no occupation (McVicker
1969:Table 1; Culbert 1965:Table 1).

Conclusions.

Probably the most significant conclusion to be

drawn from the Chiapa VII horizon within the Central Depression is that
there was a fairly distinct division of the Central Depression on a
line from the Angostura Canyon westward on one hand and the Angostura
Canyon to the eastward on the other.

The westward division of the

Central Depression (represented by 13 sites) had become dominated and
characterized cereunically by the widespread Venta Smudged ceramic group
of the white-rimmed black ware tradition.

While the eastern region of

the Centred Depression (represented by 98 sites) was not uniform (a
toted of 111 sites, Fig. 9), it nevertheless showed Maya stylistic
influences.
It has been postulated by Peterson (1963b:10-11), Green and
Lowe (1967:80), Lee (1969:19^), and Vogt (196^:395-396) that the lan
guage component of the western division of the Centred Depression was
that of the Mixeno or more particularly the Zoque branch of the Mixeno
language group.

Terrence Kaufman (1976:109, 116) concurs with this

conclusion from the background of a linguist.
The Chiapas Plateau was still sparsely occupied at this time
and was therefore not a cultural factor influencing the Central De
pression.
The. immediate source of the disturbance euid genered takeover
of the western portion of the Central Depression could have come from
a very large eirea (edl the way from southern Veracruz to the Pacific
coast border of Chiapas and Guatemala.

Lee (1969) sees a strong in

fluence in many Chiapa de Corzo artifacts from the Soconusco region.
Perhaps this is a sound lead and may reflect that the leadership in
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control of the western Central Depression was strongly influenced by
the Izapa area on the Pacific Coast.

The final reports on the Izapa

excavations may confirm or negate this particular hypothesis.
The evolutionary level of development was still much the same
as in the previous Horcones phase; that is, at the level of an advanced
paramount chiefdomship.

There were stylistic changes in ceramics and

perhaps ethnic groups within the western Central Depression.

There was

a strong continuation of the elite-type culture in terms of the archi
tecture, dedicatory offerings, and trade.
We begin to see what undoubtedly was the beginning of conflict
between Zoque-speaking and unknown language groups (perhaps other
Zoques speaking a different dialect) within the Central Depression of
Chiapas over the boundary between the western and eastern Central De
pression located at the Angostura Canyon.

This growing zone of tension

continued to develop throughout the later history of the Central
Depression.

Central Depression;

Chiapa VIII Phase

Reconnaissance research and some excavation have located 12
archaeological sites in the Jiquipilas district for the Chiapa VIII
phase (Fig. 10).

The major excavated sites are Piedra Parada (Stirling

19^5, 19^7), Ocozocoautla, Mirador, and Vi6tahermosa.

The other nine

archaeological sites are the result of surface collections by Peterson
(1958) and Agrinier (personal communication 1977)*
The rather long and impressive occupation of the Ocozocoautla
site ended with the Chiapa VIII phase.
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The Venta Smudged ceramic group (the white-rimoed black ware)
continued to dominate most of the Jiquipilas district and the Chiapa de
Corzo district.

In the Chiapa de Corzo district we have seven known

archaeological sites from the Jiquipilas or Chiapa VIII phase.
Little is actually known about the Acala district, but we do
have four archaeological sites with Chiapa VIII ceramics.
sites sure spaced quite far apart and are rather small.

These four

Two of the

sites, Acala and Santa Cruz, have the Venta Smudged pottery types that
would put them in the western division of the Central Depression; and
the other two sites, one at the south end of the Angostura Canyon and
one near Chachi, was in the general unknown language group of the
eastern division of the Central Depression and lack Venta Smudged
pottery in the surface collections.
The dominant site of Santa Rosa plus six other sites represent
the archaeological occupation of the Chapatengo-Chejel district.

Santa

Rosa produced two polychrome sherds from Mound B that are classified as
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome and indicate trade between the Maya Low
lands and Santa Rosa in Chiapa VIII times.

The Santa Rosa site con

tinued the basic settlement pattern occupation of earlier periods but
in a somewhat reduced area, and there seems to have been a population
decline (Brockington 1967s61).

There may also have been a break with

the earlier ceramic tradition at Santa Rosa with the appearance of
Brockington's polished orange wares.

These wares began to be manu

factured at this time in the Santa Rosa locality and persisted up
through the Late Classic and perhaps as late as the Early Postclassic
Period (Brockington 1967s6l).
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La Libertad was abandoned again during the Chiapa VIII phase in
the Upper Tributaries district.

There are six sites reported for this

horizon from the recent reconnaissance of the New World Archaeological
Foundation (Lee 1975s^1).

The preliminary results have not been made

available as yet; and therefore, it is not possible to indicate where
the more important archaeological sites for this Chiapa VIII phase are
located.

There certainly was a drastic reduction in the number of

sites occupied — a drop to six from the 77 recorded sites for the
previous Chiapa VII phase.

The cultural dynamics behind this situation

must await further reports from the archaeologists who are now working
in this Upper Tributaries district.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Jiquipilas Phase

As far as can be determined, the area of occupation at Chiapa
de-Corzo during the Jiquipilas phase was approximately the same as in
the previous Istmo phase.

The ceramic distributions and the archi

tectural building activities involved the same mounds and areas as in
earlier times.

A new architectural innovation for the Jiquipilas phase

was the building of a ceremonial sweat room on Mound 1 at Chiapa de
Corzo.
Pyramidal platforms continued to be constructed but now they
were made of plastered boulders or reused cut-stone.

The perishable

superstructures were a break with the previous cut-stone superstruc
tures of the Horcones and Istmo phases (Lowe and Agrinier I960:Table
2).

Many portions of the outer walls of the Jiquipilas phase archi

tecture had been subject to great erosion and destruction.
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Several new ceramic groups are to be noted for the Jiquipilas
phase at Chiapa de Corzo in spite of the fact that we have a strong
continuity of ceramic groups and types from the previous Istmo phase.
The following new ceramic groups include:

Cinco Cerros Slipped group,

Bella Unslipped group, Animas Unslipped group, Ostuacan Slipped group,
Actuncan Double-slipped group, Dos Arroyos Double-slipped group, and
Tablon Unslipped group (see Appendix C).

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

There are

two tombs that have been excavated from the Jiquipilas phase as well as
a continuation of dedicatory burials in the various architectural con
structions.

The artifacts appear to have been of local manufacture

although the overall interaction of Chiapa de Corzo still seems to have
been with the Pacific coast of Chiapas and the lowlands of southern
Veracruz, western Tabasco, and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
Tomb 3 from Mound 12 at Chiapa de Corzo contained an offering
vessel of the Actuncan Orange Polychrome:
Lowland area.

Caal variety of the Maya

This is limited evidence of trade between the Chiapa de

Corzo locality and the Lowland Maya region.

The second trade vessel

from the Classic Maya Lowlands was a jar in Tomb 2 of Mound 12 of the
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome ceramic group:

Dos Arroyos variety

(Mason I960:Fig. 12 and 21).
Typical Chapatengo-Chejel pottery types are found in estuaries
near Escuintla (Voorhies 1976)•

Conclusions.

The evolutionary stage of development for the

Jiquipilas phase and the general Chiapa VIII horizon of the Central

Depression remained one of a paramount chiefdom level of complexity.
An elite group held the leadership positions, and it is probable that
the rural farming population supported them in labor, materials, and
food.
Throughout the Central Depression of Chiapas there are 36
archaeological sites (Fig. 10).

These sites are fairly evenly divided

between the two now major divisions of the Central Depression with 19
appearing in the western division and 17 in the eastern division of
the Central Depression.
The regional developments in the Central Depression were pro
ceeding without strong outside influences and certainly no strong out
side disturbances (unless the site reduction in the Upper Tributaries
district should prove to be from external cultural influences).

The

Teotihuacan, Zapotec, and Classic Maya civilizations had not yet begun
to exert their influence on distant areas.

This will not be the case

during the following time period in the Central Depression.

Central Depression:

Chiapa IX Phase

The Jiquipilas district presents us with a changing pattern of
cultural development during the Chiapa IX phase.
on record for this time period (Fig. 11).

Nineteen sites are

Two of the well-developed

sites in the previous horizons were now apparently unoccupied, i.e.,
Vistahermosa and Ocozocoautla.
Mirador was still a dominant site in the district with eight
or nine other sites along the Soyatengo River.
Teotihuacan-like influence in the ceramics.

These sites showed

The Teotihuacan influence
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was significant at Mirador.

But some pottery types similar to those

manufactured in the area of the Teotihuacan civilization of Central
Mexico are also found in various Chiapa IX phase sites.

This Teotihuacan-

like pottery may have been manufactured at archaeological areas closer
to Chiapas than the city of Teotihuacan itself.

The Batones Thin

Orange pottery, however, was actually transported from the Central
Mexican region to the western Central Depression of Chiapas (Agrinier
1975^:Figs. 7, 20).

Many Teotihuacan pottery shapes were manufactured

in the Mirador locality but in the local Venta Smudged ceramic tradi
tion.

The Teotihuacan style of architecture was constructed at Mirador

(Agrinier 1975b).
It would appear that the Teotihuacan influence in the Jiquipilas district was the result of commercial activities involving a
"Pochteca" type of economic institution from Central Mexico.

These

professional merchants may not necessarily have taken direct control
of Mirador but may have controlled the local leadership (Agrinier n.d.:
8-9).

Mirador is on one of the commercial trade routes that lead from

southern Veracruz and western Tabasco through the middle Grijalva
region up to the area of Mirador.

The trade route also continued from

the Mirador locality on down to the Pacific Coast near Tonala.

In

fact, the Middle Classic site of Horcones (near Tonala) has many monu
ments in the Teotihuacan style including an extremely sophisticated
Tlaloc figure.

The Teotihuacan trade route then continued along the

Pacific coast of Chiapas and Guatemala and entered the Valley of
Guatemala and the important archaeological site of Kaminaljuyu.

Bk
Two possible Mirador codices were recently discovered.

Codex

Mirador 1 was from burial 22 in Mound 9, and Codex Mirador 2 was from
burial 30 in Mound 10.
1975a:62-6*0.

Both burials are of Chiapa IX date (Agrinier

Jorge Angulo (1970) reported on the technical problems

of attempting to separate the individual sheets of the Codex Mirador 1.
So far the task has proven impossible.
Agrinier (n.d.:9) discusses the distribution of the Venta
Smudged ceramic group throughout the western Central Depression and
adjacent regions to the north and west.

Ten of the 21 archaeological

sites of the Jiquipilas district are cave sites (Peterson 1958).

The

predominant pottery found in both caves and open sites was Venta
Smudges pottery types.

He points out the coincidence of the distribu

tion of this ceramic group with the known distribution of the MixeZoque-Popoluca language groups (see also Peterson 1963a:11, 1963b:
259-2610.
Only four Chiapa IX phase sites are known in our present state
of knowledge for the Chiapa de Corzo district.

These sites are Berrio-

zabal, Chiapa de Corzo, El Cielito, and La Tigra.
The Acala district is represented by five sites for the Chiapa
IX phase:

two to the west of the Angostura Canyon on the Grijalva

River and three to the east of the south end of the Angostura Canyon
on the Grijalva.

There has not been detected from the limited Chiapa

IX ceramic materials in the Acala district any indications of a Teotihuacan influence within this district.

The overall ceramic picture is

closer to the Chiapa de Corzo and Jiquipilas districts to the west
minus the Teotihuacan influence.

Of the nine archaeological sites from the Chapatengo-Chejel
district, the most important center still continued to be Santa Rosa.
Mound T at Santa Rosa had an interesting burial offering of three pot
tery vessels.

Two of the vessels reflect a general Oaxacan parallel

in the Middle Classic or Chiapa IX time horizon while the third jar
is similar to the Early Classic vessels known from the northern Yucatan
peninsula (Delgado 1965:Fig. !+6, p. 8l).

The overall occupation of

Santa Rosa still seems to have been one of population decline.

There

may have been two or three sherds of trade from the lowland Maya area
on the Tzakol III time.

These sherds would be classified as Dos

Arroyos Orange Polychrome (Brockington 1967:^9).
In the Upper Tributaries district, five Chiapa IX sites were
reported from the archaeological reconnaissance; and one of these five
sites has been partially excavated.
Lagartero.

The partially-excavated site is

In Mound 3, Ekholm (1977a:MO found several Chiapa IX or

Middle Classic burials.

The stylistic connections of the Chiapa IX

material in the Upper Tributaries region have not been reported yet.

Chiapa de Corzo:

Laguna Phase

The site of Chiapa de Corzo seems to have been nearly abandoned
at the end of the Jiquipilas phase (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:12).

There

may have been a very restricted occupation of one part of the site that
is represented by rows of stones in the surface levels of a few of the
mounds which may represent terracing efforts (Lowe and Agrinier I960:

12).
Caches 1-^5* 1-^6, l-^7t 1-^8, all from terminal offerings on
Mound 1, are now considered to be from the Laguna phase (see Lowe and

Agrinier 1960:63)•

In Mound 5b, Burial 11 was excavated and contained

eight pottery vessels.
Teotihuacan style.
base.

Three of the pottery vessels are in a general

One vessel is a spherical bowl with a ring stand

Another vessel is a cylindrical bowl with three 6lab leg sup

ports, and the third item is a lid with a scutate handle (Lowe 1962b:
43, PI. 23a).
In Mound 12, Structure 12-J1 had ceramic material that probably
belongs to the Laguna phase.
3.

This material was placed over Tombs 2 and

The floors covering the tombs had to be cut in order to place these

new offerings above the tombs (Mason 1960:13).

The general contents of

Tomb 3 in Mound 12 are from the Jiquipilas phase.
Actuncan Orange Polychrome:

For example, an

Caal variety ring-based bowl would be from

the Tzakol I time horizon in the lowland Maya area (Mason I960:Fig. 21,
22).

On the other hand, some of the offerings in Tomb 2 and Cache 12-

16 were from the Laguna phase (Mason 1960:21).
Cache 12-16 are of special interest.
chrome:

Two of the vessels from

One is a Dos Arroyos Orange Poly

Dos Arroyos Variety bowl, and the other is an outflaring-wall

bowl with conical supports of the Ostuacan Slipped group (Mason I960:
Fig. 9).
These three rrounds at Chiapa de Corzo:

Mound 1, Mound 12, and

Mound 5b were the only ones with ceramic materials that belong in the
Laguna phase.
New ceramic groups representing the Laguna phase are the follow
ing:

Parada Onslipped group, Angel Unslipped group, Palmera Slipped

group, Cerro Pelon Slipped group, Carolinas Unslipped group, Ratones
Slipped group, Pilitas Unslipped group, Ixtapa Slipped group, Nuricumbo
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Unslipped group, Buenacuti Double-slipped group, Nandalonda Slipped
group, and San Nicolas Unslipped group (see Appendix C).

Each of these

ceramic groups is represented by a rather small amount of pottery.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

The thin

orange or Ratones Slipped type found at Mirador was a direct import
from the Central Mexican area.

However, similar vessel shapes in an

orange slipped ware found at Chiapa de Corzo aire imitations of the thin
orange or Ratones Slipped group.

There the imitation thin orange ves

sels were probably of local manufacture influenced by imports from
Central Mexico into the Jiquipilas district.

For example, 20 sites

from the Jiquipilas district show very strong Teotihuacan influences.
These influences are in the ceramics (some direct trade) and architec
ture.

In the Chiapa de Corzo district, the Teotihuacan influence was

quite restricted.

Apparently Chiapa de Corzo was practically abandoned.

The Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome jar is an example of a trade
vessel from the Classic Maya lowland region.

However, it is the only

trade vessel that was found at Chiapa de Corzo from the lowland Maya
region during Laguna times.
Other burial offerings with their attendant caches contain
pottery that was typical of the local Laguna phase throughout the
western division of the Central Depression.
In the Acala district, the occupants seem to have been carrying
on without any significant influence from the Teotihuacan trading
enterprise.

The Chapatengo-Chejel district, particularly as evidenced

at Santa Rosa, reflected a declining population during Chiapa IX
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times.

The little external influence seen in the pottery was more

similar to Oaxaca than to Central Mexico.

In the Upper Tributaries

district five sites were located dating to Chiapa IX, the Lagartero
site being the most important, and the influences stem from Maya re
gions.

It is not clear yet whether these cultural influences are

stronger in terms of the highlands of Guatemala or the lowlands of
the Peten.

Conclusions.

The bk archaeological sites from the Central De

pression of Chiapas during the Chiapa IX phase (Fig. 11) reflect a
quite varied occupational picture for the five main districts of the
Central Depression.
The heaviest occupied district and the one that was undergoing
the most dynamic innovations and changes from external historical
events was the Jiquipilas district at the western end of the Central
Depression.

This external influence, Teotihuacan-like, was not only

typical of the western end of the Central Depression, but the same
phenomenon was affecting southern Veracruz, the Pacific coast of
Chiapas, Guatemala, and the highlands of Guatemala.

Further Teoti-

huacan influence is evident at the Classic Maya site of Tikal and also
in the Yucatan peninsula.
Some of the architectural and ceramic tomb and burial offerings
at Mirador, while generally Teotihuacan-like, nevertheless, are prob
ably closer to the Teotihuacan-like influence at Kaminaljuyu in the
highlands of Guatemala — particularly the Parada Ivory White:

Parada

Variety bowl from Cache 13 in Mound 20 at Mirador (Agrinier 1970:Fig.

85).
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It is not clear what the Teotihuacan merchants may have desired
from the western end of the Central Depression of Chiapas, but it is
likely that such sites as Mirador were simply stations on a commercial
route established between CentrsQ. Mexico and eastern Mesoamerica.
Mirador may have functioned as a warehouse and exchange type of center
in which goods could be brought and exchanged with the merchants in
their commercial activities.

Centred Depression:

Chiapa X-A Phase

During the Late Classic (Chiapa X-A or Maravillas phase)
throughout the Central Depression of Chiapas, the Teotihuacan influence
had disappeared.

Fifteen sites from the Chiapa X-A phase are split

almost evenly between open mound sites and cave sites in the Jiquipilas
district (Fig. 12).

There are approximately seven caves with ceramic

offerings from this period and eight open mound sites.
Vistahermosa was now reoccupied on a small scale.

The site of

Mirador, the main

center in the past, was now largely vacated although there was a small
occupation persisting at the site during the Late Classic period.

The

site of Miramar immediately to the north of Mirador was now an impor
tant site.

The report on the Miramar excavations is not yet available,

and it is therefore difficult to evaluate the nature of the cultural
development at this site.
One new site, Varejonal, has been partially investigated and
excavated by Agrinier

(1969b:69-93)•

The site is located near the

south edge of the Rio La Venta Canyon in a locality where water is
quite scarce.

In spite of this situation, the ruins are very
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Figure 12.
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impressive with over bS structures.

Some of the structures are ball-

courts, others are sweat baths, and still others are different types of
ceremonial buildings (Agrinier 1969b:Figs. 1, 3, 5).

These buildings

were made of alternating layers of cut limestone and thinner slabs of
uncut stone.
Agrinier's excavation at Varejonal produced ceramics from the
Late Preclassic Francesa, Guanacaste, and Horcones phases as well as a
large amount of Chiapa X-A ceramics.

The main portion of the Chiapa

X-A ceramics were in the Ixtapa Slipped group, but there were several
minor or secondary (in portion) ceramic group materials recovered also.
These minor ceramic groups included Yerba Buena Slipped group, Buenacuti Double-slipped group, Custepec Unslipped group, and the Baqueta
Unslipped group.

Since there is a scarcity of clay beds in the region

of Varejonal, it is presumed that most of the pottery had been imported
*

from neighboring localities.

The overall ceramic similarities are

quite close to Mirador and Miramar at this time.

One architectural

innovation in the site and the district in general was the use of the
corbeled arch in some of the buildings (Agrinier 1969b:90).
In the northern portion of the Chiapa de Corzo district,
archaeological sites were scarce (Berriozobal, Chiapa de Corzo, Cupia,
Amatal, and the cave of Minanuca).

However, in the Frailesca or

southern portion of this district there was a sudden increase in the
number of sites.
About 32 sites from the Frailesca area are distributed in a
manner suggesting that a new group of people had entered the Central
Depression.

The route of entrance was probably from the Tonala
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district of the Pacific coast of Chiapas up over the mountain pass near
Parian and down into the Frailesca zone (Navarrete I960:Table 2).

The

dominant ceramics associated with these Late Classic sites are repre
sented by the Ixtapa Slipped group.
In the Acala district 43 sites were occupied during Chiapa X-A
times.

Eighteen of these sites are on the Rio Dorado that drains into

the Grijalva with its headwaters near the Villa Flores locality of the
Frailesca.

These new sites were part of the same phenomenon just dis

cussed for the Frailesca.

Again the ceramics are of the white-slipped

or Ixtapa Slipped group.
Along the Grijalva River at Acala and up to Santa Cruz, the
ceramics appear to be mainly of the Ixtapa Slipped group.
seems to have been a fairly important site at this time.

Santa Cruz
Sanders

(1961:Fig. 1) found about 75 structures including the house mounds and
pyramids here.
Three of the Chiapa X-A sites south of Acala and west of the
Angostura Canyon are different than most of the other sites in the
Acala district.
Mora.

These three are Las Posadas, Los Ciraientos, and Laguna

They had hard-fired pottery which is similar to pottery re

covered from the highlands of Guatemala (e.g., Amatle complex at
Kaminaljuyu) (Shook 1956:32).

Also from these three sites seven sherds

of San Juan Plumbate pottery were collected.

Likewise there is a sharp

contrast between the layout and ceramics of Las Posadas, Los Cimientos,
and Laguna Mora sites and the rest of the sites from the Acala district
west of the Angostura Canyon (Lowe 1959b:40, Fig. 22; Sanders 1961:
Fig. 1).

Two sites in the Acala district (east of the Angostura Canyon)
were very large in size.

These sites are Chachi (with over 500 house

mounds plus major pyramid and ceremonial structures) and Vega del Paso.
The site layout for these two communities is similar to Los Cimientos
mentioned above.

Some very significant changes in population size and

settlement patterns were taking place in this part of the Acala
district.
The Chapatengo-Chejel district was quite heavily occupied
during this time period.
Grijalva River.

Some 46 sites are closely clustered along the

Santa Rosa was still occupied but was no longer the

impressive center it had been previously.

Some other very impressive

sites are represented; such as, Ninos Heroes, Sam Francisco, Poblazon,
Laguna Francesa, Buenavista, Portatenco, and several others.
sites are extremely large and impressive.

These

Some had several hundred

house mounds as well as major pyramidal structures (Lowe 1970:3)*
In the Upper Tributaries district the preceding horizon had
five known archaeological sites.

In the succeeding Chiapa X-A phase

there were 59 sites mapped in the reconnaissance of the New World
Archaeological Foundation (Lee 1975:41).
to be Lagartero.

It is located on an island within a lake and lagoon

area (Ekholm 1977a:48-49).

The site is huge and composed of many large

plazas and smaller patio groupings.
stone.

The outstanding site appears

The construction is of worked

There are a few stelae fragments on the surface.

Possible

evidence for ancient fossilized irrigation canals exists leading from
the valley to the north (Ekholm 1977a:49).

Lagartero is a good Maya site and large trash dumps of Late
Classic Maya polychrome pottery plus a large number of figurines have
been excavated at the site.

The one large dump excavation produced

nearly 500,000 sherds of which 10,000 were polychrome.

The correla

tions with the Late Classic Maya are on the Tepeu 1-2 horizon and
within the gloss ware tradition of the Late Classic Maya (Ekholm 1977a:
52).

An estimated 90 percent of the polychrome sherds have a Chuen-

like glyph.
The closest parallels of this Late Classic Maya polychrome are
with the highlands of Guatemala rather than the Maya lowlands.

The

large Lagartero figurine complex is like Late Classic Maya mold-made
figurines of both the lowlands and highlands (Ekholm 1977b:66).

Chiapa de Corzo:

Maravillas Phase

The Maravillas phase at Chiapa de Corzo is represented by three
burials within small stone tombs that were excavated in front of Mound
5b.

These three burials had pottery vessels in the Ixtapa Slipped

group, a few vessels in the Nuricumbo Slipped group, and specifically
the Sitala Red-painted:

Sitala variety (Lowe 1962b:193).

The scarcity of evidence for agricultural activities and ceram
ics at Chiapa de Corzo is not matched by the situation across the Grijalva River at Cupia.

There a three meter deep deposit with almost

pure Maravillas phase pottery was excavated.

The pottery from this

site did include a sherd of San Juan Plumbate (Shook 1956:25)•

This

one trade sherd helps cross-tie the Maravillas phase ceramics of the
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Central Depression with the manufacture of contemporary San Juan
Plumbate in the Soconusco district.
New ceramic groups characterizing the Maravillas phase are
Pastores Slipped, Berriozobal Double-slipped, Cebadilla Unslipped,
Custepec Unslipped, Pochote Unslipped, Cairo Slipped, Motozintla
Slipped, San Gregorio Unslipped, Brisas Slipped, Bagueta Slipped, and
San Juan Slipped (see Appendix C).

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

The over

whelming emphasis of the Maravillas phase ceramics on white slipped and
painted decoration reflects the replacement of the previous dominant
Venta Smudged or white-rimmed black wares in the western Central De
pression.

The majority of the white slipped pottery has been classi

fied as Ixtapa Slipped ceramic group.
The general external comparisons of Ixtapa Slipped pottery
include a large portion of southern Veracruz said western Tabasco plus
the Pacific coast of Chiapas.

More specifically we have some pottery

vessels of the Ixtapa Slipped group recovered from sites located on the
Chiapas Plateau (Culbert 1965;24, 60, Fig. 15)McVicker (1969;35-36) recovered 30^ sherds of Ixtapa White from
the site of La Tortuga.

The Ixtapa Slipped group, although present in

the Chiapa Plateau and the midlands (particularly the La Tortuga site
of Ixtapa), did not have a great impact on this area in general.
Other pottery vessels found in tombs at Chiapa de Corzo and
Cerro Ecatepec near San Cristobal in the Chiapas Plateau contain almost
identical vessels of the Nuricumbo Unslipped group or specifically the

Sitala Polished:

Sitala variety (Lowe 1962a:193; Culbert 1965sFigs,

15a, b, c, f, g, and k).
There are no Maya Late Classic polychrome trade sherds known
to me from the western portion of the Central Depression.

However,

there are a few trade sherds in the eastern portion of the Acala dis
trict, the Chapatengo-Chejel district, and they were especially domi
nant in the Upper Tributaries district.

However, these sherds are

more like highland Guatemalan Maya polychromes than lowland Maya poly
chromes.

Conclusions.

The complete replacement of the old Venta Smudged

ceramic group with Ixtapa Slipped group pottery in the western Central
Depression could be explained as a technological technique (that of
smothering or smudging pottery) being replaced by a new firing tech
nique using kilns.

However, evidence for kilns in the western Central

Depression during the Late Classic is lacking even though kilns are
known from the area in Colonial and modern times.

Regardless of the

validity of the case for the presence or absence of kilns, it is quite
evident that an influx of new peoples in the area was associated with
the new ceramic types.
A clustering of new sites in the Frailesca zone and in the
western portion of the Acala district suggests these newcomers came
through the Parian pass near the Pacific coast of Chiapas.

This in

flux of people could well be the entrance of the Chiapanec Indians who
were in control of the Chiapa de Corzo district at the time of the
Spanish Conquest.
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It is possible to see from the changing settlement patterns and
new ceramic types in the western Centred Depression, a Chiapanec bound
ary on the east.

This boundary line is the Angostura Canyon.

For

example, as the new peoples came in, there were apparently a few Maya
communities immediately west of the Angostura Canyon (Las Posadas, Los
Cimientos, and Laguna Mora).

On the east side of the Angostura Canyon

and throughout the eastern Central Depression, the overall ceramic
picture reflects Mayan peoples.

Towards the end of the Late Classic

period, the Maya sites west of the Angostura Canyon (Los Posadas, Los
Cimientos, and Laguna Mora) were abandoned suggesting that the
Chiapanecs had pressured these Maya groups and forced them to retreat
to the east.
The western boundary, between the Zoque Indians and the new
arriving Chiapanecs, is more difficult to establish during the Late
Classic period.

In later Postclassic times it is quite evident that

the western boundary of the Chiapanec territory was along the Rio
Suchiapa and Rio San Lucas (Fig. 13).

This Chiapanec territory was

blocked out in the Chiapa de Corzo district by place names in the
Chiapanec language (Berlin 1958; Navarrete 1966).

It may be that

during the Late Classic intrusion there was no firm boundary between
Chiapanec and Zoque Indians.

There may have been a blending of the

material culture (i.e., acculturation) between these two language
groups.
Some of the Late Classic pottery types from the western Central
Depression are attributable to the Zoque Indians rather than the
Chiapanec Indians.

For example, sherds of Yati Red-painted:

Yati
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Variety are found at Berriozabal along with Berriozabal Orange poly
chrome sherds (Lowe 1959b:Fig. 39a),

Similar sherds are found in the

Chiapas midlands at Ixtapa in the form of Berriozabal Double-slipped
group (McVicker 1969:^2).
Tortuga polychrome:
Cocos polychrome:

McVicker has classified his pottery in the

Tortuga Variety.

He also has a type labeled Los

Los Cocos Variety which is practically identical to

the Yati Red-painted:

Yati Variety pottery found at Berriozabal.

In the middle Grijalva region at the site of San Isidro (which
is now under the waters of the Mai Paso Dam) pottery like the Yati Redpainted type and the Berriozabal Double-slipped type is reported by
Lee (l971+a:Figs. 51* 52; 197^b).

This pottery was labeled the Zuleapa

ceramic group instead of by the ceramic names already in use.

Aprinier's

excavations at San Antonio in the middle Grijalva region have more
examples of the Yati Red-painted type pottery (Agrinier 1969a:Figs.
77, 6-7, 8l, 1-7, and 90).

The lower Grijalva region of Chiapas and

Tabasco has Yati Red-painted type pottery (Pina Chan and Navarrete
1967:Fig. 98).

The distribution of this pottery type extends through

out a large portion of the Zoque territory from Berriozabal and Ixtapa
westward and northward.
It would appear that during the Late Classic period, the Zoque
Indians were imposed upon by the incoming Chiapanecs.

Both groups

were probably competing for territorial control of the western Central
Depression.

One group (the Zoques) was to lose control of the area,

and the other group (the Chiapanecs) was to gain control.

In the

eastern Central Depression, the overall cultural tradition and politi
cal control seems to have been in the hands of various Maya-speaking
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groups.

The Upper Tributaries district was particularly dominated by

cultural traditions similar to the Maya of the highlands of Guatemala,
There are many large sites throughout the Central Depression
implying larger populations than previously, and some of this increased
population may have been newcomers like the Chiapanecs and various Mayaspeaking groups.

The events following the collapse of the Teotihuacan

expansion of the Middle Classic period may be a factor in the increased
density of the Central Depression population.

Altogether there were

about 200 archaeological sites throughout the Central Depression in
this time period (Fig. 13, also includes Chiapa X-B sites).

Central Depression:

Chiapa X-B Phase

There is no direct evidence from the Jiquipilas district for
any archaeological sites reflecting this phase.
either of three possibilities:

This probably implies

(1) the occupation from the Late

Classic into the Early Postclassic was uniform and without outside
cultural influences of the sort characterized of fine orange pottery
and pseudohierogryphs; (2) the field work in the district is not ade
quate to document the Chiapa X-B time phase; or (3) there simply was
not any significant occupation in the district.
Chiapa de Corzo and El Sumidero are the only two sites from
the Chiapa de Corzo district that have ceramic and some, architectural
evidence for the Late Classic or Early Postclassic transition.
Pottery with pseudoglyphs has been found at Santa Rosa
(Brockington 1967:50-65; Lowe 1959b:52).

Brockington (1967:65) also

found pseudoglyph pottery in his 1959 excavations at Laguna Francesa.
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Both of these sites in the Chapatengo-Chejel district represent the
limited evidence for a Chiapa X-B phase.
Several sherds of a hemispherical bowl of Pabellon Model-carved
type that belongs to the Altar Fine Orange ceramic group were found in
the cave site of El Salvador in the Upper Tributaries district (Lowe
1959b:58, 67, Fig. 32).
In the Upper Tributaries district was a large rural village
site called Cimientos.

This site has chultuns, sweat baths, several

terraces for habitation sites, and urn-burials (Rivero Torres 1977:
12^-125)•

The house platforms number over 150 which indicates the

size of the village.

If it is assumed that the average household had

five members, there would have been over 750 people living in the vil
lage of Cimientos.

Rivero Torres dates the site to the Late Classic-

Early Postclassic transition or the Terminal Classic period.

She was

able to demonstrate that the site of Cimientos had only one occupation.
Another important regional center is represented by Guajilar.
This center was one of the biggest and most impressive in the Upper
Tributaries district (Lee 1977:128ff).

The Guajilar site was occupied

from the Late Preclassic period throughout the Early Postclassic
period.

When the field excavations are carried to completion and re

ported, it will be clearer what was happening between A.D. 800.to 950.
There is limited concrete evidence for the Chiapa X-B phase.
What evidence is available comes from six or possibly seven sites
throughout all the Central Depression of Chiapas (these sites are in
cluded in Figure 13).
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Chiapa de Corzo:

Paredon Phase

The archaeological evidence for the Paredon phase for Chiapa
de Corzo comes from excavations in front of Mound 5b.
discovered a few fragments of fine orange figurines.

Lowe (1962a:191)
Mound 5d excava

tions provided the single example of architectural stratigraphy from
the Maravillas phase to the Paredon phase (Agrinier 1962:14-19, Figs.
5).
Not too far from Chiapa de Corzo, on the same side of the Grijalva River, is the site of El Sumidero which had Early Postclassic
architecture and ceramics preceded by architecture that apparently
would date to our Paredon phase (Berlin 19^6:21, Plate IV, d, g).
Berlin also recovered two pottery vessels associated with this early
architecture and other types that would fit in with the Paredon phase.
The ceramic collections are so small for this time that no new ceramic
groups appear.

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

The

closest external comparison for a Late Classic to Early Postclassic
transition is the Ixtapa Valley in the midlands between Chiapa de Corzo
and San Cristobal in the Chiapas Plateau.

In the Ixtapa Valley,

McVicker (1969:78, 8l) describes his Campos phase with its Las Naranjhas
ceramic complex.

He recovered the ceramic materials from several sites

in the Valley of Ixtapa and concludes that this material represents a
new cultural development in the Ixtapa Valley.
rials correlate in time with Tepeu III.

These cultural mate

McVicker points out the large

increase in the fine paste wares, the disappearance of Maya polychrome
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ceramics, and a sharp decline in the Ixtapa White-slipped group.

The

fine orange ware of the eastern Mesoamerican region is analyzed in
Robert E. Smith's article (1958:151-160).

This article clarifies the

dating of the various fine orange wares.
External comparisons between the Pabellon Model-carved type
found in the Upper Tributaries region and other regions in eastern
Mesoamerica indicates that these sherds are identical and were probably
made from the same mold as vessels illustrated by Smith (1955^3* Fig.
86d, e) from a Uaxactun tomb.

Other pottery vessels apparently from

this same mold have been found at Piedras Negras and in the Alta
Verapaz.

The carved scene depicts a reclining human figure with an

atlatl in his hand with bands of vertical and horizontal glyphs (appar
ently pseudoglyphs).

This pottery type is found in the Tepeu III

horizon at Uaxactun and dates between A.D. 830 to approximately A.D.
950.

This pottery type was also made of clays that indicate a single

area of manufacture (Adams 1971?135-137)•

Conclusions.

The evidence for the Chiapa X-b phase in the Cen

tral Depression is limited at present to the Chiapa de Corzo district
and the Upper Tributaries district.

Both these districts have some

archaeological evidence to help in the comparisons of fine orange wares
in the Maya lowland region and their appearance as trade in various
sites in the highlands of Chiapas and Guatemala.

The closest external

comparisons to the Central Depression from the Ixtapa Valley also re
flect some ceramic influence from the Maya lowlands.
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The limited areas within the Central Depression that have
Chiapa X-B phase developments may be indirectly connected with the
Mexican influences on the Chontal Maya of the Tabasco lowlands and the
Usumacinta region (Sabloff and Willey 1967). It is suggested that
this cultural influence was the result of commercial trading networks.
Now the source of the cultural activity was in the lowland Maya region
(particularly the coastal areas).

Earlier, Central Mexico on the

Middle Classic Teotihuacan horizon was the source of similar external
cultural influences on eastern Mesoamerica.

Thompson (1970) discusses

this Late Classic transitional period, commercial phenomenon and its
probable relationship with the Chontal Maya traders.
For the rest of the Central Depression, particularly the west
ern division or the area of the Zoque and Chiapanec Indians, the people
continued the cultural development of the Chiapa X-A phase.

They were

not strongly affected by the cultural influences that typify the
limited Chiapa X-B phase.

Central Depression:

Chiapa XI Phase

The Early Postclassic situation in the Jiquipilas district is
poorly known archaeologically.

There are surface ceramic collections

for this period from Mirador and Miramar (Fig. 14).

Stirling (19^5)

suggests there was Chiapa XI material at Piedra Parada, but this is
not certain.

One cave (Pajaro) is reported to have Chiapa XI ceramics

(Peterson 1958).

In short, the archaeological picture for the Jiqui

pilas district is very inadequate.
There are 22 archaeological sites for the Chiapa XI phase in
the Chiapa de Corzo district.

The Frailesca zone had fewer sites than
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previously, indicating that the Chiapanec intrusion had now focused
more directly along the Grijalva River.
The Acala district had 15 archaeological sites.
Chiapanec and were clustered in the Acala locality.

These were

The two most im

pressive Chiapanec sites were the Ruiz site across the river from
Acala and the San Marcialito site a few miles up the Grijalva River
from Acala.

The site of Acala itself and an archaeological site be

tween Chiapilla and Totolapa are the other sites with Chiapanec mate
rials.

The Ruiz site had architecture of uncut river stone (a ball-

court and a multi-roomed rectangular building were investigated by
Berlin ^Lowe 1959b:31-377) and a few examples of Tohil Plumbate pottery
came from this site.
The earlier Chiapa X-A Maya sites (Las Posadas, Los Cimientos,
and Laguna Mora) were no longer occupied.

There was no evidence of

Maya sites in the zone west of the Angostura Canyon and south of Acala.
The remaining sites east of the Angostura Canyon were basically of
Maya affiliation.
The jM sites in the Chapatengo-Chejel district are closely
clustered on both banks of the Grijalva River, and some of these sites
are very large and impressive.

They were probably Maya communities.

There are a lot of stone terraces in the area of Buenavista.
For the Upper Tributaries district, 11 sites are on record.
The site of Guajilar was one of the main centers for this district
(Lee 197?:128ff).

10?
Chiapa de Corzo:

Ruiz Phase

It is impossible to determine the size of the Chiapanec occu
pation at Chiapa de Corzo for the Ruiz phase.

The reason is that parts

of the mound structures were destroyed by the Spanish at the time of
the Conquest (Berlin 1958) and that the smaller structures at the site
were never investigated adequately.

The best information from the

locality of Chiapa de Corzo is at the El Sumidero site (Berlin 19^6).
Berlin found architecture and ceramics (including Tohil Plumbate ves
sels).

The Frailesca zone of the Chiapa de Corzo district shows a

copulation decline at this time.

There Eire nine sites representing

the Early Postclassic period.
The three new ceramic groups are Pera Unslipped, Tula Slipped,
and Tohil Slipped (see Appendix C).

The Pera Unslipped group was local

but the Tula Slipped and Tohil Slipped groups represented trade.

•

External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

The

Ixtapa Valley to the north of Chiapa de Corzo has a substantial Chiapa
XI occupation at several sites, but they are not closely related to
the Chiapa de Corzo district materials.

For example, there is a de

cline in the white-slipped pottery in the Ixtapa Valley, whereas it is
the dominant ceramic tradition in the Chiapa de Corzo district.

The

most direct external comparisons further afield relate to the Chiapa
de Corzo district from the Soconusco or Chiapas Pacific Coast (Shepard
19^8:91-99).
Other than the Plumbate pottery little can be said about the
Jiquipilas district as far as external comparisons are concerned.

In
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the Acala district the same general situation exists.

The only clear

external comparisons are again in the Plumbate pottery.
For the Chapatengo-Chejel and Upper Tributaries districts more
information is needed from the Angostura Salvage Project and the cur
rent archaeological research program of the New World Archaeological
Foundation in the Upper Tributaries district.

Conclusions.

There are approximately

85

sites known from all

of the Central Depression in the Chiapa XI phase (Fig. 1*0.

The Cen

tral Depression of Chiapas at this tine reflects two clusters of
language groups.

In the western Centred Depression division the

Chiapanec-speaking Indians dominated the Zoque-speaking Indians, and,
according to ethnohistorical sources, had partially enslaved them for
farm labor (Diaz 1955:^80).

However, it is difficult to distinguish

ceramically between Zoque and Chiapanec Indians during the Early Postclassic period.

The Jiquipilas district is poorly understood archaeo-

logically during this period.

Two of the larger centers were certainly

Chiapa de Corzo and San Marcialito near Acala.

Another potentially

important center for the Chiapanec Indians was the site of San Pedro
Buenavista near Suchiapa (Berlin 19^6).

As stated above, it appears

that the Chiapanec Indians had a policy of pulling the people from
smaller and scattered localities into larger centers such a6, San
Marcialito, Chiapa de Corzo, and San Pedro Buenavista.
The other main division of the Central Depression was the
area to the east of the Angostura Canyon, and that was occupied by •
Maya-speaking peoples.

Probably there were various language branches
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represented among the Maya populations.

Certainly the greatest number

of people were in the eastern Central Depression, the Maya-occupied
sites along the Grijalva River and its tributaries in the ChapatengoChejel and Upper Tributaries districts.
Both the Chiapanec Indians in the western Central Depression
and the various Maya groups in the eastern Central Depression were in
control of the cultural developments in their respective areas.

The

level of cultural development was still no more complex than a para
mount chiefdom.

Central Depression:

Chiapa XII Phase

This phase is not represented in any of the archaeological
collections from the Jiquipilas district of the Central Depression
(Fig. 15)•

Therefore, we can say very little about this district in

the Late Postclassic period.

The Spaniards did bring in Zoaue Indians

when they journeyed up the Grijalva into the area of Chiapa de Corzo,
but they were not from the Jiquipilas district.

More excavations at

the Ocozocoautla site may clarify this situation since it is referred
to as one of the three capitals of the Zoque Indians when the Spaniards
arrived.
The Chiapa de Corzo district presents a rather complicated
picture in the Chiapa XII phase.
district.

Nineteen sites are known from this

The Chiapa de Corzo site will be discussed later, but some

of the other archaeological sites need discussion.

Carlos Navarrete's

(1966; 1968) survey of Chiapanec sites and also the Tuxtla Gutierrez
locality indicates that the Tuxtla Gutierrez was Zoque.

This accords
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with the ethnohistorical documents available.

The sites in the Frail-

esca zone and the Chiapa de Corzo locality were all Chiapanec sites.
However, several pottery types present throughout a dozen sites within
the Chiapa territory are also found at the Zoque site in Tuxtla
Gutierrez (Navarrete 1968:^5)•
It seems probable that the Chiapa de Corzo district included
both the Zoque and Chiapanec language groups integrated into one re
gional economic system.

Several pottery types indicate trade from the

Pacific coast of Chiapas and Oaxaca (Navarrete 1968:^7)*

A few of the

same pottery types found in the Chiapa de Corzo district are also to
be found in the middle Grijalva region at such Zoque sites as Quechula
(Navarrete 1968:^5)*

This distribution of pottery types indicates that

the ethnohistorical documents from the Colonial times are correct in
pointing out that the Chiapanec Indians controlled and dominated the
Zoque Indians.
Six archaeological sites represent the Acala district during
the Chiapa XII phase.

Four of these sites were clustered in the Acala

locality and have Chiapanec ceramics and architecture (Berlin 1958).
However, the other two sites were east of the Angostura Canyon and
were probably Maya.
According to Berlin's analysis of ethnohistorical sources, the
large Chiapanec site of San Marcialito was abandoned during the Late
PostclassiC period, and the population moved into the Acala and Chiapa
de Corzo localities (Berlin 1958).
The fifteen sites for the Chapatengo-Chejel district continued
to have Maya occupation.

Little can be said about settlement pattern.
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ceramics, and architecture until publication of the Angostura Salvage
Project.
The Upper Tributaries district had 22 archaeological sites.
One of the important regional centers was the site of Guajilar, one of
the largest in the district.
through the Late Postclassic.

It was occupied from Late Preclassic
Quite a number of tall-necked jars with

three handles on the jar body and containing cremated burial ashes
have been found in this district.

Some of the jars are of a highland

Guatemala type (Lowe 1959b:Fig. 55a, b).

Chiapa de Corzo:

Tuxtla Phase

Now it is possible to establish all the boundaries for the
Chiapanec territory (see Fig. 13)•

The territory was defined by the

distribution of Chiapanec place names and the ethnohistorical documen
tation available from the early Colonial period.
The main capital of the Chiapanecs at the time of the Conquest
has been debated by scholars.

The most recent analyses by Berlin

(1958) and Navarrete (1966) considered both the ethnohistorical and
archaeological evidence.
de Corzo.

Both concluded that the capital was Chiapa

The main Chiapanec occupation was in the present town of

Chiapa de Corzo.

There are archaeological ceramics scattered among

the various archaeological mounds representing the earlier settlements.
Unfortunately, the mound structures that were in the present town area
had been destroyed during the Colonial period.
The architecture (domestic buildings at least) was the same as
that of today, i.e., essentially wattle-and-daub but lacking the tiled
roofs of the Colonial and Modern periods.

The Chiapanecs probably had
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thatch roofing in the Tuxtla phase.

The ceremonial structures, such

as platforms and pyramids, were surrounded by clusters of house foun
dations (Navarrete 1966:47)-

There were ball-courts of the double T

shape.
Chiapanec burials from Chiapa de Corzo were usually in a flexed
or fetal position with the head generally oriented toward the west.
The offerings included pottery vessels, some copper artifacts, and
flint and obsidian blades (Navarrete 1966:Table 18).
Colonial documents make it possible to reconstruct a more com
plete picture of Chiapanec culture elements.

For example, in their

political organization they did not have a king, but each year Chia
panec priests elected two captains to act as governors (Navarrete 1966:
21).

The capital of the Chiapanecs at Chiapa de Corzo was divided

into eight calpules or barrios.
Not too much information is available on their religion but
they did have the custom of worshiping idols in caves as well as in
their private homes.

The Chiapanecs believed in nagualism which spe

cifies that a guardian animal spirit was born at the same time each
human was born.

Human sacrifices were practiced, and some women had

the status of priestess (Navarrete 1966:22).
A partial reconstruction of the Chiapanec aboriginal calendar
with month names has been reconstructed for Chiapa de Corzo and
Suchiapa by Navarrete (1966:23).
The clothing and ornaments of Chiapanec women were made from
cotton cloth.

Rolls of cotton cloth were wrapped around the woman's

head like a turban.

The nasal septum was pierced and fitted with
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amber beads.

The males wore very little clothing except for breech

clouts (Ximenez 1929:3^9t 350).
The agricultural base consisted of the harvesting of two crops
per year.
vested.

Corn, cotton, avocadoes, jicamas, and jocotes were har

The Chiapanec lands were considered to be very fertile.
Colonial records indicate that the Chiapanecs allowed a colony

of Zapotec merchants to reside in the Barrio of San Gregoria at Chiapa
de Corzo.

These Zapotec merchants came from the Tehuantepec region on

the Pacific coast of Oaxaca (Navarrete 1966:25)- Chiapanec merchants
sold cotton cloth made in Chiapa de Corzo and nearby communities as
far away as the Soconusco on the Pacific coast of Chiapas, and on into
Guatemala (Juan de Pineda 1952:37)•
Legal land claims of the Colonial period indicate that a con
flict prevailed between the Chiapanec Indians of the Grijalva Basin
and the Central Plateau Maya Indians (Navarrete 1966:Appendix).

The

conflict centered on the ownership of salt wells at Ixtapa.
The population of the Chiapanec capital at the time of the
Conquest was more than 4,000 inhabitants according to Bernal Diaz
(1955:482).

The capital had a nucleated arrangement of streets and

houses.
Some ceramic groups continue from the earlier times, but the
following ceramic groups are new in the Tuxtla phase:

Reu Unslipped,

Chantuto Unslipped, Tipacamu Unslipped, Petapa Slipped, Chinautla
Double-slipped, Tenayuca Slipped, Texcoco Slipped, and Tres Picos
Slipped (see Appendix C).
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External Relationships and Sociocultural Influences.

Most of

the traded pottery (of fine paste composition) came from the Tehuantepec region.

Some more distant and rare trade pieces came from the

Central Basin of Mexico (Tenayuca Slipped and Texcoco Slipped).

Amber

was probably traded from a region beyond the Central Plateau of Chaipas
near the Usumacinta River.

The metal objects were traded from the

Tarascan area of Michoacan and perhaps Guerrero (Lee 1969:201).

As

indicated earlier a colony of Zapotec merchants was established at
Chiapa de Corzo confirming the commercial institution that distributed
much of the ceramics used by the Chiapanecs and neighboring Zoque
Indians.

These external comparisons are for the Chiapa de Corzo and

the Acala districts.
The external relationships for the Chapatengo-Chejel and Upper
Tributaries districts orient toward the highlands of Guatemala and
perhaps the Centra.. Plateau of Chiapas.

Conclusions.

There were 62 Chiapa XII phase sites in the Cen

tral Depression (Fig. 15)•

None are known from the Jiquipilas district,

thus the 62 sites are distributed in the other four districts of the
Central Depression.
For the Chiapanec territory the main capital was at Chiapa de
Corzo.

The total estimated population for the Chiapanec territory was

around 20,000 inhabitants (Navarrete 1966:19-21).

The Chiapanecs domi

nated the Zoque Indians and were having difficulties with the Chiapas
Plateau Maya Indians over the salt wells at Ixtapa.
The strongest external cultural influences on the Chiapanecs
and the Zoques were from the Pacific coast of Oaxaca.

Weaker and
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more distant cultural influences came from central and western Meso
america.
The Chiapanecs were known as fierce warriors (Diaz 1955s1f80)
and were never conquered by the Aztec during their expansion into
eastern Mesoamerica.
The Chiapa political situation still points to a paramount
chiefdom level of cultural development.

In fact, from the end of the

Middle Preclassic until the coming of the Europeans, the Central De
pression of Chiapas was probably at the paramount chiefdom level.
The Central Depression of Chiapas on the whole seems to have
functioned as a crossroads between more advanced civilizational de
velopments in Central Mexico and the lowland Maya civilization.

This

area also tended to be marginal and underdeveloped in comparison with
the great civilizations of Mesoamerica.

CHAPTER 3

LINGUISTIC RECONSTRUCTION AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
CORRELATIONS FOR THE CENTRAL DEPRESSION

This chapter explores the subproblem of linguistic affiliations
and archaeological phase correlations as discussed in Chapter 1 (pp.
2-3)•

The basic linguistic information is gleaned from Robert Long-

acre's (1967sll7-159) "Systemic Comparison and Reconstructions,"
Terrence Kaufman's (197^:956-963) "Mesoamerican Indian Languages," and
Morris Swadesh's (1967:79-115) "Lexicostatistic Classification."

Major Mesoamerican Language Stocks
and Families
The classification for this section is based essentially on
Longacre's and Kaufman's articles referenced above.

The number in

parentheses for each separate analytical unit is from Kaufman.
language stock classification is from Longacre.

The

Longacre's (1967:

120-121) linguistic map will serve as the basic language distribution
guide.
Prehispanic Mesoamerica was.composed of several rather large
phyla of languages:

Hokaltecan, Otomanguean, Macro-Chibchan, Macro-

Mayan, Utoaztecan, and several isolated languages such as Tarascan,
Huavean, and Xincan-Lencan.

There also existed in prehispanic Meso

america various extinct unclassified languages that are known from the
early Colonial period.

The Hokaltecan, Macro-Chibchan, and isolated
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language phyla are not relevant to the Centred Depression of Chiapas
and will not be discussed further.

Otomanguean Language Stock
Within this language stock Kaufman has six analytical language
units as follows:

Otopamean stock (7) (even though the time depth of

the Otopamean languages is great enough to place them within a separate
stock); Popolocan family (8); Mixtecan family (9); Zapotecan family
(10); Chinantecan group (11); and Manguean group (12).

Of these six

analytical units, located in central and southern Mexico on one hand,
and Chiapas, Mexico and northern Central America on the other, the
Manguean is most important to the historical problems of the Central
Depression of Chiapas; and the Zapotecan, Mixtecan and Popolocan are
of more distant significance.

Macro-Mayan Language Stock
The following three language families constitute this stocks
the Mixe-Zoque family (1*0, the Totonacan family (15), and the Mayan
family (16).

The Mixe-Zoque and Mayan families are very significant

to my research interests, and the Totonacan family may be of indirect
significance if Totonac was a language component of Teotihuacan.

Uto-Aztecan Language Stock
In Kaufman'8 classification, the Uto-Aztecan family (1) is
divided into two divisions:

the Shoshonean division, located entirely

within North America, and the Sonoran (Mexico) division, located in
the Mesoamerican area.

It is the Nahuan group of the Sonoran division
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that spreads into eastern Mesoamerica.

However, the Nahuan languages

are not important until the Postclassic and Colonial periods in the
state of Chiapas.

Long Range History of Mesoamerican
Language Stocks
The time estimates for the appearance and divergence of the
following languages is based on the linguistic technique of lexicostatistic classification (Swadesh 1967:79-115)•

This analytical tech

nique is still the subject of controversy among linguists but the
results are very helpful in terms of relative chronological branching
of Mesoamerican languages.
Part of the Otomanguean language stock (those languages con
fined within the state of Oaxaca) has an internal divergence of 66
centuries ago or approximately 4600 B.C.

Other language groupings in

this stock (outside of Oaxaca) when combined to form the overall
Otomanguean stock would have an internal divergence much further back
into the past (Swadesh 1967s96, 1959:Fig. 5).

The Otopamean stock has

an internal divergence of 55 centuries ago or about 35°0 B.C.

This

latter stock is to the north of the other languages constituting the
Otomanguean stock or phylum.

Again the lexicostatistical information

indicates that the Otomanguean language stock has been present in
Mexico for a very long time.
The next wave of language-speaking groups, following the Oto
manguean stock, that needs to be considered were speakers of the MacroMayan language stock.

The time boundary between the three families of

this stock (Mayan, Mixe-Zoque, and Totonacan) and neighboring
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languages is at a time depth of k? centuries or 2700 B.C. (Swadesh
1967:98-100).
The internal time divergence within the Mayan family of lan
guages is placed at b2 centuries ago or 2200 B.C. (Kaufman 1976:103).
The Mixe-Zoque family divergence is 36 centuries ago or 1600 B.C.

The

third language family of the Macro-Mayan language stock (the Totonacan)
has an internal divergence of 26 centuries ago or 600 B.C. (Swadesh
1967:98).

In other words, the Mayan family was located in the high

lands of Guatemala and perhaps the lowlands of Belice by 2700-2500
B.C.

The Mixe-Zoque family was positioned in the Isthmus of Tehuan-

tepec region about the same time.

The divergences of various languages

within this Macro-Mayan language stock will be dealt with later in
connection with historical linguistic reconstructions for the Central
Depression of Chiapas.
The last major language unit to come from North America into
Mesoamerica was a division of the Uto-Aztecan language stock.

There

is an internal language divergence of h7 centuries ago or 2700 B.C.
for the proto-community of Uto-Aztecans.

This general area was prob

ably in southern California and southern Ari-zona (Swadesh 1967:98).
The research concern here was the Sonoran (Mexican) division of this
Uto-Aztecan family.

The Sonoran internal language divergence is 39

centuries ago or 1900 B.C.

The two groups in Mesoamerica of specific

concern were the Coran group and the Nahuan group both with 15 cen
turies divergence or A.D. 500 (Kaufman 197^:98).
The implication is that the Sonoral and Nahuan groups of the
Uto-Aztecan family began to settle in the Mesoamerican area (western

portion) before the time of Christ.
Mexico.

The area involved was in western

The Nahuan branch finally came into Central Mexico sometime

after A.D. 500.
man 1976:115).

In fact, Kaufman is very adamant on this point (Kauf
Speakers of the Nahuan branch probably did not enter

into the Central Depression until the Terminal Classic and Postclassic
periods.
This generalized, abbreviated, and somewhat speculative recon
struction implies that most of the broad language movements (or waves)
have been from north to south in direction.

It is possible through

lexicostatistical calculations to give a relative time order to these
past language movements.

Languages Present in the Central Depression
of Chiapas during Colonial Times
Four major language families or groups were present in the
state of Chiapas during the Colonial period (Fig. 16).

These four are

the Mixe-Zoque family, the Manguean group, the Mayan family, and the
Nahuan group.

The Spanish language will not be considered since our

research ends with the Conquest.

Mixe-Zoque Family
The only language representative of the Mixe group in Chiapas
was the Tapachultec I language in the Soconusco.

Languages of dialects

of the Zoque group are the North Zoque dialect at Magdalana; Northeast
Zoque dialects at Tapalapa, Ocotepec, Pantepec, San Bartolome Rayon,
and Chapultenango; and the Central Zoque dialect at Copainala.
these Zoque dialects are to the north and west of the Central

All
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Depression of Chiapas but are closely related to Zoque dialects within
the Central Depression.
The South Zoque dialects of Tuxtla Gutierrez and Ocozocoautla
are located within the western end of the Central Depression.

The

South Zoque dialects are so closely related to the other Zoque dialects
that there is less than five centuries of divergence between most of
them (Kaufman 197^!95$)•
The most recent discussion and analysis of the Zoque language
and geography is that of Norman D. Thomas (197*0•

Manguean Group
The Chiapanec language group or Manguean group was located
throughout most of the centred portion of Chiapas between the El
Sumidero Canyon and Totolapa on the north; the east boundary line was
probably from Totolapa south to the Sierra Madre mountains (east of
Villa Corzo); then the boundary ran westward (immediately south of
Villa Corzo) to the Rio San Lucas and finally northward along the Rio
San Lucas and Rio Suchiapa in a curving and zigzagging manner to the
El Sumidero Canyon (Fig. 13)•

Most of this territory was in the

Frailesca zone and the Chiapa de Corzo district (along the Rio Grijalva
from the El Sumidero Canyon end to the Angostura Canyon).

This Chia

panec language group was most closely tied to the Mixtecan and Popolocan
families of Oaxaca and southern Puebla, Mexico (Fernandez de Miranda
and Weitlaner 1961a, 1961b).
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Maysin Family
Several Mayan languages or dialects were located in the state
of Chiapas at the time of the Conquest.

The Choi language of the

general Palenque locality is of the Cholan language group.

This lan

guage will not be directly related to our research problems.

Likewise,

the Lacandon of the Yucatec language complex (located along the Usumacinta River) is also outside our Central Depression study.
Three other Mayan language units border upon the Central De
pression area and are important to our research.

One is the Chico-

mulceltec group of the Huastec complex (just a few kilometers away
from the Upper Tributaries district).

Another is the Motozintlec and

Tuzantec branch of the Kanjobal group, neighbors to the Chicomuceltec.
The other language unit, the Tojolabal (Chaneabal) branch of the
Chujean group, is located on the Chiapas Plateau region of Comitan and
Las Margaritas.

There will be some discussion of these Mayan language

units bordering on the Central Depression in our historical recon
struction.
Partially within the Central Depression are the Tzotzil and
Tzeltal language groups that in 1610 were distributed from the Chiapas
Plateau down to the Grijalva River.

The Tzotzil were neighbors to

Zoques to the north and west and Chiapanecs along the banks of the
Grijalva River between Chiapa de Corzo and the Angostura Canyon.

They

were spread from the east end of the Angostura Canyon to the area of
Chachi.

The northern, eastern, and southern boundaries of the Tzotzil

with the Tzeltal ran from near Suchitepeque east of Chenalho to San
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Miguel Huistan, and then west of Teopisca down to the Grijalva River
near Chachi.
The Tzeltal border with the Choi near Tila has a boundary line
to the east of Ocosingo and continues to the east of Comitan and
Zapaluta down to the Grijalva River (Kaufman 1972:11).
Most of the Upper Tributaries district of the Central Depres
sion was referred to as Coxoh in the Colonial documents.

Thomas A.

Lee is of the opinion, after an analysis of some of the available
Colonial documents, that the most likely language tie of the Coxoh was
with Tzeltal (Lee 1977:l80-l81f).

Lee has also been attempting to lo

cate bilingual informants and has some information of the Tzeltal
language still being spoken in the Upper Tributaries region today.

In

spite of Kaufman (197^:85) connecting the Coxoh with Chicomuceltec,
Lee states that many Colonial documents refer to the Chicomucelo and
Yayahuit-speakers as Cabil or Chicomuceltec and not Coxoh (Lee 1977:

181).
Kaufman, in 1967 (197^:961) discovered an undocumented Mayan
language that was still spoken by several hundred Indians in four or
five towns of southeastern Chiapas and west-central Guatemala.
new Mayan language unit has been named Teco.

This

Kaufman considers it

very closely related to Mam.
All the Maya languages in the Central Depression are from the
western division of the highlands of Guatemala ultimately except the
newly discovered Teco language which is a part of the eastern high
lands of Guatemala (Kaufman 197*+:959)•
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Nahuan Group
In the state of Chiapas outside of the Central Depression,
Nahuat has been recorded from the Pacific coast of Chiapas (Coe 1961:
21-23)•

Nahuat has also been recorded in the Soyalo locality of

Chiapas (Reyes 1961a:161-166).

Both of these examples are of the

Nahuan group that was earlier than the Aztec or Nahuatl branch.

It is

assumed that these few Nahuat-speakers in Chiapas during the Postclassic period were involved in commercial activities.
During the early Colonial period (between the time of 1565 to
171*0 we have over 45 Nahuatl (Aztec) documents from different parts
of the state of Chiapas (Reyes 1961b:167-193)•

These documents sire

undoubtedly connected with the administrators under the direction of
the Spaniards after the Conquest.

Reconstruction of Linguistic and Archaeological
Correlations in the Central Depression
Terrence Kaufman (1976:115-116) states:
In Mesoamerica the actual distributions and relationships of
most languages suggest that large-scale migrations have not
been typical historically. The clearest cases of actual mi
grations are:
1.
2.
3.
k,
5.
6.
7.
8.

Huastecan from Mayan area (c. 2200 B.C.)
Tapachultec from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (c. 1600 B.C.)
Yucatecan from further south (before c. 1000 B.C.)
Pochutec from north-western Mexico (c. A.D. 500)
Chiapanec and Mangue from somewhere west (c. A.D. 700)
Pipil from Centred Mexico (c. A.D. 900)
Chicomuceltec from Hua6tec area (c. A.D. 1100)
Subtiaba from Guerrero (c. A.D. 1200)

This suggests that culture patterns and complexes probably
migrate much more commonly than nations, although substantial
numbers of individuals may move about as contact men. Where
the archaeological record is clear as to conquest by people
from a particular region, they must of course be accepted,
even in the (hopefully temporary) absence of linguistical
corroboration.
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We will have occasion to consider five of Kaufman's eight largescale migrations in this chapter.
The attempted hypothetical reconstructions of archaeological
and linguistic information bearing on the Central Depression of Chiapas
will be grouped into five major time divisions as follows:

Early Pre-

classic; Middle Preclassic; Late Preclassic; Protoclassic. Early
Classic and Middle Classic; and Late Classic, Early Postclassic, and
Late Postclassic.

Early Preclassic
Previously it has been noted that there were approximately 12
Ocos sites in the Central Depression.

They are distributed from the

Rio Dorado at the eastern end of the Angostura Canyon up the Grijalva
River to the Upper Tributaries region and then along the Rio San Miguel
to the localities of Chicomucelo and Comalapa (Lowe 1975sFrontispiece
Map).

All these archaeological sites are small and probably represent

family or perhaps extended family hamlets.

We have only ceramic mate

rial from these Ocos sites.
In considering the languages present in the Central Depression
that could possibly have ancestral ties with the Ocos culture, our
choice is limited to the Mixe-Zoquean family or the Mayan family.
Lowe (197

15ff) selects the Mixe-Zoquean languages as probably being

the ancestral linguistic affiliation of the Ocos sites.

However, it

is here hypothesized that the ancestral linguistic group of the Ocos
cultural phase was a branch of the Mayan language family.

Specifically

it was part of the Huastecan migration from the Maya area about
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2200 B.C. (Kaufman 1976:115-116).

The historical linguistic evidence

would indicate that the Huastecan branch began to migrate from the
Proto-Maya community about 2200 B.C.

It may have been a slow movement

covering several centuries of time before the Huastecs finally so-rived
in the present-day Huastecan area of central and northern Veracruz.
Ceramically, the Ocos phase was preceded by and developed out
of the Barra phase.
discovered.

To date, only three Barra phase sites have been

These are the sites of Altamira and Buenos Aires near

Tapachula plus the site of Tlacuachero some ^0 kilometers further west.
All three of these sites are in the general Soconusco district of
Chiapas (Lowe 1975:Fig. 1).
The Ocos phase distribution involves a cluster of sites on the
Pacific coast of Guatemala and Chiapas surrounding the Rio Suchiate
and a second cluster of sites inland in the eastern Central Depression.
This latter cluster of sites is in the Acala, Chapatengo-Chejel, and
Upper Tributaries districts.

Apart from these two clusterings of Ocos

sites there were Ocos sherds recovered from the Salama Valley in the
Alta Verapas of Guatemala; the Laguna Zope site near Juchitan, Oaxaca;
and the Ojochi complex at San Lorenzo, Veracruz.

A few surface Ocos

sherds from sites in the Chontalpa of Tabasco are assigned to the
Molina ceramic complex.

Further north and west there are Ocos-like

sherds in the Tierras Largas phase of the Oaxaca Valley and the
earliest ceramic phase at Trapiche in central Veracruz.

Finally, a

few Ocos sherds have been reported from the early and late Ajalpan
phase in the Tehuacan Valley (MacNeish, Peterson and Flannery 1970:
28, 31, 39-^, kS, 49, 51, 57, 286).
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Obviously this distribution of the Ocos sites from the Soconusco and the eastern Central Depression does not restrict itself to
the specific area inhabited by the Mixe-Zoquean speakers of later times.
The appearance of a few Ocos-like sherds in the Alta Verapaz of Guate
mala and in the western Tabasco, southern Veracruz, and southern
Puebla regions were from locations outside of the general region of
Mixe-Zoque language groups.
It should be noted that at least two early ceramic traditions
had developed in Mesoamerica in Early Preclassic times.

One ceramic

tradition, including the Barra and Ocos phases in the general Mayan
area of lowland and highland Guatemala, and the Yucatan Peninsula, was
characterized by an overall emphasis on red-slipping.

The second early

ceramic tradition was characterized by white-slipping and was found
throughout central and southern Mexico and characterizes the Chiapa I
phase of the Central Depression.
Since the Barra and Ocos ceramic traditions are the concern
here, it should be noted that they are basically a red-slipping tradi
tion.

Thus the Ocos ceramics are stylistically close to the general

Maya tradition.

This situation favors the hypothesis that the early

Huastec migrating groups were carriers of the Ocos cultural tradition.
It is not clear yet how the early Swasey phase of Belize will
relate to the Barra-Ocos ceramic complexes, but it appears to be as
early or earlier than these two ceramic traditions and was located in
what was to become traditional Maya territory (Hammond 1977a, 1977b).
The geographical spread of Ocos ceramic complexes from the Alta
Verapaz of Guatemala through the Soconusco district, the eastern
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Centred Depression, the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, central Veracruz, and
influencing southeastern Puebla parallels the process of a slow move
ment of peoples from highland Guatemala northward into the Huasteca
region of today.
Kaufman (196^:131-13^) discusses 11 Mixe-Zoque words that have
been borrowed by various Maya language speakers.

Three of these loan

words were borrowed by Huastec speakers and include the words for bee,
jicaro or calabash, and rabbit.

The word for rabbit was borrowed only

by the Huastec branch of the Maya family while the words for bee and
calabash were borrowed by other Maya speakers.

The loan word for

jicaro or calabash was borrowed very anciently (Kaufman 196^+:133)•
These Mixe-Zoque loan words in Huastec suggest that at some ancient
time these language groups were in contact and the borrowing of the
word for rabbit may be significamt since the word is important in MixeZoque place names (Lowe n.d.c).
The route of entrance hypothesized for the early Huastecspeaking group with Ocos pottery into the eastern Central Depression
could be over the mountain passes from the Soconusco region into the
Upper Tributaries district via the Rio San Miguel.

An alternative

route would be further west from the general Tonala district over the
Parian mountain pass down through the Frailesca zone into the Rio
Dorado.
Since the Ocos-occupied sites are small and seem to disappear
from the eastern Central Depression, we cannot determine what became
of these people.

Whether they were absorbed linguistically by other
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groups or they only temporarily resided in the eastern Centred Depres
sion is unknown.
The Early Preclassic period of the Soconusco district and the
eastern Central Depression of Chiapas would date between about 1800 to
1500 B.C.

This early Preclassic period includes both the Barra and

Ocos phase materials.

The dating parallels the linguistic migration

of the Huastec out of the Proto-Maya community between 2200 and 1500
B.C. (Kaufman 1976:106).

Kiddie Preclassic
The Middle Preclassic of Chiapas includes the Chiapa I-III
phases of the Central Depression.

The time span is from 1500 to 550

B.C. and parallels the Olmec civilizational development and spread.
There were some modified Olmec cultural influences in the Late Pre
classic, but the focus now is the main civilizational horizon of the
Olmecs and its influence on the Central Depression.
Our objective is to hypothesize a correlation between the
archaeological Olmecs and their language.

The hypothesis is that the

language carriers of the Olmec civilization were proto-Mixe-Zoque in
speech.
Kaufman (197^, 1976:106-107) detailed this linguistic hypothe
sis and then teamed up with Lyle Campbell (Campbell and Kaufman 1976:
80-89) to present a strong case for correlating the Olmecs with MixeZoque speakers.

These authors present supporting evidence from geo

graphical, temporal, and linguistic data.

They demonstrate that there

were many Mixe-Zoque loan words in other Mesoamerican languages
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including Mayan languages.

Campbell and Kaufman also present a brief

cultural inventory of a proto-Mixe-Zoquean vocabulary.
Archaeologically, the best case for correlating the Mixe-Zoque
family of lanruages with the Olmecs is that of Lowe 197^:23-^1)•

He

presents many and varied bits of evidence and arguments for this corre
lation.

One implication is that the basic ceramic tradition inherited

by the Olmecs ultimately came from ancestral Otomanguean speakers in
the areas of Puebla and Oaxaca, Mexico.

The ceramic tradition of

these peoples diffused into the heartland of the Olmec civilization
and was accepted by the Olmec.

Another implication of the Olmec Mixe-

Zoque hypothesis requires the overall white-slinped ceramic tradition
to move from north to south.

The ceramic tradition was being adopted

by the Mixe-Zoque at approximately the same time the southern redslipped ceramic tradition was moving from the south to the north.
These two ceramic traditions and their carriers encountered each other
in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region.

This situation seems to be veri

fied at San Lorenzo in the 0jochi phase which has Ocos pottery followed
by white-slipped pottery in the Chicharras phase.

Parallel with this

white-slipped ceramic tradition was evidence for the development of the
white-rimmed black ceramic tradition.

The Chicharras phase at San

Lorenzo was followed by the San Lorenzo phase which is the typical
Olmec phase at San Lorenzo.
Later the white-slipped ceramic tradition spread to the
Tehuantepec region, the Pacific coast of Chiapas and Guatemala as
represented by the archaeological phase of Cuadros.

The location of
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a language branch of Mixe called Tapachultec I in the Soconusco could
well date back to this time (Kaufman 1976:108).
The white-slipped ceramic tradition diffused or was carried
into the Central Depression of Chiapas around 1500 B.C. (the Cotorra
complex at the Santa Marta rockshelter).

This was earlier than the

appearance of the Cuadros complex on the Pacific coast of Chiapas and
Guatemala.
The spread of the Cotorra phase and the succeeding Dili phase
throughout the Central Depression appears to be from west to east or
from the Jiquipilas district to the Upper Tributaries district.

Rey

nolds (1976:180-19*0 applies a Markovian model to analyze the Middle
Preclassic sites on the Upper Grijalva River.

He concludes that the

settlements were in a linear settlement pattern and spread from down
stream (west) towards upstream (east).

He further concludes that the

settlements were first on the south side of the Grijalva River where
the better agricultural lands were located and then appeared more fre
quently on the north side of the river in later times.

It should be

noted that Reynolds is using the term Early Preclassic for our Kiddle
Preclassic.
The linear spread of the Chiapa I or Cotorra phase up the Gri
jalva River reflects a pioneering process.

When settlements finally

were established in the eastern end of the Central Depression, there
was apparently little encounter with earlier Ocos communities with the
possible exception of one site (Con Uribe 1976:Fig. 2).

Unfortunately

this site was not excavated and is now under the waters of the
Angostura Canyon Lake.

Thus, there is no direct evidence of what
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happened between the earliest Ocos peoples and the slightly later
Cotorra or Chiapa I peoples of the eastern Central Depression.
The Middle Preclassic development in the Central Depression
was about what one would expect from a pioneering settlement pattern.
There was a gradually increasing population requiring more of the
available land for farming purposes.
The Central Depression people seem to have been marginal and
rurally oriented while at the same time there was a dynamic elite cul
tural development transforming the heartland of the Olmecs.

The Olmec

expansion involved the margins of western Central Depression, Padre
Piedra, Vistahermosa, and Mirador, and the Pacific coast of Chiapas,
Guatemala, and El Salvador.
Olmec cultural influences were weak in the Grijalva River area
until the Escalera phase.

At this time three sites, one on the Rio

Dorado and two on the Grijalva River east of the Angostura Canyon re
ceived a strong Olmec intrusion.

All three of these sites have ball-

courts (the earliest known in Mesoamerica), and especially the site of
Acapulco is a very large and impressive center (Fig. 17).

Curiously

al1 three of these sites were abandoned at the end of the Escalera
phase.

Ball-courts are not seen again until Late Classic times in the

Central Depression.
The location of the three sites with the ball-courts indicates
that the route of entry into the Central Depression was probably from
the Tonala district of the Pacific coast of Chiapas traveling through
the Parian pass, the Frailesca zone, along the Rio Dorado, and finally
to the Grijalva River.
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It is not clear what the language connection would be of the
Escalera phase people.

We infer from the ball-courts (there is an

equally early ball-court at San Lorenzo, Veracruz) and trade pottery
in Escalera times (from the southern Veracruz and western Tabasco
region) that it was an Olmec elite of Mixe-Zoque speech affiliation.
Some of the ceramic traits in the Escalera phase are very
similar and widespread throughout the lowland Maya region.

Sites such

as Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:117-120) and Seibal (Willey 1970:
353-35*0 on the Usumacinta River and its tributaries have ceramics
similar to the Escalera phase.

However, it is felt that these ceramic

materials are earlier at Seibal and perhaps Altar de Sacrificios.

The

ceramics of the Escalera phase were probably from the later part of
this widespread ceramic development.
An alternative suggestion that the Escalera phase represents
an influx of Maya speakers into the Central Depression (Demarest 1976:
87-90) does not seem as likely as the suggestion that this influx
represented peoples of Mixe-Zoque speech.
It appears that these innovations in the Escalera phase are not
simply the result of diffusion but of some kind of dynamic confronta
tion between previous inhabitants of the Central Depression and the
Escalera phase newcomers as indicated at Chiapa de Corzo by the sharp
reduction in population at the end of the Dili phase.

The following

small occupation during the Escalera phase then gradually developed a
greater population density by the later phases of the Late Preclassic
period (Warren 1961a /see Appendix B, Fig. B-l/^*
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Late Preclassic Period
The Late Preclassic period (550 B.C. to A.D. 100) represents a
continuing cultural growth with a peak development in the Horcones
phase.

The cultural innovations introduced with the Escalera phase

provided the stimulus for the development leading to the Horcones
climax.

It was noted above that some of the ceramic similarities of

the Escalera phase were similar to ceramics found in the Maya lowland
area.

However, it was hypothesized that these innovative traits dif

fused first to the Olmec heartland.

The Olmecs then brought these

ceramic innovations into the Central Depression.
During the Late Preclassic period in the western Central De
pression, there was trade in pottery coming from the Oaxaca Valley to
the northwest but no demonstrated trade from the Maya lowlands.

The

general picture indicates that the main cultural influences were from
the north and west of the Central Depression.

In the latter part of

the Late Preclassic period (in the western Central Depression) a few
trade items were coming from the lowland Maya area, highland Guatemala
and El Salvador.

However, this trade was on a small scale.

In short,

the Late Preclassic period in the western Central Depression was the
product of a branch of Mixe-Zoque speakers who had external trade
interaction in several directions before the end of this period.
The picture of cultural development in the eastern Central
Depression during the Late Preclassic period is somewhat different.
At the beginning of the Late Preclassic period, a general overall simi
larity in ceramics and other cultural traits was shared with the west
ern Central Depression.

However, around 300 B.C. a gradual trend
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towards cultural isolation developed between the western Central De
pression and the eastern Central Depression.

In the latter area, the

overall shift in similairities was to the highlands of Guatemala and the
Soconusco.

Nevertheless, the main developments were internal and local.

The ceramics of the eastern Central Depression had maroon or
red-painted decoration on a white-slip ware that seems somewhat similar
to the central portions of the highlands of Guatemala (Brockington
1961:87, 1967t6*0.

This same phenomenon, culturally speaking, may have

its parallel in the historical linguistic analysis of Kaufman (1976:
108) who describes a linguistic influence from the highlands of Guate
mala or as he says "refugees from Kaminaljuyu" into the Chiapas area.
He is not sure whether these refugees were of Mixe-Zoque speech or
some unknown language.
speech.

Kaufman suggests they may not have been of Maya

At any rate, this linguistic and archaeological influence on

the eastern Central Depression of Chiapas points to external inter
action with the central highlands of Guatemala.
In summary, it may be that in the latter pau-t of the Late Preclassic period in the eastern Central Depression the speech community
was a branch of Mixe-Zoque or else some unknown language group.

Which

ever of these possibilities may be correct makes little difference to
the conclusion that the Late Preclassic period people of the eastern
Central Depression had developed their own regionalized style.

This

regional style is easily separated from the cultural styles of the
western Central Depression.
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Protoclassic, Early Classic, and
Middle Classic Periods
These three archaeological periods are characterized by the
same overall ceramic and architectural traditions in each of the two
major cultural and spatial divisions of the Central Depression of
Chiapas.

The first division represents the western Central Depression

and the second division represents the eastern Central Depression.
This dual division of the Central Depression continued until the Con
quest.

The time span, for these three periods was from A.D. 100 to

A.D. 600/700.
In the western Central Depression, the end of the Late Preclassic period (Horcones phase) seems to be one of general destruction
at the Chiapa de Corzo site.

There was a replacement of the ceramic

tradition, the architectural tradition, and burial customs at Chiapa
de Corzo by a new set of ceramic, architectural, and burial customs.
This overall change is best seen in the Venta Smudged ceramic group
(the white-rimmed black ware).

A good case has been made for the dis

tribution of the white-rimmed black ware covering the same basic terri
tory as the ethnographic and ethnohistorical Mixe-Zoque speakers.

This

includes the general Isthmus of Tehuantepec and the western portion of
Chiapas (Thomas 197^:15-38).
Pierre Agrinier (n.d.) makes a strong case not only for iden
tifying the Protoclassic, Early Classic, and Middle Classic periods in
the western Central Depression with Mixe-Zoque speakers; but he goes
even further to demonstrate that when the Teotihuacan culture influence
impinged on the western Central Depression (around A.D. *f00) that it
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was absorbed by the localized ceramic, architecture, and other artifact
styles.
Where was the main innovative center of this large area?

Lee

(1969) sees strong interactions with the Soconusco region of the
Pacific coast of Chiapas.

On the other hand, the linguist Robert

Longacre (1967:1^3-1^) discusses in some detail the Mixe-Zoque lan
guages and the degree of linguistic innovative traits in the various
branches and dialects of this language family.

He sees the West Zoque

dialects as being the most innovative and located in the center of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

The next most innovative language center is

the South Zoque of the Tuxtla Gutierrez and Ocozocoautla locality, and
the third innovative Zoque dialects were around the old abandoned cen
ter of San Lorenzo, Veracruz.

The Tapachultec-Mixe dialect in the

Soconusco was fourth in degree of linguistic innovativeness.

These

innovative centers based on linguistic evidence would embrace Lee's
suggestion for the Soconusco but also extend the number of innovative
centers to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region.
In short, Agrinier is probably correct when he concludes the
local Zoque speakers were in charge of the cultural development during
the Protoclassic, Early Classic, and Middle Classic periods of the
western Central Depression.

The cultural influences coming from the

outside were in the form of trade and commercial activities but under
the leadership of the local Zoque elite.

It is possible that they

were paying tribute to the Teotihuacanos during the Middle Classic
period, but if they were, they were still allowed to maintain their
roles as leaders in the local society.

l*u
In the eastern Central Depression of Chiapas the line of cul
tural development from the Protoclassic through the Middle Classic
periods reflect the continued general cultural isolation of the inhabi
tants of this area from those in the western Central Depression.
At the end of the Late Preclassic period in the eastern Central
Depression, there was a strong domination in the ceramic craft by the
San Jacinto Black ceramic group.

This ceramic style persisted with

variations through the Early Classic and possibly Middle Classic
periods.

A general decline of population but not a complete abandon

ment is also evident in this area.
External interactions are indicated with the Pacific coastal
area near Escintla where some sites have both the San Jacinto Black
pottery types along with ceramics in the Izapan tradition.

Some San

Jacinto Black vessels were found in the central Highlands of Guatemala
near Salcaja (Rands and Smith 1965:Fig. 13e).

A very few lowland Maya

Polychrome sherds were found at some sites in the eastern Central
Depression (Delgado 1965:Fig. 9).

The ceramic influence from the Maya

lowlands was very restricted.
As far as cultural interaction between the eastern Central
Depression and the western Central Depression, not much happened.

One

trade pottery vessel and two potsherds of the Jacinto Black ceramic
tradition were found at Chiapa de Corzo.

Thus the interaction between

the two divisions of the Central Depression was very weak during the
Protoclassic, Early Classic, and Middle Classic periods and is indi
cated only by the transport of pottery.

More meaningful cultured

process analysis will require additional types of evidence in future
studies.
As postulated previously, the language affiliation of the in
habitants of the eastern Centred Depression was either Mixe-Zoque or
speakers of some unknown language group.

There seems to be no reason

to change this conclusion.

Late Classic, Early Postclassic,
and Late Postclassic
The dating for the Late Classic, Early Postclassic, and Late
Postclassic periods is from about A.D. 600/700 to the Spanish Conquest
around A.D. 1524.

This may seem like a long period of time to lump

together in one study unit, but there seems to have been a continuity
of cultural traditions and language affiliations throughout this time
span.

As in the previous two sections, it is useful to divide the

Central Depression into a western unit and an eastern geographical
unit.
At the beginning of the Late Classic in the western Central
Depression there was a widespread disappearance of the dominant Venta
Smudged or white-rimmed black ceramics.

The large area involved in

cluded the western Depression of Chiapas, the Pacific coast of Chiapas
and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region.

The disappearance of a deep-

rooted and widespread ceramic technological tradition was coincident
with the dramatic appearance of an equally widespread tradition of
white-slipped pottery with painted decorations.
This phenomenon introduces a significant historical problem.
What happened to the Zoque-speaking inhabitants of the western Central
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Depression, and who are the newcomers in the region?

It is hypothe

sized that the Zoque-speaking inhabitants remained in their territorial
area and that the newcomers were Chiapanecs.

The external situation

for Mesoamerica at this time was the disruption and chaos following
the "fall" of the Teotihuacan civilization.

Special Problem of the Chiapanec Archaeological and Linguistic
Identification in the Western Central Depression.

Carlos Navarrete

(1966:1-19) has admirably analyzed the archaeological situation of the
Chiapanecs in the state of Chiapas, Mexico.

His earlier archaeological

survey of the Frailesca zone (of the Chiapa de Corzo district) provides
relevant information for identifying Chiapanec archaeological sites
(Navarrete I960).

Some additional archaeological information from the

Frailesca region is available in Sorenson's (1956:7-19) "An Archaeo
logical Reconnaissance of West-Central Chiapas, Mexico" and Berlin's
(19^:19-28) earlier excavations.

These authors provide us with the

most reliable information on the Chiapanec problem within the state
of Chiapas.

It will be our task here to examine the external events

that led to the Chiapanec intrusion into the Central Depression of
Chiapas.
The first set of relevant data involves the distribution of
linguistic groups classified in the Chorotegan or Chiapanec-Manguean
language family.

Besides the Chiapanec language group that was lo

cated within the western Central Depression, there were seven other
linguistic groups belonging to the Chorotegan family.

They were

distributed as follows during Colonial and Modern periods:

in
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Honduras, the Cholutec; in Nicaragua, the Mangue, the Nagrandan, and
the Diria; and in Co6ta Rica, the Orisi, Ortinya, and the Nicoya
(Longacre 1967:Linguistic Map).

A glance at a Middle American map

reveals that all these linguistic groups except the Chiapanecs are
distributed in lowland coastal regions.

The Chiapanec language group

was territorially situated inland from the coast in a semi-tropical
region less than 1500 feet in elevation.
This linguistic distribution suggests a hypothesis that the
ancestors of the Chorotegan language family dwelt in lowland, humid,
or semi-humid environment(s) (Campbell 1975)•

Recent linguistic analy

sis of the Chorotegan linguistic family and the larger Otomanguean
language phylum indicates that the Chorotegan languages are most
closely related to the Popolocan (Popoloca, Ixcatec, Chocho, Mazatec,
and Guatinicamame), Mixtecan (Mixtec, Cuicatec, and Trique) and more
distantly to the Supanacan (Tlapanec, Maribichicoa, and Subtiaba).
i

For example, Fernandez de Miranda and Weitlaner (196la:l-99) analyzed
the Popolocan and Mixtecan linguistic ties, and Swadesh (1967:97) pre
sents his Supanexo (Kaufman's Tlapanec complex) linguistic relation
ships with Otomangue.
Ideally, an earlier territorial location in the Mixteca Baja
of northern Oaxaca, southern Puebla, and Morelos would surround the
Proto-Chorotegan linguistic unit with all of the above mentioned lin
guistic relatives:

to the west, the Supaneco (Tlapanec) of western

Guererro; to the south, the Mixteca; and to the north and east, the
Popolocans.

However, by Classic times they could have expanded or

moved to a humid lowland region either on the Pacific Coast, the Gulf
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Coast, or in the lowland region of Morelos.

Hence, the value of using

Chamberlain's (1965:7^5-7^9) multiple-working hypotheses concept is
shown in keeping open our options as to exactly where the ChiapanecMangues actually lived before their migration to Chiapas, Guatemala,
and later (some of their linguistic relatives traveled south) Centred
America.
The Chiapanec separation from their linguistic relatives, the
Mangues, took place approximately between A.D. 600 to 700 (Swadesh
19595 96).

This separation of the two groups left the Mangues e-Ir ig

the Pacific coast of Chiapas and Guatemala, and the Chiapanecs went
inland.

They settled in the Frailesca region of Chiapas and then ex

panded down into the Central Depression along the Grijalva River.

The

date of entrance into the inland regions of Chiapas by the Chiapanecs
would be at the close of the Middle Classic period and the beginning
of the Late Classic period.

If the hypothesis of the Chiapanec en

trance and domination of Central Chiapas is to be validated, there
should be evidence that at the beginning of the Late Classic period
in the western Central Depression there were new ceramic types and a
changed pattern of settlements.

These new innovations should be par

ticularly noted in the Frailesca and at certain points along the Gri
jalva River.
The archaeological phase for the Late Classic in the west Cen
tral Depression of Chiapas is the Maravillas phase, and it does show a
new ceramic type involving white-slipped pottery (Ixtapa Slipped Group)
with painted decoration coming into many of the sites that were
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occupied in the Late Classic period of the Frailesca region and the
Grijalva River.
The Chiapanecs came into the territory previously held in
western parts of the Central Depression by Zoque Indians and in some
portions of the eastern Central Depression held by Maya-speaking
Indians.

The source of the Maya groups will be discussed later.

All

in all, if the linguistic and archaeological evidence has been cor
rectly evaluated, it must be concluded that the Chiapanecs had been
in the western Central Depression for nearly 1,000 years (from A.D.
600/700 up to the conquest of the Central Depression by the Spaniards
between A.D. 1524—28).
There are four documents from the 16th century that are avail
able for analysis (Navarrete 1966:Appendix) concerning the Chiapanec
Indians and their allegations against other Indian groups in the state
of Chiapas.

Document 1 (1571) relates to Chiapanec historical claims

to certain lands in Chiapas.

Document 2 (ca. 1571) deals with the

claim of the Chiapanecs to control the salt works at Ixtapa in the
highlands near the Chiapanec territory.

Document 3 (1582) is an alle

gation against Dominican friars who are in control of or in possession
of land in the Frailesca.

Finally, Document 4 (ca. 1599) is concerned

with contributions to the fiesta of the Pregon.
Using these Colonial documents, we learn from Document 1 that
the Chiapanec Indians state that they were in the province of Chiapas
for more than 1,000 years (Navarrete 1966:Appendix).

Document 2 gives

us information about Chiapanec interaction with Maya-speaking Indians
at the salt wells at Ixtapa.

Document 3 gives information about the
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place names in the Frailesca zone of Chiapas.

They are Chiapanec names

and help block out the territory controlled by the Chiapanec Indians.
Finally, Document k speaks of the fiesta of the Pregon and gives fur
ther names and places connected with the Chiapanecs; such as, the con
tact with peoples from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

Between these four

documents there is some information as to the territory that would
eventually come under the control of the Chiapanec Indians in the
western Central Depression of Chiapas.

Also they give the approximate

date, from the Chiapanec Indians themselves, as to when they first came
into the territory from somewhere in Central Mexico.
Thus we see that the linguistic evidence, the written documents
from the l6th century, and the archaeological evidence combine to con
firm that the Chiapanec Indians had indeed penetrated into the inland
regions of the western Central Depression of Chiapas at the beginning
of the Late Classic period.
It will be noted that the point of entrance of the Chiapanecs
into the western Central Depression of Chiapas was via the same route
earlier suggested for the Olmec elite who came into Chiapas during
the Escalera phase at the end of the Middle Preclassic period.
The fate of the Zoque Indians, into whose territory the
Chiapanecs had thrust themselves, is a historical problem with no
certain solution.

Rather than postulating a reduction of the Zoque

population, it would probably be better to picture them as being re
distributed by the Chiapanec elite into more desirable farmland areas
in the older settlements of the western Central Depression.

This
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redistribution of the population was implied by Diaz (1955s^80) who
states:
They had even brought other pueblos by force and made them
settle and remain near to Chiapas, and held them as slaves
and made them cultivate their fields.

Special Problem of Maya Archaeological and Linguistic Identi
fications in the Eastern Central Depression of Chiapas.

It will

facilitate our analysis of these problems if we consider each of the
three districts of the eastern Central Depression separately.

It is

hypothesized that the Acala district east of the Angostura Canyon was
occupied from Late Classic to Late Postclassic times by the Tzotzil
Maya.

The Tzeltal Maya speakers dominated the Chapatengo-Chejel dis

trict during this time span.

The complexity of the Upper Tributaries

district language situation is evidenced by the presence of Teco Maya
speakers and Coxoh Maya speakers.
The 1610 distribution of Tzotzil and Tzeltal Maya speakers in
the highlands of Chiapas and on the facing slopes leading down to the
Grijalva River is discussed by Calnek (1970). His map shows a Tzotzil
occupation of the highlands around Ixtapa and San Cristobal down to
Totolapa and along the east rim of the Angostura Canyon to the Grijalva
River.

The Tzotzil apparently spread upriver along the Grijalva as far

as the Rio Blanco that feeds down out of the Central Plateau to the
Grijalva.

The ancestors of the Tzotzils and Tzeltals were probably

indistinguishable when they arrived in the Villa Las Rosas locality
during Early Classic times (Culbert 1965t9, Charts 1, 2).

The linguis

tic divergence resulting in the Tzotzil and Tzeltal language groups
probably began about A.D. 600 (Kaufman 197^:959).

1^9
In the Late Classic period there is a cluster of three sites a
short distance west of the Angostura Canyon and south of Acala that
have pottery quite different from the rest of the pottery in the
western Central Depression.

This pottery is generally similar to some

Amatle ceramics found in the central highlands of Guatemala.

Culbert

reports some ceramic parallels between the Maya of the Chiapas high
lands and archaeological sites siround the Acala-Santa Cruz locality in
the Grijalva Valley.

These generalized ceramic similarities are from

the Late Classic, Early Postclassic, and Late Postclassic periods
(Culbert

1965:65-66,

70, 75,

83, 85, 87).

The settlement pattern of the Late Classic and Early Postclassic
periods of the Chiapas highlands was one of independent nucleated cere
monial dwelling centers scattered on steep but earily defended head
lands.

This settlement pattern was replaced in Late Postclassic times

by larger and interdependent communities in strategically located
valleys (Adams 1971s3^1-360).
During this same Late Classic to Late Postclassic time the
settlement pattern along the Grijalva River in the Acala district east
of the Angostura Canyon was one of large ceremonial dwelling centers
with interdependent smaller communities clustering near the strategi
cally located ceremonial center.

The picture for both the Chiapas

highlands and the Acala district is one of small petty chiefdoms on
one hand said small paramount chiefdoms in favored localities (Santa
Cruz?) on the other.
The picture just presented for the Acala district during the
Late Classic through the Late Postclassic periods is quite closely
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paralleled in the Chapatengo-Chejel district for the sane time periods.
The number of archaeological sites known from both the Acala said
Chapatengo-Chejel districts is similar in numbers, but some of the
sites are larger in the Chapatengo-Chejel district.

In the Postclassic

period, the number of sites in the Chapatengo-Chejel district increased
over the number of sites in the Acala district.
The early Colonial distribution of Tzeltal Maya communities
parallels the distribution of archaeological sites in the ChapatengoChejel district along the Grijalva River.

Also the Tzeltal area con

tinued north and west through Copanaguastla up to the Teopisca locality
of the Chiapas Highlands.

Lee (1977:180) concludes from an analysis of

Colonial documents that the inhabitants of Copanaguastla at the time
of the Conquest were Coxoh-Tzeltal speakers.
There appears to have been a decline in the Postclassic periods
in the overall number of sites, but it probably does not represent a
decline in population.

It probably means that there were larger

clusterings of peoples around fewer ceremonial-dwelling centers.
The archaeological situation in the Upper Tributaries district
from Late Classic to Late Postclassic is not too different, as far as
settlement patterns are concerned, from the situation in the ChapatengoChejel district.

However, the geographical situation for the Upper

Tributaries district is characterized by several swamps, mossy lagoons,
etc.

The language situation was more complex in this district than it

was in either the Chapatengo-Chejel district and the Acala district.
The Late Classic center of Lagartero has a large collection of
Late Classic polychrome pottery that is most similar to pottery
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produced in the Huehuetenango and Aguacatan localities of highland
Guatemala.

The polychrome pottery persists at Lagartero from about

A.D. 600 to 800.

Besides the polychrome pottery, there is also a close

tie between the figurines from Lagartero and the Aguacatan locality of
highland Guatemala.

In fact Ekholm (1977b:80) suggests that some of

the figurines from both locations could have been made in the same mold.
Linguistically the newly discovered Teco Maya of southeastern
Chiapas and north central Guatemala produce internal lexicostatistical
evidence suggesting the Teco language group split from the Mam lan
guage group about A.D. 500 (Kaufman 1976:110).

The combined linguistic

and archaeological evidence meets the chronological and geographical
requirements for Teco Maya penetration from the highlands of Guatemala
into the Upper Tributaries district of Chiapas.
It is hypothesized that the Teco-speaking Maya dominated the
Upper Tributaries district until the beginning of the Late Postclassic
period at which time they were apparently pushed out.

The newcomers

to the district were referred to as Coxoh by the Spanish.
Immediately after the Conquest, the Spanish established five
churches in the Upper Tributaries district at Coapa, Coneta, Cuxu,
Escuintenango, and Aquespala.

All the Colonial documents that have

been studied refer to the inhabitants as Coxoh (Lee 1977s180).

Also

during this early Colonial period, some Colonial documents concerning
Comitan and Trinitaria, identify the inhabitants of these towns as
Tzeltal-speaking (Calnek 1970:111-112, 118).
Currently, some bilingual speakers in the Upper Tributaries
district refer to the speech of their parents in Trinitaria as "Sectal"
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or Tzeltal (Lee 1977sl8l).

Therefore, it is postulated that the Coxoh

were probably Tzeltal-speaking Maya.
These tentative hypothetical statements regarding the speech
of the Upper Tributaries district are partially reinforced by con
sidering areas bordering on the north and south.

For example, on the

Chiapas Plateau to the north (around the Monte Bella lakes and the Las
Margaritas area) the current speech is Tojolabal Maya.

According to

Kaufman (1976:110) the Tojolabal separated from the Chuj-Maya about
A.D. kOO.

Kaufman concludes that the Tojolabal left the Chuj area of

the northwest highlands of Guatemala and traveled to the Las Margaritas
area of Chiapas.

The archaeological picture at Chinkultic (Agrinier

1969c:21-28) would correlate well with Tojolabal speakers.
The Chicomucelo area bordering to the south of the Upper Tribu
taries district presents a more complex language problem.
two Maya language branches in this general area.

There are

One is the Motozintla

Maya branch, and the other is the Chicomuceltec branch of Maya.
The Motozintla split from the Kanjobal Maya of the highlands
of Guatemala about A.D. 500 (Kaufman 1976:110).

This would imply that

the ancestral Motozintla speakers came into the Chicomucelo area
around the beginning of Late Classic times.
Archaeologically the Chicomucelo area is partially known from
surveys conducted in 1956 and the recent excavations of several sites
by James Murray White.

White (1976) concludes that the Chicomucelo

area was archaeologically distinct from the Upper Tributaries district
from Late Classic times to the Conquest.

The sites of Tiju and El

Mango are Late Classic sites that compare closely with Zaculeu near
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Huehuetenango.

Some Postclassic sites are Mojon de Mazapa, San Juan

Chamique, Cerro La Carapana, Motozintla, Valle Obregon, and Tierra
Blanca (Lowe 1959b:Fig. 33)•

The archaeological situation in the

Chicoraucelo area would correlate well with the appearance of Motozintlaspeaking Maya in the Late Classic period.
However, the Chicomuceltec-speaking Maya were also in the
Chicomucelo area at the time of the Spanish Conquest.

According to

Kaufman (1976:116) the Chicomuceltec language group is closest to the
Huastec language group of northern Veracruz and southern Tamaulipas.
He postulates the split of Chicomuceltec from Huastec and their migra
tion into the southeastern Chiapas area about A.D. 1100 or some time
during the Early Postclassic period.

They then gained control over cer

tain portions of the Chicomucelo area from the Motozintla speakers.
Kaufman (1976:lO1*) seems quite certain that no Maya speakers
migrated down the Cuilco and Selegua rivers of highland Guatemala into
the Upper Tributaries area of the Grijalva until Late Classic times.
Combine this conclusion with the Early Classic appearance of the
Tzotzil-Tzeltal Maya in the western central highlands of Chiapas and
the Early Classic presence of Tojolabal speakers in the eastern cen
tral highlands, and it seems clear that Maya speakers were not a factor
in the eastern Central Depression of Chiapas before the Late Classic
period.

Summary of the Zoque, Chiapanec, and Mayan Historical Problems.
The Chiapanec and Mangues split from each other about A.D. 700 along
the Pacific coast of Chiapas.

The Chiapanecs went inland into the
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Central Depression.

This event happened about the time the Teotihuacan

civilization had lost its power and influence in eastern Mesoamerica.
In the wake of this Teotihuacan decline, the militaristic ChiapanecMangues and probably other groups caused a disruption that broke up
the close interaction between the Mixe-Zoque speakers of Oaxaca and
Veracruz from those of coastal Chiapas and inland Chiapas.

This dis

ruption or split took place about A.D. 700 according to Kaufman (197^+s
959).
At the same time in the central highlands of Chiapas, the
ancestors of the Tzotzil-Tzeltal had entered the region in Early Clas
sic times.

At the beginning of the Late Classic (about A.D. 600) there

was a separation of the Tzotzil and Tzeltal language groups within the
central highlands.

This split between the Tzotzil and the Tzeltal may

not be associated with external pressures.

It may reflect the expan

sion and settling-in of these Maya groups within the territories they
occupy today.
The Mixe-Zoque loan words that have been borrowed by various
Maya language groups (apart from the three words discussed earlier in
connection with Huastec) were all involved with the Tzotzil, Tzeltal,
Tojolabal, Motozintla, and northwestern highland Guatemala Maya lan
guage groups (Kaufman 196^:132-135)*

The geographical distribution of

these Maya languages that have Mixe-Zoquean loan words is from the
Chiapas highlands (the Ixtapa-San Cristobal region through the Comitan
and Monte Bella lakes region) to the northwest highlands of Guatemala
and then south said west near the Guatemala border to the foothills of
the Sierra Madre of Chiapas.

This distribution strengthens the case
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for Mixe-Zoque speakers having been located throughout the Central
Depression of Chiapas prior to the Late Classic period.

If so, they

have been pushed out of some areas by Chiapanecs and other areas by
various Maya-speaking groups since the Classic period.

Further sup

port for this conclusion is hinted at from a Colonial document dating
to 177^ that refers to Zoque speakers at Teopisca in the Chiapas high
lands (Feldman 1973).
One final set of linguistic evidence involves the Nahuat or
Pipil peoples of the Soconusco locality and the central highlands of
Chiapas (Reyes 196la).

The presence of Nahuat speakers in these two

areas suggests that these were commercial traders who were carrying
on their trading activities.
group.

Their presence represented a very small

Their role was connected with the trading networks directed

by an external leadership.

Both the Soconusco and Soyalo Nahuat*

speaking traders were in contact with Zoque speakers.

Also later

Nahuatl or Aztec-speakers influenced the Chiapas highland Maya (Adams
1971:359).
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the archaeological
and linguistic correlations hypothesized here are tentative and in
some cases are very weakly supported.

It is believed, however, that

the hypotheses and resultant insights are valuable for continued
probing of the Central Depression cultural-historical problems.

One

final consideration must be kept in mind; the so-called "unknown
languages" may play a more important historical role than has been
allowed for in these hypotheses and conclusions developed during this
research.

CHAPTER ^

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Central Depression
Tribal Societies

Segmental:

One-level Societies

The majority of segmental tribal societies are based on a foodproducing subsistence.

Most often segmental tribes are found in re

gions that are being newly colonized and reflecting a "pioneering"
stage of settlement.
Although the Ocos phase is the earliest farming and ceramic
occupation found in the Central Depression, it is necessary to refer
to tha earlier Barra phase on the Pacific coast of Chiapas.

The Barra

phase dates from about 1800-1600 B.C., and the three known sites repre
sent small fishing-gathering-farming (probably manioc and cacao) vil
lages.

The Barra phase sites seem well adapted to the coastal estuary

and tropical environment of the Pacific Coast (Lowe 197^:2, 3» 21;
1975:10-1^).
The first food-producing societies discovered in the Central
Depression of Chiapas are 12 communities of the Ocos phase (about
1600-1500 B.C.) and represent a cultural development out of the Barra
phase.

These 12 Ocos sites are in the Acala, Chapatengo-Chejal, and

Upper Tributaries districts of the eastern Central Depression (Fig. 2)
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and are located along the rivers of the eastern Central Depression
(Lowe 197^:23-2*0.

The Ocos communities were probably small autonomous

villages or hamlets that were distributed in a linear settlement pat
tern that indicates a "pioneering" stage of settlement.
The following Cotorro phase (1500-1000 B.C.) is represented by
approximately 18 archaeological sites, none of which are in the Upper
Tributaries district of the Central Depression, but scattered through
the Jiquipilas, Chiapa de Corzo, Acala, and Chapatengo-Chejel districts
of the Central Depression (Fig. 3).

All these Cotorra phase or Chiapa

I sites are small and apparently were independent communities.

The

main evidence for these sites is pottery and wattle-and-daub struc
tures with no discovered burials or exotic status-type artifacts
associated with them in the eastern Central Depression.

In the western

end of the Central Depression there were cultural influences from the
San Lorenzo-Olmec civilization of the southern Veracruz and western
Tabasco region.
Throughout the Central Depression the long-term ecological
situation was favorable to a pioneering stage of settlement.

There

are ample riverine environments to be exploited that have the poten
tial for harvesting three crops of corn a year (Sanders 1961:2).

The

Centred Depression then was a large area of autonomous villages that
could expand without experiencing population pressures for several
centuries.

The picture of what happened in the Central Depression

during the Ocos and Cotorra phases seems to fit this type of situation.
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Petty Chiefdoms:

Two-level Societies

During the Dili phase (1000-650 B.C.) there was nothing in the
38 archaeological sites of the Central Depression (Fig. *f) comparable
to the La Venta site in the western Tabasco lowlands (which was either
an impressive paramount chiefdom or possibly a state).

The Central

Depression was in a semi-peripheral location to the core ceremonial and
civilizational developments taking place in the Gulf Coast lowlands,
the highlands of Oaxaca, Puebla, Morelos, and the Valley of Mexico.
In short, what we know of the archaeology of the Central Depression
between 1500 to 650 B.C. would not cause discomfort about placing the
whole development within a petty chiefdom or two-level-type society.
At Chiapa de Corzo during the Dili phase, there were examples
of small ceremonial structures being built but nothing spectacular, in
spite of the fact that the figurine and ceramic traditions were solidly
in line with the Gulf coast Olmec.

The lack of the spectacular was

further emphasized by the four adult burials recovered from the Dili
phase refuse layers.

The lack of standard burial orientation or rela

tion to structure and of offerings indicates that no special signifi
cance was attached to these individuals.

Paramount Chiefdoms;
Societies

Three-level

The concept of paramount chiefdom involves a ranking of com
munities with sub-chiefs over a local grouping of villages and hamlets
but under the jurisdiction of the paramount chief who is in the topranked position.

A paramount chiefdom is still a kinship based

society, and it is characterized by a redistribution economy.
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The paramount chiefdom level of societal development runs from
the Escalera phase of the Middle Preclassic period until the European
Conquest of the Chiapanec capital at Chiapa de Corzo (A.D. 152*0.
There was a lot of variation and change going on during this long
period of time, but it is felt that the total span still represents
that level.

The trade or tribute routes into the Chiapa de Corzo

locality during this long time span are illustrated by Figures l8-23»
From the Escalera phase of the Middle Preclassic through the
Late Preclassic (650 B.C.-A.D. 100) there was a doubling of the number
of sites (Figs. k—7) in the Central Depression in comparison with the
previous time span from 1600 to 650 B.C.

Most of these sites were also

larger than the earlier sites; therefore, they represent more than a
doubling of the population (see Appendix C for the Chiapa de Corzo
population pattern between 1500 B.C. and A.D. *+00).
During the Escalera to Horcones phase the trade products coming
into Chiapa de Corzo were from an area approximately 5°0 miles in
diameter (Figs. 18 and 19).

All these products are essentially of the

prestige-status type with no evidence that the interaction was based
on economic necessities.

This interaction sphere as viewed from Chiapa

de Corzo does, in light of the settlement patterns of the Central De
pression, justify the existence of a few paramount chiefdoms of differ
ent degrees of complexity.
The interaction sphere of the late Guanacaste facet and the
succeeding Horcones phase (50 B.C. to A.D. 100) represents a very
dynamic situation for the Chiapa de Corzo locality.

Tomb 7 of the

late Guanacaste facet and the Horcones tombs indicate very high status
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individuals were interred with high quality craft products from areas
as fair away as central Veracruz, Oaxaca Valley, lowland Maya area,
highland Guatemala, and El Salvador.
In earlier times there were indications of a calendar system
(Francesa phase).

Now at Chiapa de Corzo, fragments from at least

five different stelae have been recovered.

The art motifs on these

stelae, according to Susan Miles, are not Miraflores nor specifically
Izapan but Early Veracruz in style.

She indicated though that the

technique of carving was Miraflores-like (Miles, personal communication
1961).

One fragment had part of a long count date which had the baktun

position broken off.

The art style on the fragment practically rules

out any dating later than baktun 7.

The carved number coefficients

are in a vertical column and should probably be read as 7.16.3.2.13
followed by day Six Acatl or Reed with the month of the vague year
being suppressed (Lowe 1962a:Fig. 77).
ber 9, 36 B.C.

This date would then be Decem

This stela could be from the Late Guanacaste facet or

the early Horcones phase, and it is difficult to choose between them.
However, in light of th<? radiocarbon dates from Cauac phase tombs at
Tikal, the three Miraflores dates from Kaminaljuyu, and the beginning
date for Horcones in early A.D. times suggest this stela should be
associated with the late Guanacaste facet at Chiapa de Corzo.
During the Horcones phase many sites throughout the Central
Depression and nearly all the midlands of Chiapas were abandoned.

It

has been suggested that a type II chiefdom (Sanders and Price 1968:
Chap. *0 of a single large compact nucleated center represents the
situation at Chiapa de Corzo.

If a type II chiefdom did exist then it
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paralleled the peninsula settlement patterns of the Spaniards except
the Spanish grid system was missing.
Was Chiapa de Corzo during the Horcones phase at a paramount
chiefdom level?

Sanders and Price (1968:82) list chiefdoms with popu

lations between 2,000 and 4,000 as characterizing such a transitional
development.
dom.

These calculations cover all the territory of the chief

Since we have deduced the population for Chiapa de Corzo alone

as around 7*000 (see Appendix B), it is suggested that Chiapa de Corzo
did represent a paramount chiefdom of type II.

But whether Chiapa de

Corzo was a paramount chiefdom we may never be certain since the
Horcones phase met a violent end, and the major part of the Central
Depression was resettled by a society with a different tradition of
pottery, architecture, and burials.
From A.D. 100-400 there was very little interaction of trade
objects noted for Chiapa de Corzo (Fig. 20).

What little cultural

influence is known involves a handful of polychrome sherds and two
polychrome vessels from the lowland Maya area whereas the overall
local ceramic tradition covers the ssune geographical area as the MixeZoque speaking peoples of southern Veracruz, the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and western Chiapas.

Apparently the urban civilization that

existed in the Valley of Oaxaca was not particularly influential in
the Central Depression at this time.
The population size was about the 6ame as in the previous Hor
cones phase at Chiapa de Corzo and throughout the Central Depression
during the Istma phase.

However, the population drops off in the
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Jiquipilas phase.

Archaeological field data from 111 Istmo sites (Fig.

9) and 36 Jiquipilas sites (Fig. 10) confirm population decline.
Beginning with the Mf Laguna phase sites (Fig. 11) and con
tinuing through the Maravillas and Paredon phases (A.D. AOO-950) we
see the beginning of a rather dynamic sociocultural change in the Cen
tral Depression.

This change begins with Teotihuacan-like influences

in the architecture and cache offerings in Mound 12 in Chiapa de Corzo.
There was an intense Teotihuacan cultural influence at the site of
Mirador to the west.

This phenomenon is part of the same cultural in

fluence at Kaminaljuyu, Izapa, Tikal, and other sites south of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec. However, this central Mexican cultural in
fluence was rejected at the same site during the 5th and 6th century
A.D.

Some of the new pottery types that appeared during the Laguna

phase became part of the Chiapanec pottery tradition that persisted
until the Spanish Conquest.

There was also some trade in sea shells

from both the Pacific and Gulf coasts at this time (Lee 1969s200).

It

is worth noting that the trade or tribute interaction involved central
and southern Mexico, highland Chiapas, and coastal Oaxaca, and the
Soconusco region (Fig. 21).
What appears to be a very dramatic development and probably
confrontation in central Chiapas is reflected by the 200 settlements
listed on the map for the Late Classic period (Fig. 12).

Approximately

121 of these sites are in the eastern Central Depression, and at least
three similar sites were immediately west of the Angostura Canyon.
The pottery implies these sites should all be considered Mayan.
other 76 sites are located in the Frailesca region and along the

The
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Grijalva River from Santa Cruz to Chiapa de Corzo.

These 76 sites are

considered to be Chiapanec with an unknown Zoque element.

The Santa

Cruz site appears to have been an important Chiapanec center (Fig. 2k)
but the other Chiapanec archaeological sites seem to reflect a ramchero
settlement type with shrine areas and burial grounds.
Lowe (197*+:5*0 reports that the Chiapanec Indians were con
sidered superior warriors.

It is interesting that the site distribu

tion in the Frailesca strongly suggests that the three Colonial
communication routes used by the Chiapanecs to get to the Pacific
Coast were used by the Chiapanecs during the Late Classic period.
These three routes were: (1) Villa Flores to Arriaga; (2) Villa
Flores-El Parien to Tres Picos; and (3) Villa Corzo to Tonala (Navarrete 1966:25-26).
The figurine style IV-Chiapa-B of the Maravillas phase was
most similar to lowland Veracruz types (Lee 1969:200).

During the

Paredon phase (A.D. 800-950) there was a general Tabasco Maya figurine
style (III-Chiapa-G ^Lee 1969:36, 20?).

These figurine styles at

Chiapa de Corzo reflect the direction of some external cultural in
fluences (Fig. 21).
In the Early Postclassic period (A.D. 950-1300) the number of
settlements in the Central Depression was reduced to about 86 (Fig.
1*0.

External trade contacts still focused on central Mexico and the

Soconusco region (Fig. 22).

Three of the more important Chiapanec

sites, San Pedro Buenavista, El Sumidero, and Ruiz, were characterized
by "double T" ball-courts typical of the central Mexican area. The
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Ruiz site, located directly across the river from Acala (Fig, 25) seems
to be the most impressive site at this time.
Apparently the Acala district was more important to the Chiapanecs during the Early Postclassic period than Chiapa de Corzo.

The

1571 document indicates that at the beginning of the Late Postclassic
period (1300-152*0 the first seat of the Chiapanecs was at AgaguiculaSan Marcialito near the Late Classic Chiapanec site of Santa Cruz
(Fig. 26).

Then the Chiapanec hosts came to Chiapa de Corzo and made

this site their capital.
Agaguicula.

However, they left part of their people at

The Late Postclassic reconnaissance of the Frailesca zone

turned up five sites according to Navarrete (1966:M»—46).
During the latter part of the Late Postclassic period, Chiapa
de Corzo was a capital of definable territory both archaeologically
and linguistically (Fig. 13)*

A change in external trade and/or

tribute patterns emerged (Fig. 23) during the period.
some contact with the Soconusco region.

There was still

The Chiapanecs were also

warring with the highland Maya over the salt wells at Ixtapa.

The

overwhelming cultural contacts were with the Pacific coast of Oaxaca
(the Juchitan and Tehuantepec areas).

There were some cultural in

fluences from the Valley of Oaxaca and the Valley of Mexico.

The metal

or copper bells found in Chiapa de Corzo were traded from the Tarascan
region according to W. C. Root (Lee 1969:226).
The Chiapanec capital at the time of the Conquest had a popu
lation of about 4,000 but apparently controlled a population of nearly
20,000 some

years later according to the 1571 document (Navarrete

1966: Appendix).
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Conclusions on Central Depression
Sociocultural Development
The sociocultural development of the Central Depression is re
flected in site frequency patterns of change in the five districts of
the Central Depression (Figs. 27-31)•

These frequency patterns do not

directly indicate population trends.

It is not possible at present to

place all of the sites into size categories from which to postulate
population numbers.

Later when severed research projects in the Cen

tral Depression are completed, this may be possible.

Internal Sociocultural Processes
The first mixed-hunting-fishing-farming inhabitants of the
Central Depression were the Ocos or Chiapa 0 phase peoples.

They

represent a few pioneering families that probably came from the Pacific
coast of Chiapas.
cultigens.

They were probably adapted to using manioc and cacao

The ecological situation of the eastern Central Depression

was not suitable for these cultigens.

Thus for ecological reasons the

Ocos people may have wandered out of the Central Depression and jour
neyed to some other region to settle.
The next inhabitants of the Central Depression were groups who
migrated from the northwest and eventually spread throughout the Cen
tral Depression.

They apparently were better adapted to the richer

farming land along the Grijalva River and its tributaries.

These

settlers in the five districts of the Central Depression went through
an incipient, long, and slow sociocultural development that eventually
reached a peak or climax around the time of Christ.

These people seem

to have exploited their farm lands and river resources at first.
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Site frequencies of the Jiquipilas District.
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Site frequencies of the Chiapa de Corzo District.
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Site frequencies of the Acala District.
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Eventually they began to exchange food and clothing surpluses for
needed exotic ritual items from outside regions.
It is assumed that prior to the time of Christ the sociocultural development was of a generally peaceful nature.

One possible

exception was the intrusion of an elite group in the Escalera or
Chiapa III phase with ball-courts and a general Olmec cultural orien
tation.

However, most of these elite traits were not permanently

adopted throughout the Central Depression.
Beginning with the Early Classic period and highlighted during
the Late Classic and Postclassic periods were evidences of migrations
Indications of warfare between

coming into the Central Depression.

Central Chiapas Plateau communities prompted the establishment of
symbiotic interaction between Central Plateau and Central Depression
communities.

The Plateau people needed more food than they could grow
*

in the highlands, and the Central Depression inhabitants needed high
land salt and minerals.

Some of the Central Plateau peoples moved

down into the eastern Central Depression during Late Classic and Postclassic periods.
Chiapas.

This symbiotic process is still operating today in

Also in the time from A.D. 600 to 152k there were new cul

tural innovations in the form of terracing and probable irrigation
projects (Matheny, personal communication 1977)•
The first hypothesis to be tested (see p. 3) was not nullified
by our analysis.

It stated that the main internal processes were adap

tive to the productive farm land near the Grijalva River and its
tributaries.

As the population density increased through time, local

ized warfare and the development of new farming technology would be
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required.

The archaeological record shows fortifiable headlands,

terracing, and some irrigation projects.

External Sociocultural Processes
The second hypothesis (p. 3) stated that there were movements
of new peoples into the Central Depression from time to time and
several outside cultural influences in the form of trade and/or tribute
and is generally confirmed by the evidence.

Several movements of

peoples are indicated beginning with the Ocos or Chiapa 0 phase inhabi
tants and followed by Cotorra or Chiapa I phase peoples.

Then from the

Late Classic and Postclassic periods there were apparently several new
peoples who came into the Central Depression from the northwest, from
the north, and from the east.
Trade and/or tribute was evidenced by foreign pottery placed
in elite burials.

The imports were from Oaxaca, highland Guatemala,

El Salvador, southern Veracruz, central Mexico, and the lowland Maya
region.

Other trade or tribute cultural objects were made from jade,

seashells, shark's teeth, obsidian, copper, amber, etc.

Linguistic Change
The language of the earliest Ocos pioneers was probably related
to the Proto-Huastec Maya.

After these people vacated the Central

Depression, the next language groups were of the Mixe-Zoque family.
The Mixe-Zoque speakers were the long-term indigenous inhabitants of
the Central Depression of Chiapas.

However, as time passed other new

language groups imposed themselves upon the indigenous population.
Around 300 B.C. an unknown language group from the central highlands

of Guatemala came into the eastern Central Depression.

The Chiapanec

language group came into the western Central Depression between A.D.
600 to 700.

Various Maya language groups came into the eastern Central

Depression and adjacent Central Plateau in a series of migrations from
ca. A.D. kOO to 1100.

All these multiplying language groups came into

conflict with one another over farm lands, salt, and mineral resources,
etc.
The third hypothesis (p. 3) states that the language situation
in the Central Depression was simple with few languages represented at
the beginning of the history of stateless farming societies and became
complex and represented by multiple language groups by the Spanish
Conquest.

This simple hypothesis is confirmed by the linguistic and

documentary evidence.
cesses.

The language change was the product of two pro

First, several new language groups migrated into the Central

Depression; and second, there was internal divergence or splitting
within the speech communities through time.

t

APPENDIX A

ARCHITECTURAL STRATIGRAPHY:

CHIAPA DE CORZO

First, the different mounds that were excavated which actually
showed a sequence or a stratigraphy of structural construction will be
described.

After this description has been completed revealing the

stratigraphy and the sequence of architectural development, the various
culturail units which were found associated with the sequence will be
presented.

This will include burials, caches, architectural offerings,

storage pits, room contents, or any special type of refuse left by the
ancient inhabitants of the structure.

This information will provide

a key for ordering the ceramics from non-mound excavations which are
not in special cultural units.
Beginning with Mound I excavations, the following phases were
represented in the architectural sequence or the architectural con
structions within this mound.

The earliest architectural construc

tions were of the Dili phase followed by structural remains of the
Francesa phase; next the Guanacaste phase, the Horcones phase, the
Istmo phase, the Jiquipilas phase; and finally, the outer structures
of the mound probably represent the Laguna phase (Lowe and Agrinier
1960:12-37).
Mound 1A at Chiapa de Corzo is immediately adjacent to Mound 1
lying next to the east wall of Mound 1.

Actually later construction

stages of Mound 1 cover and include the Mound 1A architecture.
183

During
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the 1963 season the Mound 1A structures were excavated by Pierre
Agrinier.

In the course of the excavations the following architec

tural sequence was discovered.

The earliest architecture was from the

Escalera phase and was followed stratigraphically by Francesa phase
architecture.

During the succeeding Guanacaste phase a series of six

substages of this phase were excavated and a final architectural phase
or two substages in the Horcones phase completed the full architec
tural sequence in Mound 1A.

There are three or four carefully recon

structed drawings of the Mound 1A architecture (Agrinier 1975a;5-30)•
Mound 3i excavated in 1965t revealed Dili deposits on sterile
caliche, and above this deposit was an Escalera and Francesa trash
heap.

The earliest rude mud brick architecture was associated with

Francesa sherds. Cut-stone architecture was uncovered for the Guanacaste, Horcones, and Istmo phases (Tucker 1970:5-26).
Mound 5 had an architectural sequence beginning with the Hor
cones phase followed by the Istmo phase and finally Jiquipilas phase
material (Lowe 1962b:5-21).
Mound 5a, excavated in 1961, had architectural stratigraphy
in the Horcones and Istmo phases.

Some of the same excavations in the

mounds produced earlier stratified materials than the ceramics, but
we are dealing here in this section only with the actual structural
sequence (Lowe 1962b:42-^3).
Mound 5b, also excavated in 1961, had architectural remains in
the Francesa phase and the Laguna phase (Lowe 1962a:^3)•
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Mound 5d had structural edifices beginning with the Francesa
phase through the Istmo phase and then a gap with late architectural
material in the Maravillas and Paredon phases (Agrinier 1962:1^-19).
Mound 7 has structural features in the Escalera phase, the
Francesa phase, the Istmo phase, and the Jiquipilas phase (Lowe 1962b:
^7).
Mound 8 showed a structural sequence from the Francesa phase
through the Guanacaste phase (Lowe 1962b:^9-50).
Mound 12 had a rather long architectural sequence beginning
with the Escalera phase, the Jiquipilas phase, and very probably the
Laguna phase (Mason 1960:1-13).

A subsection or extension of Mound

12, referred to in our previous reports as Mound 12a, had structural
evidence for the Istmo and Jiquipilas phases (Mason 1960:15-16).
Mound 13 had a continuous structural sequence beginning with
the Escalera phase through the Jiquipilas phase (Hicks and Rozaire
1960:5-13).
The 1972 salvage of Mound 15 had a sequence of stone-walled
house platforms for the Guanacaste, Horcones, and Istmo phases (Glauner
and Herman 1972:1-9).
Mound 36 had Dili phase architectural remains and Francesa
phase constructions (Lowe 1962b:58).
Mound *f0 (Lowe 1962b:62-63) revealed Guanacaste, Horcones, and
Istmo phase structures.

Mound 67 revealed a continuous sequence of

structural activity from the Francesa phase through the Jiquipilas
phase (Lowe 1962b:66-69).
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On the basis of this architectural stratigraphy at the site of
Chiapa de Corzo, there are no structures for the earliest phase, the
Cotorra phase, represented in any of the architectural materials re
covered.

This phase has to be demonstrated stratigraphically on the

basis of ceramics recovered from the various pits and trenches at the
site.

There was evidence for wattle-and-daub and plastered adobe

architecture for the Cotorra phase, but the date was in a ceramic con
text and not an architectural one (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:7).

The

earliest architectural remains were of the following Dili phase, and
there are two mounds excavated that revealed this to be the earliest
architecture found at the site.

In two cases the Dili architecture was

followed by Francesa phase architecture in Mounds 1 (Lowe and Agrinier
1960:15) and 36 (Lowe 1962b:58).
Three mounds had Escalera phase architecture:

Mound 7 (Lowe

1962b:k^~k6)» 12 (Mason 1960:3-'+), and 13 (Hicks and Rosaire I960:5)•
In all three examples the immediately following Francesa architecture
was in evidence, clearly placing the Escalera phase prior to the
Francesa phase structures.
Mounds 1, 3i 5a, 5b, 5d, 7» 8, 12, 13f 36, and 67 had Francesa
phase architecture as discussed above.

In the case of Mound 1 (Lowe

and Agrinier 1960:15), Mound 3 (Tucker 1970:11), Mounds 5b (Lowe 1962a:
^3) and 5d (Agrinier 1962:Fig. 4), Mound 8 (Lowe 1962b:50), Mound 13
(Hicks and Rozaire I960:5)1 and Mound 67 (Lowe 1962b:66) the Francesa
phase architecture was followed by Guanacaste phase architecture.
This clearly establishes the Francesa phase as stratigraphically
earlier than the Guanacaste phase.
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Guanacaste phase architecture was recovered from Mound 1, Mound
3, Mound 8, Mound 13, Mound 15* Mound 5d, Mound 40, and Mound 67.
Guemacaste phase architecture immediately preceded the Horcones phase
architecture in Mound 1 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:15-16), Mound 3 (Tucker
1970:11-18), Mounds 5a (Lowe 1962a:42), 5d (Agrinier 1962:Fig. 4), 13
(Hicks and Rozaire I960:5)* 15 (Glauner and Herman 1972:5)« **0 (Lowe
1962b:62-63) and Mound

67 (Lowe

1962b:66).

This stratigraphic evidence

again clearly places the Guanacaste phase prior to the Horcones phase
in a sequence at Chiapa de Corzo.
Horcones phase architecture is found in Mound 1, Mound 3»
Mounds 5i 5a, 5d, Mound 12, Mound 13, Mound 15, Mound *+0, and Mound

67.

Horcones phase architecture preceded the Istmo phase architecture in
Mound 1 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:27), Mound 3 (Tucker 1970:19), Mounds
5 (Lowe 1962b:l8), 5a (Lowe 1962a:42), 5d (Agrinier 1962:Fig. 4),
Mound 12 (Mason 1960:4), Mound 13 (Hicks and Rozaire 1960:5-6), Mound
15 (Glauner and Herman 1972:6), Mound 40 (Lowe 1962b:63), and Mound
67 (Lowe 1962b:66-68).

Thus the Horcones phase is stratigraphically

earlier than that of the Istmo phase architecture throughout the site.
Istmo phase architecture is found in Mounds 1, 3« 5» 5a, 5d, 7*
12, 12a, 13, 15, 40, and

67.

In the following mounds Istmo phase

architecture precedes Jiquipilas phase architecture:

1 (Lowe and

Agrinier 1960:31)» 5 (Lowe 1962b:21), 7 (Lowe 1962b:47), 12 (Mason
1960:11), 12a (Mason 1960:16), 13 (Hicks and Rozaire 1960:11), and 67
(Lowe 1962b:69).

Thus once again the stratigraphic position of the

Jiquipilas phase is following the Istmo phase in terms of the archi
tectural development at Chiapa de Corzo.
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In the Jiquipilas phase, architecture is found in Mounds 1, 5»
7, 12, 12a, 13« and 67•

Jiquipilas phase architecture is earlier than

the Laguna phase architecture in Mounds 1 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:^7)
and 12 (Mason 1960:13), and although there are just these two examples
of stratigraphy between the Jiquipilas phase and the Laguna phase,
they are sufficient to illustrate the position of the Jiquipilas
as being earlier than the Laguna phase.

phase

In the Mound 12 report, the

last Jiquipilas substage has been reinterpreted as the Laguna phase in
time.
Laguna phase architecture was rare in our excavations at this
site being found in Mounds 1, 12, and 5b.

In the case of Mound 5b

(Lowe 1962a:193)t it was architecturally followed by Maravillas archi
tecture, and thus we have one example architecturally demonstrating
that the Laguna phase is earlier than the Maravillas phase.
Maravillas phase architecture was recovered In Mounds 5h and
5d.

In the case of Mound 5d (Agrinier 1962:Fig. *0, Maravillas phase

architecture was preceding the following Paredon phase; and thus again,
we have one example of the stratigraphic order which demonstrates the
Maravillas phase to be earlier than the following Paredon phase.
There is but one example of Paredon phase architecture in our
excavations.

This was in Mound 5d. For the succeeding Postclassic

phases of the site, we have not excavated any structures from this
time period.

We do have stratigraphy for the Postclassic in ceramics

recovered from various excavations at Chiapa de Corzo, but these will
be described in a following section.
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It is clear that the architectural sequence is adequately
demonstrated on the basis of stratigraphy from the Dili phase through
the Paredon phase for this site.

This is a continuous architectural

sequence through ten phases, or from a time of about 1000 B.C. through
A.D. 1000.

The Correlation of the Culturally Produced
Units with the Architectural Sequence at
Chiapa de Corzo
In the earliest architecture found in the Dili phase at Mound
1, Burial 63b (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:9* 15) was associated with Struc
ture 1-D.
In Motind 7, the Escalera architecture had associations with
six burials.

Burial 6 was placed below the third floor in the Escalera

structures and Burials 1, 2, 4, and 5 were placed through the second
floor (Lowe 1962b:^7).

The sixth burial, Burial 3, was placed in this

phase, but was not associated with either of the floors just now men
tioned, and so its position is not clear in the sequence of culturally
produced units placed in this phase (Lowe 1962b:Fig. 27a).

It is

clear that these burials were all relatively late in the Escalera phase
constructions in the mound with Burial 6 being slightly earlier than
the other burials.
In the Francesa phase, Mound

36

indicates that Burial 20 was

placed in Structure 36-F^ below four floors and that above this were
Structures F-3, F-2, and F-l (Lowe 1962b:59).
ture of this Francesa phase in Mound
1962b:59).

36

In the youngest struc

was placed Cache

36-I (Lowe

This would indicate that Burial 20 is earlier in the
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Francesa phase as a control unit, and Cache 36-1 is later in the
Francesa phase.
At the present time for the Guanacaste phase we have in Mound
1, as prior to the construction of Structure 1-H15, the placement of
Tomb 7 and Burial 24 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:47, 50).

A little later

in Structure H-13, Caches 1 and 2 were placed (Lowe and Agrinier I960:
56).

This would place Burial 2A- and Tomb 7 slightly earlier than

Caches 1 and 2, but they would both represent either the Late Guanacaste phase or the Guanacaste-Horcones transitional materials.

Mound

3 had 26 burials in the Guanacaste phase (Tucker 1970:11-12).
For the Horcones phase in Mound 1, Structure 1-H9 was associ
ated with Tombs 5 and 6 with Cache 3 being associated with Structure
1-H9al (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:44-46,

56).

These cultural units are

the earliest ones we have of the Horcones phase.
Representing probably a mid-point in this phase would be
Structure 1-H8al with Tomb 4 and the Caches 4 and 5 in Structure
1-H8a2, Caches 6 and 7 in Structure 1-H7a2, and Caches 8-13 in Struc
ture 1-H5 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:42-43, 57-58).

Possibly contempo

rary with this mid-point in the Horcones phase would be Cache 5-1 in
Mound 5 (Lowe 1962b:23) which was placed beneath the floor of Struc
ture 5-Hl as a dedicatory offering.
For the latter part of the Horcones phase in Mound 1, Struc
ture 1-H3 was associated with Cache 14 and Structure 1-H2 with Caches
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21; and Structure 1-H1 with Caches 22, 23, 24,
25, 25a, and Tomb 1 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:56-61).

In Mound 5

associated on the floors of Structure 5-Hl were Caches 2-14 which were
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all terminal offerings and probably represent the last activity of the
Horcones phase (Lowe 1962b:23-33)•

Mound 3 had 5 burials and 16 caches

(Tucker 1970:Table 2) while Mound 15 contained 9 Horcones burials
(Glauner and Herman 1972:5-6).
For the earliest part of the Istmo phase, in Mound 1 associ
ated with 1-12, were Burials 21 and 25 (Lowe and Agrinier I960:50-51*).
Also associated with this same structure were Caches 26, 27, 29, 30,
and 31•

Caches 27, 29, 30, and 31 contained vessels from both the late

Horcones and the Istma phases (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:61-62).

There

were no burials associated with Mound 5, Structure 5-12, but in the
fill was Cache 5-15 which is also to be considered early in the Istmo
phase (Lowe 1962b:20, 8*0. Structure 67-1^ has Cache 67-13, and the
succeeding Structure 67-13 is associated with Caches 67-5 and 67-9.
These structures and caches belong to this early phase (Lowe 1962b:
68).

In the Mound 12 excavation. Structure 12-15 with Cache 12-10

associated and the succeeding structure 12-1^ with Caches 7 and 9,
complete the associated burials and caches for the early part of the
Istmo phase (Mason 1960:8-11).
During the mid-part of this phase, Structure 1-11 was associ
ated with Cache 28; Structure 1-Ila was associated with Burials 59 and
17 plus Cache 32 in Mound 1 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:61-62).

For the

middle part of the Istmo phase in Mound 5, Structure 5-H fill was
associated with Burials *tl and 4la, and Structure 5-H was associated
with Burials 36, 37, 39, and Mf and Caches 5-18 and 5-19 (Lowe 1962b:
18-21).

In Mound 67, Structure 67-12 is associated with Caches 3,

6, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12 (Lowe 1962b:69, 70).

In Mound 12, Structures
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12-13 have Cache 11, and Structure 12-12 has Cache 8 (Mason 1960:18,
19).

These represent the associated burials and caches for the middle

part of the Istmo phase.
In the latest part of the Istmo phase. Structure 1-Ilb was
associated with Burial 32 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:53 $ 5*0.

This

structure also had as a characteristic architectural feature large
columns in the entrance ways to the temple.

This particular feature

compares with Structure 13-11» Structure 67-11 and more distantly with
Mound 10 at Monte Alban (Lowe 1962b:68).

In Structure 1-Ilc, Caches

33-39 and Burial 52a were associated (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:54, 61-63).
The Structure 5-11, Burials 38, 45, 40, and 42, and **3 are the associ
ation (Lowe 1962b:21, 3^).
Cache 67-2 (Lowe 1962b:69).

The Structure 67-11 is associated with
Mound

3

contained nine burials and three

caches (Tucker 1970:Table 2, 81-82) while Mound 15 had 27 burials from
the Istmo phase (Glauner and Herman 1972:6-8).
During the Jiquipilas phase, Mound 5» Caches 16, 17* 20, and
21 (Lowe 1962b:3*0» and Mound 67» Cache 1 (Lowe 1962b:69) are associ
ated with this phase, but at the present stage of our analysis I am
not able to say what particular part of the Istmo phase it belongs.
In Mound 1, Structure l-6b associated with Caches 44, 39 are
early; and Structure l-5c2 with Cache 4l would be about the mid-part
of the phase.

The latter part of the phase is represented by Struc

ture 1-4 which is in association with Caches 40 and 43 (Lowe and
Agrinier 1960:63), and Structure 1-3 associated with Burial 31 (Lowe
and Agrinier I960:53) below its floor typify the latter part of the
Jiquipilas phase.
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The Laguna phase structures were not clearly identified in our
earlier reports from the site of Chiapa de Corzo.

Since this time,

significant excavations have been completed in the mounds at the site
of Mirador to the west.

The architecture in the ceramics from the

Mirador site suggest that through hindsight certain structures reported
earlier from Chiapa de Corzo as being troa the Jiquipilas phase struc
tures* in reality, may belong to the Laguna phase.
In Mound 1, Structure 1-J1 and Cache k2 were below the floor,
but on the floor of this structure Burial 7 and Cache ^5 were placed
(Lowe and Agrinier 1960:34).

The Structure 1-J1 was associated with

Caches kS-k8 (Lowe and Agrinier 1960:63).

In Mound 12, Structure

12-16 has Laguna phase ceramic offerings in the Cache which was placed
over Tomb 2, but between Tomb 2 and this cache were three floors.

I

am not sure just which of the last structures in Mound 12 would go
with this cache.

It is also possible that some of the Tomb 2 pottery

offerings belong with the Laguna phase.

It is not clear whether

Tombs 3 and Cache 12-17* which was placed above Tomb 3» belong to the
Laguna phase or the previous Jiquipilas phase (Mason 1960:21, 22).
A layer of Maravillas phase and Paredon phase architecture
have some associated burials and caches, but there are not enough of
these to indicate a breakdown within the phases into earlier or later
parts; and therefore, there is nothing to help order ceramic materials
from other types of deposits on the basis of these burials and caches.

APPENDIX B

TENTATIVE CHIAPA DE CORZO POPULATION PATTERN:
MIDDLE PRECLASSIC TO EARLY CLASSIC

The problem of estimating the demographic densities within the
state of Chiapas is a very complicated and difficult research task.
The following discussion will center around the problem of estimating
the population density at the site of Chiapa de Corzo.
An especially difficult problem at the Chiapa de Corzo site is
obtaining specific data on households.

The domestic dwellers used

wattle-and-daub houses which leave very few traces especially if the
site has been continuously occupied for nearly 3500 years.
A preliminary rough approximation of population density is
suggested by using the most abundant and ever present potsherds.

There

are no excavations or contacts known from the Chiapa de Corzo site
that did not have potsherds.

This cannot be said of any other artifact

category.
Since the spatial dimension is controlled by dealing with one
site, the total pottery production through time can be clustered into
time periods.

This can be done with the potsherds from the collec

tions obtained from Chiapa de Corzo.

The following example is from

one section of this site, but the procedure should be extended to in
clude all sherd collections from an archaeological site.

19^
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The preliminary breakdown on the important Trench 100 (about
50 meters in length and nearly 5 meters in depth at the deepest point)
places the sherds in seven categories.
quite interesting.

Some "rough" figuring proved

Because of the immense quantity of sherds, baskets

(all the same size) of sherds from each period were counted.

By con

sidering the total basket count as 100 percent, the following period
percentages were arrived at.
Chiapa
I
Chiapa II
Chiapa III
Chiapa IV
Chiapa
V
Chiapa VI
•Chiapa VII-VIII

11.30
19.25
0.50
3.25
27.00
23.00
15.50

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

•Periods VII-VIII were lumped together
because of surface mixing.
In order to get an idea of the portion of sherds or pottery
being made during each period that would reflect population density,
the following procedure was resorted to:

if the time involved, period,

and percentage of ceramic material were known plus having the space
dimension controlled (all sherds were from the same site), the time
and percentages for each period could be reduced to common dominators
and an idea of the quantity of pottery being made in a given amount of
time in the period could be deduced.

Accordingly, with the results of

several radiocarbon l*t dates from samples obtained at the site, the
following time span was assigned to each period.

(Precise dating will

of course be a critical factor in any permanent results from this type
of procedure.)
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Chiapa
I
Chiapa II
Chiapa III
Chiapa IV
Chiapa
V
Chiapa VI
Chiapa VII-VIII

500
350
150
200
250
150
300

years
years
years
years
years
years
years

In the next step, the smallest time units (Period III-150
years, Period VI-I50 years) were used as a control.

Thus it would be

necessary to reduce the period percentages of Period I, three and onethird times; Period II, two and one-third times; Period IV, one and
one-third times; Period V, one and two-thirds times; and Periods VIIVIII, two times; with Periods III and VI remaining the same.

Reducing

the period percentages according to this time reduction gives the
following results.
Chiapa
I
Chiapa II
Chiapa III
Chiapa IV
Chiapa
V
Chiapa VI
Chiapa VII-VIII

3.^5

8.26
0.50
2.Mf

16.17
23.00
7.75

Now, theoretically, all the sherd percentages for each period
represent equal amounts of time so that different percentages in be
tween periods now reflect different proportions of pottery actually
being made in the same amount of time in any of the periods.

To make

this clear, the smallest percentage (Period III-0.5) was made the
control for the other period percentages.

Dividing this control unit

into the remaining percentages gave the following result.
Chiapa

I

Chiapa II
Chiapa III

6.90 times as much pottery being
made in the same amount of
time as Period III
16.52
1.00 (serving as control)
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Chiapa IV
Chiapa
V
Chiapa VI
Chiapa VII-VIII

4.88
32.34
46.00
15.50

The basic pattern, as shown in Figure B-l, can be confirmed or
modified by tabulated results from all of the other primary excavation
units.

There will undoubtedly be modifications, such as in Periods

III and IV being larger in their development, but no drastic altera
tions.

It may be necessary to account for other factors; such as,

handling the domestic and ceremonial pottery separately.
B-l each Period appears as a rectangular column.

In Figure

Percentage trends

could, however, be utilized within each Period to modify the squared
rectangle appearance to produce a curving growth and decline pattern.
The use of ceramic attributes from mode units rather than type units
would be especially useful in accomplishing this task.
The above manipulation involves three different seales of
measurement.
scales.

The historical types are measured by nominal and ordinal

The control unit for measuring pottery production involves

the amount of manufacture per equal interval units.

More sophisticated

refinement should be applied to this crude example.
The trend diagram has no specific numerical values (populationwise) for each time period.

A cross assignment of population figures

can be supplied from conquest, colonial, and modern census data.
Chiapa de Corzo in 1524 is given a population of 4,000 by Bernal Dias.
In the 1571 and 1626 surveys, Chiapa has 4,000 houses and 26,000 and
21,000 inhabitants respectively.
of 6,745.

The

i960 Census

lists a population

Today the population of Chiapa de Corzo is over 7,000.

Proportion of Pottery Manufactured Above Period III Rate of production
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The above figures take on more meaning when it is realized that
the 152^ figure refers to the Chiapan capital that occupied only the
lower ground near the Grijalva River.

The extreme 20,000+ figures are

from the early Colonial period when the Spaniards had clustered
Chiapanec Indians from the surrounding villages and towns into Chiapa
de Corzo, an unnatural situation to say the least.

The modern popula

tion figures cover the same area as the Conquest period plus the
adjacent bluff areas.

n other words, the modern town of Chiapa de

Corzo occupies the same territory as the ancient site in the time
periods listed on the diagram; i.e., both the river bottom and bluff
areas.
In Figure B-l, Period VI, which represents the peak occupation
of the site up to and including the Chiapanecs at the time of the Con
quest, is assigned the value of 7,000 i 500 inhabitants.

This value

was chosen because the Horcones phase distribution at Chiapa de Corzo
was the same as the occupational distribution of Chiapa de Corzo in
i960.

The census results for that year was nearly 7,000 inhabitants.

Thus I chose this figure for the Horcones phase.

The rest of the

population guesses for the other periods were calculated from this
value.
This population example is fairly complex.

The one-dimensional

approach seemed to work fine up to the point of showing the trend pat
tern in Figure B-l.

But this example undoubtedly reflects the multi

variate situation; i.e., there is more involved in this pattern of
growth and decline through time than just the population variable.
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Usually in the past, population or demographic data have been
considered as dependent variables in any attempt at explanation of
this type of information.

However, if the population or demographic

variable be considered an independent variable (the situational im
peratives or conditions) that set the limitations within which a
social unit can generate responses to the situational conditions, then
the generated response would be the various social units or activity
units that characterize the society.

APPENDIX C

HISTORICAL CHIAPAS POTTERY

Table C-l.

Key to archaeological phases.

Central Depression
of Chiapas

Time Span

0 - Ocos

1600-1500 B.C.

c - Cotorra

1500-1000 B.C.

D - Dili

1000- 650 B.C.

E - Escalera

650-- 500 B.C.

r - Francesa

500- 300 B.C.

G - Guanacaste

300-

Chiapas Plateau

50 B.C.

H - Horcones

50 B.C.-A.D. 100

I - Istmo

A.D.

100- 250

J - Jiqulpilas

A.D.

250- 400

L - Laguna

A.D.

400- 600

K - Kan

M - Maravillas

A.D.

600- 800

T - Tsah

P - Paredon

A.D.

800- 950

R - Ruiz

A.D.

950-1300

T - Tuxtla

A.D. 1300-1524/28

V - Villa Flores

A.D. 1524/28-1810

Z - Zapotal

A.D. 1810-present
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S - Sak

Y - Yash
Lu - Lum

Table C-2. Pottery classifications. — "Type and variety represented by sherds only.
Group

Type

Variety

Arch. Phase

Marta Wash

•Marta White-to-buff
•Barrancon Reed-punched
•Chanona Recessed

Marta
Barrancon
Chanona

C
C
C

Cutilinoco Slipped

Cutilinoco Red-and-vhite
•Calavera Red-limited
•Huehuetan Smudged
•Namanchui Smudged-recessed

Cutilinoco
Calavera
Huehuetan
Namanchui

c,
c,
c,
c,

Catazaja Slipped

•Catazaja Polished-gray
•Cuichapa Recessed

Catazaja
Cuichapa

c
c

Tapalapa Unslipped

Tapalapa Coarse
Cerro Hueco Recessed
•Limanude Painted

Tapalapa
Cerro Hueco
Limanude

C, D
C, D
C, D

Chuquipaca Unslipped

Chuquipaca Smoothed
•Mactumatsa Painted
Pichucalco Recessed

Chuquipaca
Mactumatsa
Pichucalco

c, D
C, D
C, D

Padre Unslipped

•Padre Smudged
•Padre Smudged
•Merida Chamfered

All-over
Controlled
Merida

C, D
c. D
E

Red-paste
Gray-paste
Red-paste
Gray-paste
Barranca Hondo

D
D
D
D
D

Vergel Slipped

Tzutzuculi Slipped

Vergel White-to-buff
Vergel White-to-buff
Tonala Recessed
Tonala Recessed
Barranca Hondo Modeled
Tzutzuculi White-to-buff
•Comalapa Chamfered
Moradas Notched
Ocotlan Modeled-perforated

Tzutzuculi
Comalapa
Moradas
Ocotlan

D
D
D
D

E
E
E
' F, G, H

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications.
Group

Type

Variety

Nicapa Slipped

Nicapa Orange-resist
Nicapa Orange-resist
Nicapa Orange-resist
Nicapa Orange-resist
Enguti Incised
Enguti Incised
Enguti Incised
Rodeo Patterned

Crystal Ash
Quartz
Untempered
Unspecified
Crystal ABh
Untempered
Unspecified
Rodeo

E
E
E,
E,
E
E
E,
E,

Libertad Black-brown
Cintalapa Grooved-composite
Chicomuselo Chamfered
Florida Griffite
Mojon Fine-incised
Macanuda Incised
Matenica Modeled

Libertad
Cintalapa
Chicomuselo
Florida
Mojon
Macanuda
Matenica

E, F, G
E, F, G, H
F
F
F
F, H
G

Mundet Red
Mundet Red
Mundet Red
Rafael Incised
•Teran Modeled
Mionoda Notched
Teran Modeled
Nipe Carved
Pajaro Fluted
*Mazapa Punctated

Matte
Polished
Unspecified
Rafael
Basket-handle
Mionoda
Shoulder-flange
Nipe
Pajaro
Mazapa

F,
F,
G,
E,
F
G,
G,
H
H
H

Copoyo
*Neodeslo Painted
Desengano Perforated
Nijundilo Modeled-perforated

Copoyo
Neondeslo
Desengano
Nijundilo

E, F» G
E
F
F, H

Libertad Slipped

Mundet Slipped

Copoyo Unslipped

Arch. Phase

F
F

F
F

G, H, I
G, H, I
H
F, G, H
H
H

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications
Group
Copoyo Unslipped
(Continued)

Type
Hermosa Recessed
Pajal Glyph-painted
*Ocote Reed-punched

Variety

Arch. Phase

Hermosa
Hermosa
Ocote

F
G
G

Chachi Unslipped

Chachi Smooth
Amatan Recessed
Celaya Perforated
Acatenco
Tzenam Anthropomorphic

Chachi
Amatan
Celaya
Acatenco (Crystal Ash)
Tzenam

E, F, G, H
E, F
F
H
H

Aguajito Unslipped

Aguajito Polished-gray
Arista Zoomorphic

Aguajito
Arista (Untempered)

E
F

Tapilula Unslipped

•Tapilula Smudged-vhite
Soyalo Modeled-recessed
•Cavada Incised

Tapilula
Soyalo
Cavada

F
E
F

Chepa (Incisedpunctated)

F

Chepa Slipped

Chepa Grayish-brown

Vista Slipped

•Vista Red-painted
Vista Red-painted
Vista Red-painted
Vista Red-painted
•Cheparon Painted-incised

Broad-line
Plain-interior
Thin-line
Mass
Cheparon

F
G, H
G
H
F

Teopisca Slipped

Teopisca White
*Seco Recessed
Acala Tetrapod

Teopisca
Seco
Acala

F, H
G
H

Nandayapa Doubleslipped

Nandayapa Orange
Nandayapa Orange
Ocosingo Incised
Zapaluta Fluted
Casahonda Composite

Matte
Instrous
Ocosingo
Zapaluta
Casahonda

F
F, G
F
F
.H

ro
%

Table C-2—-Continued. Pottery classifications
Group
Trastos Unslipped

Type
Trastos Painted red
•Naranjito Painted-recessed

Variety

Arch. Phase

Trastos (Smoothed)
Naranjito

F
F

Vicente Slipped

Vicente Brown

Vicente

F

Belgica Unslipped

Belgica Smoothed
Refugio Incised"

Belgica
Refugio

F, G
F

Cuilapa Slipped

Cuilapa Composite

Cuilapa

F, G

Sierra Slipped

Sierra Red
Alta Mira Fluted

Sierra
Alta Mira

F, G
G

Nandalumi Slipped

Nandalumi White-brown
Tila Painted
Betania Red-rim

Nandalumi
Tila
Betania

H
G, H
H, I

Monte Rico Unslipped

Monte Rico Polished-brown
Cangulu Face-neck
Pasochiote Modeled
Santo Domingo InciBed
Pasochiote Modeled
Chilon Grooved
Guajunguti Reed-punched
Juan Crispin Punctated
Loma Sola Scored
Magdalena Carved
Mispia Fluted
Mispia Fluted
Nucamesa Serrated-notched
Sindila Gadrooned
Cerro Verde Recessed

Monte Rico
Cangulu
Pronged-perforated
Santo Domingo
Fish-effigy
Chilon
Guajunguti
Juan Crispin
Loma Sola
Magdalena
Simple
Thumb-impressed
Nucamesa
Sindila
Cerro Verde

G, H
G, H
G. H
G
H
H
H
H
H
H
R
H
H
H
H

Mirador Slipped

Mirador Orange-vitreous

Mirador

G, H, I,

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications
Group

Type

Variety

Xakiltik Unslipped

Xakiltik Smoothed

Xakiltik

S (G, H)

Cueva Grande
Mulumi

G, H
H

Cueva Grande Unslipped

Cueva Grande Smudged
"Mulumi Red-rim

Arch. Phase

Sarteneja Slipped

Sarteneja Usulutan

Sarteneja

G

San Roberto Unslipped

San Roberto Unsultan
Coteo Appligued
Pilar Modeled

San Roberto
Coteo
Pilar

H
G
G, H

Mujular Slipped

Mujular White
Culati Modeled

Mujular
Culati

H
H

Calvario Double-Slipped

Calvario Orange
Nucua Painted

Calvario
Nucua

H
H

Chichihuitan Unslipped

Chichihuitan Smoothed

Chichihuitan

H

Guerrero Unslipped

Guerrero Red-painted

Guerrero

H

Quechula Unslipped

Quechula Smudged
Nuyi Incised
Cirilo Incised-punctated

Quechula
Nuyi
Cirilo

H
H
H

Poblazon Unslipped

Poblazon Coarse
Bochil Recessed
Albino Modeled-incised

Poblazon
Bochil
Albino

H
H
I

Tecpatan Unslipped

Tecpatan Fine-painted
Najamulati Modeled

Tecpatan
Najamulati

H
H

San Jk • iito Slipped

San Jacinto Black-brown

San Jacinto

H

San Sebastian

S (G, H)

San Sebastian Slipped

•San Sebastian Fine-red

Metapa Double-slipped

Metapa Orange-trichrome

Metapa

H

Cienditas Unslipped

Cienditas Ivory-white

Cienditas

H

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications.
Group

Type

Variety

Chimale Slipped

Chimale White
Analco Modeled-incised

Chimale
Analco

I, L
I

Nambiyugua Unslipped

Nambiyugua Smoothed
Mapastepec Painted
Zaju Thumb-impressed
Juarez Recessed
Chaja Modeled-incised
Zaragoza Perforated

Nambiyugua
Mapastepec
Zaju
Juarez
Chaja
Zaragoza

I. J, L
F, H, I
I
It L
J
L

Turi Unslipped

Turi Coarse
Pinada Fluted
Sunuapa Recessed
Napa Jumo Mushroom
Bohom Modeled-perforated
Alemania Modeled
Cimientos Zoomorphic
Jerico Spiked-perforated
Cerro Ombiligo Composite
Copainala Lime-coated
Chical Notched

Turi
Pinada
Sunuapa
Napa Jumo
Bohom
Alemania
Cimientos
Jerico
Cerro Ombiligo
Copainala
Chical

I, J, L
I
I
I
I. J, L
Jt L
J
M
L
Im M
L

Carranza Unslipped

Carranza Ivory-white

Carranza

I

Venta Unslipped

Venta Smudged
Paniagua Recessed
Campon Red-rim
Soyatengo Modeled

Venta
Paniagua
Campon
Soyantengo

I. J, L,
I. J, L
I
L

Campana Slipped

Campana Red
Macamigna Mushroom

Campana
Macamigna

K (L)

Aguacate Double-slipped

Ixcanrio Orange-polychrome

Ixcanrio

I

Animas Unslipped

Animas Painted-incised

Animas

Arch. Phase

I

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications
Group

Type

Variety

Tablon Unslipped

Tablon Smoothed-incised

Tablon

J

Cinco Cerros Slipped

Cinco Cerros Orange
Chichonal Recessed

Cinco Cerros
Chichonal

J, L
J

Bella Unslipped

Bella Smooth-orange

Bella

J. L

Ostuacan Slipped

Ostuacan Red-and-brown
Cielito Incised

Ostuacan
Cielito

J. L
L

Yerba Buena Slipped

Yerba Buena Red-orange

Yerba Buena

Amahuitz Notched
Eden Modeled
Ouasanari Spiked
San Cristobal Yellow-orange
Chejal Impressed
Chiapilla Black-painted
Tortuga Smudged
Polka Mushroom

Amahuitz
Eden
Guasanari
San Cristobal
Chejal
Chiapilla
Tortuga
Polka

K, T, Y, Lu
(I, J, L, M)
L
L
L
T, Y (M)
M
M
M
M

Rosas Slipped

Rosas White

Rosas

K (J » L)

Actuncan Double-slipped

Actuncan Orange-polychrome

Cual

J

Dos Arroyos

J

Dos Arroyos Douple-Slip. Dos Arroyos Orange-polychrome

Arch. Phase

Palmera Slipped

Palmera Brown

Palmera

L, M

Cerro Pelon Slipped

Cerro Pelon Red-on-cream

Cerro Pelon

L

Buenacuti Double-slip.

Buenacuti Red-orange
Chicoasen Resist
Ninos Heroes Polychrome
Angostura Black-painted

Buenacuti
Chicoasen
Ninos Heroes
Angostura

L, M, R
M
M
M

Carolinas Unslipped

Carolinas Smoothed-excised

Carolinas

L

Table C-2--Continued. Pottery classifications.
Group

Type

Variety

Parada Unslipped

Parada Ivory-white

Parada

L

Angel Unslipped

Angel Brown

Angel

L

Ixtapa Slipped

Ixtapa White

Ixtapa

Nuricumbo Unslipped

Arch. Phase

Colon Coarse-incised
Yati Red-painted
Alfaro Smudged
Coapilla Black-painted
Curipa Resist
Niliyumbu Appliqued
•Jotana Impressed
Cuchumton Soft-paste

T, Y, Li
(L, M.
Colon
L, M
Yati
L, M
Alfaro
L
Coapilla
M
Curipa
M
Niliyumbu
M
Jotana (Thumb-filleted) M
Cuchumton
Y, Lu

Nuricumbo Smoothed
Sitala Polished
Mazan Painted-incised
Cupasmi Coarse-incised
Minanuca Impressed
Piedra Perforated
•Turisal Fluted
•Tapadera Fabric-impressed
*Changuti Smudged
•Milame Trichrome
•Cambijuyu Painted
Nambariti Polychrome

Nuricumbo
Sitala
Mazan
Cupasmi
Minanuca
Piedra
Turisal
Tapadera
Changuti
Milame
Cambijuyu
Nambariti

M,
L,
L,
L,
M
H,
M
M
R»
T
T
V

Ratones Slipped

Ratones Thin-orange

Ratones

L

Radani Unslipped

Radani Gray

Composite

L

Mixtequilla Unslipped

Mixtequilla Painted

Mixtequilla

L

Nandalonda

L

Nandalonda Slipped

*Nandalonda Incised

R.
M
M
M,
T

T

Table C-2--Continued. Pottery classifications.
Group
PilitaB Unslipped

Santa Elena Slipped

Type
Pilitas Coarse
Cupia Spiked
Cupia Spiked
Cupia Spiked
Cupia Spiked
•Barrejonal Stamped
Sabinal Modeled-spiked
Santa Elena Red

Variety

Arch. Phase

Pilitas
Untempered
Crystal Ash
Unspecified
Quartz
Barrejonal
Sabinal

M
L, M, R
L, M
M
M
M
R

Santa Elena

K, T (L, M
P)

Skapin Slipped

Skapin Red

Skapin

K, T (L)

Soyatitan Double-Slip.

Soyatitan Orange-polychrome

Soyatitan

K (L)

San Nicolas Unslipped

San Nicolas Smoothed
Niagara Grooved-bossed
Tenejapa Modeled-carved
Chanal Modeled-carved

San Nicolas
Niagara
Tenejapa
Chanal

L, M
M
M
T, Y, P

Cuilco Unslipped

Cuilco Modeled-filleted

Cuilco

L

Nahuala Slipped

Nahuala Modeled

Nahuala

L

Cairo Slipped

Cairo Brown
Pantepec Mold-support

Cairo
Pantepec

M, R
R

Brisas Slipped

Brisas Painted

Brisas

M

Pochota
Unspecified
Rayon
Spiked
Handled
Tlaloc
Sevilla
Santuario

M» R, T
M, T
M
R
T
T
T
V

Pochota Unslipped

Pochota Coarse
Primavera Modeled
Rayon Modeled-perforated
•Banquillo Modeled-filleted
Banquillo Modeled-filleted
Primavera Modeled
Sevilla Zoomorphic
*Santuario Lime-coated

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications
Group

Type

Variety

Custepec Unslipped

Custepec Smoothed-vitreous

Custepec

M

Arriaga Slipped

Arriaga Yellow-orange
Arriaga Yellow-orange

Band-painted
Complex-painted

M
T

Pearson Unslipped

Pearson Negative

Pearson

M

Pastores Slipped

Pastores Cream
Ocotepec Smudged

Pastores
Ocotepec

M
M

Berriozabal

M

Berriozabal Double-Slip. Berriozabal Orange-polychrome

Arch. Phase

Cebadilla Unslipped

Cebadilla Smoothed
Argelio Filleted
Chalan Mold-painted
Coloradas Spiked

Cebadilla
Argelio
Chalan
Coloradas

M
M
M
R

Adela Double Slipped

Adela Brown-polychrome

Adela

T (M)

Kuna Unslipped

Kuna Trichrome

Kuna

M

Moxviquil Slipped

Moxviquil Black

Moxviquil

T, Y (M, P,

San Gregorio Unslipped

San Gregoria Coarse
Aquespala Spiked-filleted
Escoptazo Phytomorphic
Simojovel Modeled
Yajalon Modeled-painted
Jabali Painted

San Gregorio
Aquespala
Escoptazo
Simojovel
Yajalon
Jabali

T, Y, Lu (R)
M
M
M, R, T
M
M

Huistan Slipped

Huistan Hard-red

Huistan

T, Y, Lu
(M, P, R, T)
V

•Becerra Red

Becerra

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications
Group

Type

Variety

Motozintla Slipped

Motozintla Red
Motozintla Red
Cerro Brujo Negative
Tzimol Notched

Unspecified
Quartz
Cerro Brujo
Tzimol

Arch. Phase
M, T
M
M
M

Baqueta Unslipped

*Baqueta Coarse Hard-fired
•Martinica Impressed
•Pedrano Spiked-filleted

Baqueta
M
Martinica (Thumb' fillet.) M
Pedrano
M

San Juan Slipped

•San Juan Plumbate

San Juan

M

Tiestos Slipped

Tiestos Brown

Tiestos

M

Tiquisate Slipped

Bracitos Fluted

Bracitos

M

Altar Slipped

•Pabellon Modeled-carved

Pabellon

P

Nimbalari Slipped

Nimbalari White-trichrome
•San Anton Brown-on-white

Nimbalari
San Anton

T
R, T

Pera

R

Pera Unslipped

Pera Modeled

Tula Unslipped

•Ahuizote Red-on-orange

Ahuizote

R

Cupandacuyu Unslipped

Cupandacuyu Smoothed
Nucatili Polychrome
•Xadani Red-on-orange

Cupandacuyu
Nucatili
Xadani

R, T
T
T

Ecatepec Slipped

Ecatepec Red
Chamula Red

Ecatepec
Chamula

Y, Lu (R, T)
T, U

Hermita Unslipped

Hermita Coarse

Hermita

Y, Lu (R, T)

Tzaconeja Double-slip.

Tzaconeja Red

Tzaconeja

Y, Lu (R, T)

fu
H
rv>

Table C-2—Continued. Pottery classifications
Group

Type

Variety

Arch. Phase

Tohil Slipped

Tohil Plumbate
Tumbador Incised
Porvenir
Malacatan

Tohil
Tumbador
Porvenir
Malacatan

R
R
R
R

Petapa Slipped

Petapa Painted

Petapa

T

Tenayuca Slipped

•Ocelotl Black-on-orange

Ocelotl

T

Texcoco Slipped

•Tenoch Black-on-red

Tenoch

T

Tres Picos Slipped

Tres Picos Orange-polychrome

Tres Picos

T

Ladrillera Slipped

Visendi Cream
Visendi Cream

Black-painted
Red-painted

T
T

Chantuto Onslipped

Chantuto Modeled
Lidchibigu Painted

Chantuto
Lidchibigu

T
T

Reu Unslipped

Reu Smoothed
Reu Smoothed

Light-gray
Dark-gray

T
T

Tipacanu Unslipped

Tipacamu Painted

Tipacamu

T

Lachiquire Unslipped

Lachiquire Coarse
Duraznos Striated

Lachiquire
Duraznas

T
T

Chorreadero

T

Chinautla Double-Slip.

•Chorreadero Orange-Polychrome

Mazariegos Double-Slip.

Mazariegos Glazed
Mazariegos Glazed

Composite
Painted

V, Z
Z

Garza Slipped

Garza Painted

Garza

Z

Ocuilapa Unslipped

Acacoyagua Painted
Niveletic Painter-perforated

Acacoyagua
Niveletic

Z
Z

Naltic Unslipped

Naltic Lime-coated

Naltic

Z

Table C-2~Continued. Pottery classifications.
Group

Type

Variety

Yognajab Unslipped

Yognajab Smoothed
Comitan Painted

Yognajab
Comitan

Z
Z

Socoltenango Slipped

Socoltenango Cream-painted

Socoltenango

Z

Amatenango Unslipped

Aguacatenango Smoothed-painted Aguacatenango

Z

Lacandon Unslipped

Lacanja Modeled
Agua Azul Modeled Painted

Z
Z

Lacanja
Agua Azul

Arch. Phase
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